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SEL7101N 1 - STA.'NDARD CATALOG
,kUNTIII.Y CATAL.)G
The coverage contained in the monthly Standard Catalog is divided into two parts. Part 1 contains a com-
puter generated listing organized by ubse nation identification. number (ID) and includes pertinent
information about each image. Part 2 provides a computer listing of observations organized by latitude/"
longitude.
A. Observation Identification !Number SID) Listing
Observation ID rAznbers are listed in sequential order from smallest number to largest. Associated with
each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with
a description of each data item is shown in Figure 1-1.
B. Latitude/Longitude Listing
This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes them by
coordinates using image center Icocation information for each observation. Observations in this listing
will be sorted first by latitude, and within latitude by longitude. The latitude/longitude listing is
arranged in the following mmLner:
0-90 degrees North; 0-180 degrees East and 0-180 degrees West
followed by
0-90 degrees South; 0-180 degrees East and 0-180 degrees West
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J - CODES
-0 = M = missing images on archival film product.
J-1 = images on archival film fail criteria becatise of photographic problems such as processing
chemical spots or stains.
J-2 = electron beam recorder problem evident on archival film product including:
more than 21 line drops and/or greater than 25a of image area affected;
electron beam recorder image coi-rection failure causing image  breakup;
sync lock loss; banding; window pane; false start of scan code; and data shifts.
J-3 - spacecraft attitude parameter change rate exceeds normal limits.
J-4 - ascending node (night) band 4-7 images on archival film or tape products (i.e., no
disce:Table image data on hands 4-7); band 3 data available.
J	 = archival film bears emulsion defects which are siq)plier related; e.g., paint chips
from film spoof, film blisters, ermulsion tears due to lack of adliesion.
J-6 = partial image produced on film because of data problem; film is correctl y annotated.
J-7 = ui.le hand video tape cl:imaged or unavailahle; digital and archival film product cannot be
regenerated.
J-8 - spacecraft data tape damaged; carunot regenerate digital product.












Figurc 2-1 microfilm Roll Format
2.4	 NU CROF I L\1 i ^VVT- FCIRrt\T
Each microfilm image contains all of the original annotation information plus two rapid search aids and










Figure 2-2 'licrofilm Image Format
5
2.S USER SEARCH AIDS
The User Search aids are the bar code indexing system, the doCurlent mark, and the four digit number.
A. Bar Code Indexing System
The Landsat microfilm images have been annotated with visual bar code lines to the right of
each frame. The visual bar code lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances















DIMENSIONS ON	 IDENTIFIES LANDSAT 3 IMAGES
16-- FILM	 900-949
FIGURE 2-3 BAR CODE INDEXING SCALE
6
To utilize this system, a user must generate a bar c3de indexing scale to attach to the face
of his viewer. The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the .-agnification
of his viewer. Landsat imagery is microfiLIK:d at a reduction ratio of S.75X. To determine
the overall length of a bar code indexing scale required for the users' microfilm riei:er,
multiply 9.45mm (14 bars and 13 spaces, each .3Srn in height) by the viewer lens enlarge-
ment factor. riultiply .3Smm by the viewer lens enlargement factor to dete ,pine the
individual bar and space heights on the bar code indexing scale.
B. The Document Mark
The 1,%%I)S:XT microfilm images have also been annotated with a doctunent
	 at the !ease of each
frame. This type of encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and
counting capability or an odometer. To use the docLunent mark encoding retrieval s ystem, the
film. will have to be placed in a cartridge. Mien the cartridge is placed in a reader which
contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired iro ge is
obtained from the Standard Catalog (columns 17 & 18-;licrofilm Roll and Frame) and either
punched on the keyboard or read via the odometer as the film advances. Using a reader con-
figured for rapid search and retrieval, the film advances and the frames' docirnert marks are
counted by means of a photosensing light. hhen the appropriate nLunber has been counted, the
reader stops and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer
requires the user to monitor the odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film
in the vicinity of the required frame. (See Figure 2-4.)
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Figure 2-4 Document Mark Size on l%1 r^r Microfilm
SECTION 3 - UNDSAT 2 CYCLES
CYCLE
DAYS SINCE













38 689 706 11 Dec 76 28 Dec 76 SS 995 1012 13 Oct 77 30 Oct
39 707 724 29 Dec 76 1S Jan 77 S6 1013 1030 31 Oct 77 17 Nov 77
40 72S 742 16 Jan 77 2 Feb 77 S7 1031 1048 18 Nov 77 S Dec 77
41 743 760 3 Feb 77 20 Feb 77 58 1049 1066 6 Dec 77 23 Dec 77
42 761 778 21 Feb 77 10 Mar 77 59 1067 1084 24 Dec 77 10 Jan 78
43 779 796 11 ,Mar 77 28 Mar 77 60 1085 1102 11 Jan 78 28 Jan 78
44 797 814 29 Mar 77 15 Apr 77 61 1103 1120 29 Jan 78 15 Feb 78
45 815 832 16 Apr 77 3 May 77 62 1121 1138 16 Feb 76 5 Mar 78
46 835 850 4 May 77 21 May 77 63 1139 1156 6 Mar -8 23 Mar 78
47 851 868 22 May 77 8 Jim 77 64 115' 1174 24 filar
i
78	 ` 10 Apr 78
48 869 836 9 Jun 77 26 Jun 77 65 1175 1192 11 Apr 78 28 Apr 78
49 887 904 27 Jun
-
77 14 Jul 77, 	 ' 66 1193 1210 29 Apr
I
78	 ^ 16 NLy 78
50 905 922 15 Jun " 1 Aug 1; 6' 1_11 122S 1 - May 78	 ^ 3 Jun -8
S1 923 940 2 Aug 77 1 19 Aug 77 68 1229 1246 4 Jun -8 21 Jun '8
52	 - 941 958 20 Aug 77 6 Sep 77 69 124; 1263 22 Jun 78 9 ,Jul 'S
^53 959 976 7 Sep !77 1 .4' Sep 77 70 1265 12S2 10 Jul 78 27 Jul 78
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LANDSAT I MAGF PROCESSING FACILITY
INFORMATION PRODUCTION ANC CONTROL SYSTEP









FROM 11/:1/78 TC 11 /3U/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/KITE SUN	 SUN	 Z CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCr	 MODE GAIN	 FICTURf	 F,ICTURE	 "ICROFILr	 MIC FLM
	
10	 DATE	 R	 /SPCL	 E L E V	 A? 1 01	 COVER	 4567	 OLTY	 4587 4567	 (NTQ LAT	 (NTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2129918042 11/18/711. 51 21 111114 D 43.07 139.14 NA 666M NO CCCL LILT 55.65 N	 119.56 W	 0 17
2133720006 11/18/78 71 19 16645 D 79.36 151.30 70 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 5x.43 N	 146.50 W	 29001.1 462
21^,	 2UG03 11/18/711 71 2C 1?-645 D 30.35 156.12 7U E E F F NO CCCI HHLL 57.u5 F.	 147.41 W	 29LOr1 473
2133720005 11/18/78 71 21 lb645 D 31.33 146.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 55.66 N	 145.26 W	 290L-1 404
2133720012 11/18/79 71 22 11645 D 32.30 147.52 90 EEEE NO CCCI HHLL 54.27 N	 149.06 r	 29C0^1 405
2/33720014 11/18/78 71 23 1P645 D 33.26 146.30 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 52.88 N	 149.82 w	 29rot1 406
2133/20021 11/18/78 71 24 16645 0 34.20 145.08 40 FEES NO CCCL HHLL 51.43 N	 150.53 W	 7901"1 407
2133720023 11/18/78 71 25 11, 645 D 35.13 143.8.' 20 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 5048 Al	 151.21 W	 2900rl 408
2133720030 11/18/76 71 26 16645 D 36.04 142.65 30 EEFE NO CCCI HHLL 46.6E N	 1:1.86 w	 2foot^1 469
2134o172F0 11/16/78 44 25 11769 D 32.72 146.36 20 04E 12 040 CCCL LLLL SC.07 N	 116.46 b	 29(bel 236
2134617283 11/16/78 44 Z6 18769 D 33.19 145.25 30 EEEE NO CCCI L L 
I 
L 48.66 N	 113.10 W	 29061 237
2134617285 11/16/78 44 27 18769 0 34 .14 144.14 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 IIi.71 Y	 7900A1 2?lk
2134617292 11/16/73 44 23 1K769 D 35.07 143.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 114.30 b	 29' C.1 239
2134617294 1111617b 44 29 11769 D 35.99 141.90 C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 1 14 .86 ► 	 290;,=1 24C
2 1346 17301 11/16/78 44 3C 18769 D 36.90 14U.76 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 115.41 Y	 2400++1 741
2134617303 11/16/78 44 31 lb769 D 37.79 139.60 0 EEFE NO CCCL LILL 41.S9 N	 115.04 fA	 290u.-1 242
c134617310 11/16/78 44 32 111769 0 38.066 138.42 C EEE• NO CCCL ILLI 4C.17 N	 116.44 lo	 29001 243
2134ol7312 11/16/78 44 33 18769 D 39.51 137.22 0 EEFE NO CCCL LILL 38.75 N	 116.93 W	 2900P1 244
2134617315 11/16x76 44 34 lb769 D 40.34 136.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LILL 37.33 N	 117.41; W	 29.ut1 245
2134617321 11/16/78 44 35 1 11 769 0 41.15 134.75 0 EEEE NO CCLL LILL 35.90 N	 117.87 W	 29('01/ 246
2134617324 11/16/78 44 36 16769 D 41.94 133.46 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 N	 11-1.32 W	 24(-k 9 1 247
2134617330 11/16/7{` 44 37 18769 0 42.71 132.iS 10 EE"E NO CCCL ILLL 33.C5 Al	 118.75 a	 29!!0) 248
21348 ,C5344 11/16178 171 20 18790 D 26.11 152.33 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 57.02 N	 069.16 E	 0 0
21348U53SU 11/16/78 171 21 1679(' D 27.73 151.18 NA MM0104 NO CCCI LLLL 55.64 N	 C68.31 E	 0 0
21341J5353 11/l6/7P, 171 22 18790 D 26.75 150.06 NA 016M6 NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N	 667.51 E	 J 0
2134805355 11/16/78 171 23 18790 D 29.75 148.95 20 EEEE NO ML ILLL 52.86 N	 066.76 F	 2999" 1 333
2134eG5362 11/16/78 171 24 lb790 D 30.74 147.85 10 E E E F NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N	 066.04 E	 290U^1 334
2134805364 11/16/18 171 2S 18790 0 31.72 146.77 0 EEEF NO CCCL Llll 50.06 N	 065.37 E	 Z900-1 335
2134605432 11/16/711 171 41 18790 D 45.21 127.29 40 EEEF No CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 057.42 E	 29u0e1 336
21348`5435 11/16/71 171 42 1b 790 0 45.85 125.1'3 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 25.8? N	 057.03 E	 290^1,.1 337
21349.5491 11/16/78 172 41 18804 D 45.00 121.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 C55.Vb E	 29COt1 33^
2 1 34905493 11/16/78 172 42 18804 D 45.65 126.32 20 EEEE % CCCI HHLL 25.90 N	 055.58 E	 2900+'1 339
2134905500 11/16/78 172 43 lbb04 D 46.2M 124.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N	 055.20 E	 290CR1 34P
2134909365 11/16/78 206 92 18806 D 30.39 059.83 NA MMMr No CCCL LLLL 45.81 S	 015.25 1,	 0 0
2134969372 11/16/79 206 93 18806 D 29. SP 059.58 4A %P11M NO CCCL LLLL 47.22 S	 015.84 Y	 0 11
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L7:27	 FFOM 11/:'1/7P TO 11/3(178
OESERVATION ENTRY	 FATH ROV, JR617 DAY/hITF SUN	 SUN	 X CLD QUALITY CC r 	CC n 	^O^E GAIN	 1 1CTURF	 PICTUkF	 •ICR;, FIL"	 ^IC fiv
ID	 DATE	 A	 /SPCL	 ELEV	 Al TOP 	C n VER	 4567	 [LTV	 4567 4567	 C%7k LAT	 CNTw LONI	 ROLL	 1RA•1
2135715091 11/05/79 19 35 111 921 D 30.19 138.78 10 CEEF NO CCCL ILLL 35.5: N 08i.00 .	 2900	 1 2i
2135715056 11/05/78 1'r 36 11921 0 ';.117 1?7.65 NA "NhM h0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 h Ot2.44 6	 0 _
2135715100 11/US/7P 19 37 11. 921 c 39.93 136.SO 60 ELEF N0 (c(I LLLL 33.x5 N Ot2.0b v	 29U0h1 20
2135715103 11/05/78 19 3F 18921 0 46.76 13S.31 30 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 31.62 N Ct3.32 Y	 2900°1 3C
2135715105 11/05/714 19 39 114 921 D 41.5b 134.C9 60 FEE[ MCI cccI. I 
I I L 3[.19 N rt3.75 w	 29Uu•1 31
2135?;4572 11/C5/78 163 40 18929 D 42.23 133.09 0 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 2t.75 N r-69.31 E	 29no - 1 32
213SEC4575 11/05/78 163 41 IP929 D 43.UV 131.F1 J EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N i'6 t. E	 2903,1 '3
21358!14561 11/05/78 163 42 lt929 D 43.75 130.SC C EE A E NO CCCI LLLL 25.81 N 06t.52 f	 2900c1 34
21358 1)4584 11/05/78 163 43 18929 D 44.47 129.15 0 F F E E NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N ocP.13 E	 2900.1 35
21351106451 11/05/78 1P1 51 IM D 469. 13 117.04 1C EEFE NO CC(I lL:.l 12.96 N L39.42 E	 29!`1.-1 36
2135806454 11/CS//8 181 S2 1b93L D 49.56 1IS.3o 10 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 11.52 N 039.07 f	 ?V(Lr1 !7
2135936460 11/05/78 181 53 1E930 D 49.94 113.66 10 EEFE NU CCCL LLLL 10.08 M 638.73 E	 2900fl1 3t
135806463 11/QS/7h 1b1 54 1E93C D 56.211 111.	 2 30 E f f f NO C C C I LLLL UP .64 N 636.38 E	 29(1( 1 39
2135:X15125 11/16/78 20 30 IN935 D 33.25 144.36 10 FEFE NO C C L L Ill1 43.61 M Ot1.UO N	 T91ue1 249
2135815132 11/16/78 ?0 31 18935 D 34.22 143.34 20 EEEE NO CC(I ILLL 41.59 N 0!1.52 M	 2904'1 25l
2155915134 4 1/16/78 20 32 111935 D 35.17 142.31 40 EEEf NI C ( C L IILL 40.17 N 142.01 M	 290[x1 251
213;!15141 11/16/7t 21; 33 11935 L 36.10 141.27 SU EEEf NO CCCI LLLL 36.75 N 062.56 ► 	 29LL-1 i5i
2135c15143 11/16/70 20 34 18935 D 37.32 140.20 60 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.32 N Ilt2.97 w	 29nu-1 253
2135K1515J 11/16/7b 20 35 1P 9 35 D 37.91 139.12 SO EEEE N9 IC(L LLLL 35.96 N Cr3.43 r	 29GGo1 ?54
2135815152 11/16/78 20 36 18935 D 3E.PC 138.CO 10 EFFE hC C C ( L ILLL 34.47 4 VP  J8 w	 290L?1 ?SS
2135315155 11 /16/7e 20 37 11935 0 39.07 136.P5 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 31.05 N Ct4.32 V	 2900%1 256
213520145 11/16/78 74 11 18938 5 13.17 166.71 2U EEFE 010 CCCL LILL 19.16 N 140.17 Y	 240091 2S7
2135620151 11/16/70 74 12 16931 S 14.29 164.92 30 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 67.15 M 141.00 b	 Z90Gr1 25b
2135.20154 11/16/78 74 13 IF930 5 15.39 163.26 -2C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 66.53 N 143.61 in	 2900(1 ?59
213,820169 11/16/78 74 14 16930 S 16.49 161.75 SO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 65.21 N 165.08 w	 29L.U,1 260
2135320103 11/16/714 74 15 11'938 S 17. St 16C. t 3 h0 LEE[ V11 CC(L LLLL 61.87 4 /4t.4? •	 29u'l 1 261
2135820165 11/16/78 74 10 18938 5 18.66 159.02 IOU EEFE NO '.CCL LLLL 62.52 h 147.65 V	 29IL"1 262
21359[6490 11/05/78 182 46 1x±944 D 46.27 125.41 0 EEFE NO CCCL I-HLL 21.15 N 339.75 F	 2900 ► 1 4G
2155906513 11105178 tai 52 18944 0 49.45 115.95 60 EEEE NO C((L LtLL 11.52 M L37.63 F	 24')C•1 41
2135996515 11/^5/78 182 53 111944 D 49.84 114.25 30 EEFE NO CCCL LILT Ir.C's N 037.2! F	 2400	 1 42
2135907030 11/GS/78 182 AO 111944 0 44.13 070.66 10 EEFE NO CCCL ILLL 28.75 S 027.75 E	 2900F1 43
2135907033 11/65/78 162 81 8944 D 43.39 069.6[ 10 EFFf ti0 CCCL LLLL 30.18 S 027.34 E	 2G^u`I ..4
213591519E 11/18//A 21 31 1894 9 D 33.92 143.62 70 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 0!2.93 V	 2900^1 297
2135915193 11/18/75 21 32 1P949 0 34.87 142.f1 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.17 N _03.43 M	 2o^iu-1 ?90
2135915195 11/119/7e 21 33 1F949 D 15.12 141.57 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.75 N Gt3.93 b	 ?9(4.1 239
2135915202 11/It/7P 21 34 111.949 D 36.74 140.51 30 EEEE P. CCCL LLLL 37.31 N ^84.41 V	 7910.1 32
21'6UU6144 11/16/78 153 1 6 18953 D 46.10 12S.014 10 EEFF h0 C C ( L HMLL 20.15 h 035.33 E	 ?90Ut1 341
2136'J10223 11/16/76 21? 49 18960 D 47.85 121.44 1•J FEPE MO CCCL LLLL 15.[4 N 014.36 in	 29(10.-1 120
2136;1219i 11116178 237 81 10961 D 43.73 O'O.CS 7A 2722 NU CCCL HMLL 30.19 S '51.50 V	 7 7
2136012193 11/16/79 237 62 16961 D 42.9! 069.(`3 y A 2222 NO CCCL H MLL 31.62 S rS1.92 6	 0
'wCHIVAL I W A GE REPUkT	 -ARCF1°
STANDARD CATALOG





F ROM 11 /"1178 7u 11I SOM
OESERYATION ENTRY	 1 ' ATH RO n 1 RHIT DAY / NITF SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY MI	 CC IR	 MOCE GAIN	 PICTURE	 P:CTUkr	 r'I_ROFIL '4	 M I C FLMI
	
ID	 DATE	 u	 / SPCL	 E L I v	 A, I 	 COVER	 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CATR LAT	 C4TR LONG	 ROIL	 FRA•E
21360121 0 5 11/16/78 237 83 18w61 D 42.2U J68.07 90 F r ? F NO CCCL HHLL 33.04 S	 052.35 w 290011 121
2136013504 11/16/78 4 S3 16967 D 49.72 115.0C 73 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 1L.03 N	 067.5% r 2900x1 122
21360135x.1 11/16/78 4 71 11962 D 49.60 f)113.28 30 E E f E NO C C L L HHLL 15.84 S	 073.51 N 290Ur1 123
2136013584 11/16/78 4 72 18962 D 49.17 081.72 100 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 17.28 S	 0/3.87 w Z900i1 124
2136013590 11/16/78 4 73 11962 D 48.70 Oro.?? 100 EEEF NO C C C t HHLL 18.72 S	 074.23 W 290081 1?5
213601S24(T 11/16/78 12 29 18963 n 31.o5 145.88 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 OPS.30 11 2,000-01 253
2136115243 11/1x/76 ?2 30 18963 D 32.64 144.90 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.U1 N	 283.85 w 2900,1 264
2 13601524 5 11/16/78 22 31 18963 D 33.61 143.90 9C EEEE N0 CCCL TILL 41.59 N	 C84.34 w 29COr1 2j5
2136	 15257 11/16/78 22 32 18963 D 34.57 142.90 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 0^r4.M9 r 2963.1 266
213601S25 1- 11/16/78 ?? 33 1+963 D 3S.S1 141.09 100 EfPF NO CCCI LLLL 38.75 N	 CE5.3E w 290GF1 267
2136.15261 11/10/18 22 34 1x963 D 36.43 140.85 NA F 1 P F NO CCCL LLLL 31.33 4	 G05.85 w 2900e1 ?6
2136101495 11/16/71 13C 44 1P969 D .4.59 129.04 60 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 23.02 N	 115.1G E 290On1 126
21361,11552 11/16/78 136 51 1a469 D 50.94 108.27 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 110.S1 E 2900t1 127
2136171SS4 11/16/78 130 58 1P969 D 51.15 1uh.47 6G EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.88 N	 110.17 E 29F1G11 128
2136103313 '1//x/79 141, 4C 1x970 D 41.52 174.25 30 EEFE tie CCCL LLLL 28.76 N	 090.P? E 2900x1 342
213o1033/S 11/16/78 148 41 16970 D 42.zp2 133.61 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 09P.43 E 29UUrl 743
21361/3322 11/16/70 14:5 42 1x970 D 43.10 131.75 1^% EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.84 N	 090.64 F 29001 1 3.4
21361)3324 11/16/78 148 43 11970 D 43.85 130.43 ?C F E F E NU CCCL LLLL 24.46 N	 089.65 E 29U0.1 345
21361J3331 11/16/7!1 148 44 19970 D 44.58 129.08 SO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 2:.02 N	 089.26 E 2900t1 346
2136103333 11/16/78 148 45 18970 D 45.27 127.70 20 EEFE %0 CCCL LLLL ?1.59 N	 088.88 E 2900r1 347
2136117115 11/16/70 41 26 1M97e D 2P.29 14a .CC 30 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 46.66 N	 1Ca.a3 N 290CP1 269
2136117121 11/16/78 41 27 18978 D 29.32 148.04 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N	 109.41 w ?900F1 270
2136117124 11/16/78 41 28 19978 D 30.33 147.09 f` EEEE AJ CCCL LLLL 45.84 N	 110.00 b 290Jt1 271
2136117130 11/16/7M 41 29 1!976 D 31.33 146.13 0 EEEE ND CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 111.55 to 2900`1 272
2136117133 11/16/78 41 3C 18978 D 32.31 145.11 G EEEE NO CCCL LILT 43.01 N	 111.1(' w 29(1U+,1 273
2136/17135 11/16/7P 41 31 1h97!^ D 33.2H 144.20 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 111.62 n 29(10),1 274
2136117142 11/16/18 41 32 11978 D 34.24 143.21 0 EEEF NO CCCI LLLL 40.17 v	 112.12 Y 2600.1 275
2136 1 17144 11/16/76 41 33 18979 D 35.19 142.20 0 EEEE RO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 112.61 ► 29000.1 276
213a1171S1 11/16/78 41 34 1M973 D 36.13 141.17 0 EEEE n0 CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 113.09 • 29OU-1 271
2136117153 11/16/78 41 35 18978 C 37.6 140.12 0 FEFE 40 CCCL LLLL 35.9) N	 113.54 w 29n0*1 278
2136117169 11/16/78 41 36 11979 0 37.96 139.04 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 114.00 0 2900011 279
2136117162 11/16/78 41 37 18978 D 38.85 137.93 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 114.43 w ?900-1 2'Vt
2136117165 11/16/78 41 38 11978 D 39.72 136.1-1 3 EEEE NO CCCL LLLt 31.62 4	 114.86 r 2900t1 281
2136217174 11/16178 42 26 1N992 D 27.97 149.20 0 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 48.66 N	 110.23 w ?90041 34P
2136217180 11/16/78 42 27 IF992 D 28.99 148.27 10 EEEE NO CtCL LLLL 47.25 N	 116.85 40 2900r1 349
2136217183 11/16/71 42 2P 11992 D 30.00 147.33 10 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 45.84 N	 111.43 w 290061 3S0
1136217185 11/16/78 42 29 18992 D 31.01 146.39 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 112.00 Al 290081 351
2136217192 11/16/78 42 30 1 8 992 D 32.00 145.43 C EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 112.S4 0 290011 352
2136217194 11/16/79 42 31 tr992 D 32.98 144.47 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 113.06 d 293061 353
213621720 0 11/16/71 42 32 18992 D 33.95 143.50 10 EEEE 40 (CLL LLLL 4C.11 N	 113.57 b 290061 354
►''"
ARCHIVAL IMAGE PtFL'OF1	 -AQCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG.
12133 /?A	 L At. DSAI 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PAGE
07:27
	
FPuM 11/11/7b To 11/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROM ORbII DAY/RITF SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCA CC"	 MOI`E GAIN	 PICIURF	 PICTURF	 ►'ICR0FIL14 14 1C FL14
1D	 DATE	 a	 /SPCL	 E L E V	 AZ1"	 COVER	 4S67	 OLTY	 4567 4567	 CkTR LAT	 (NIR LOtiG	 POLL	 FRA"E
2136217203 11/161 42 33 1?992 D 34.90 142.SU 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3e./` N 114.06 W	 290041 355
2136217235 11/16/lb 42 34 16992 D 35.64 141.4? 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 114.53 w	 290041 356
2136217212 11/16/78 42 35 18992 D 36.77 140.44 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 115.(`0 w	 290061 357
2136217214 11/16/78 42 36 19992 D 37.68 139.38 10 EEEF NO ICCL LLLL 34.40 N 115.44 w	 2900 P, 358
2136217221 11/16/78 42 37 18992 D 38.57 13P.2Y 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 115.87 Y	 290091 359
2136315273 11/16/78 161 43 18999 D 43.38 131.33 10 F ► EE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N 060.94 E	 2900 ► 1 67
2136305280 11/16/78 1f8 44 lb999 D 44.13 130.01 0 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 23.03 N 060.57 E	 290Ut1 6e
2136305262 11/16/78 168 45 11999 D 44.85 128.66 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL "21.59 N 060.20 E	 290Ln1 69
2136307132 11/16/78 166 49 19000, D 47.41 122.90 NA 60FE NO CCCL tLLL 15.84 N 032.94 F	 2VT1fj+1 7(l
2136307134 11/16/78 lt6 50 19000 D 47.97 121.36 NA 910001 NO CCCL LLLL 14-40 N 032.55 E	 ki ('
2136307141 11/16/78 166 51 19000 D 48.50 119.78 0 f F E F NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N 032.2] E	 2900i,1 /1
2136307193 11/16/78 186 64 19000 D 51.;7 396.66 1010 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 S 027.83 E	 29000.1 12
71363G72JO 11/16/78 186 65 19000 D 51.49 C95.C6 70 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.20 S 627.50 E	 290091 73
2136315412 11/LI S/78 25 29 19005 D 30.70 146.62 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N Cb7.63 w	 290Ut1 45
2136315415 11/05/78 2S 30 19COS D 31.70 145.67 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 088.17 w	 290011 46
2136315421 11/CS/78 2S 31 19005 D 32.69 144.71 80 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N Ott ft.70 '	 290" ► 1 47
2136315424 11/05/7K 25 32 1 9005 C 33.57 143.75 86 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.1* N ^89 .?V' L	 29CUr1 et
2136315430 11/C5/7A 25 33 19005 0 34.63 142.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.76 h Ct9.69 w	 2+Jc`1 44
2136315433 11/05/78 2S 34 19005 D 35.57 141.75 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N 9.9:;.16 w	 2900+1 SC
2136315435 11/CS/7e 2S 35 19005 0 36.5,1 140.73 1C EEEE NO CCCL 110.2 35.90 A C9C.61 6	 79;3, 1 51
2136515441 11 /CS '78 25 36 19005 D 37.42 135.66 0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 34 .4 7 N 091.05 w	 ?°Cott 52
2136315444 11/0S/7b 25 37 19005 D 3b.32 13f.59 0 E E E F NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N 091.SC w	 2V110t1 53
2136315451 11/CS/78 25 36 19005 0 39.21 137.40 0 EFEL No CCCL LLLL 31.62 h 091.91 w	 1 54
2136315453 11/OS/78 25 39 19005 D 40.08 136.34 NA EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3(•.19 h 092.37 w	 Zo7J).1 55
2136317232 11/16/76 43 26 16006 D 27.63 149.42 20 EEEE No ' C C L LLLL 4e.65 h 111.66 .	 2SOUt1 129
2136317235 11/16/78 43 27 19CC-6 D 28.67 148.50 00 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 111.27 •	 29CJ ► 1 130
2136317241 11/16/7P 43 28 19006 0 29.69 147.56 9^ EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.e3 N 112.bo li	 29CO^l 131
2136317244 11/16/78 43 29 19006 D 30.61 146.62 90 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 44.42 h 113.42 LI	 290•.11 132
2136317250 11 116/ 78 43 3C 19006 D 31.19 145.6? 7C I F F E NO CCCL LLIL 43.OU N 113.96 w	 2';L., 1 133
2136317253 11/1A/7F 43 31 19006 D 32.68 144.73 20 EEEF No CCCL tLLI 41.59 h 114.48 w	 29116.1 134
213631/255 11/16/18 43 32 19006 D 3'..66 143.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 115.00 w	 29GUf1 135
2136317262 11/16178 43 33 19006 D 34.62 142.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3F.75 h 115.50 Y	 2tif041 lib
2136317264 11116178 43 34 1 9OC6 D 35.56 141.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 h 115.96 w	 21#( Gel 137
2136317271 11116/7b 43 35 19006 D 36.49 140.75 10 EEEF NO CCCL L L I L 35.90 N 116.42 L	 _9(Gf1 13a
2136317273 11/16/78 43 36 19006 0 37.41 139.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 Al 116.t7 .	 291rUbl 1*9
2136317286 11/16/78 43 37 19GC6 D 38.31 13t.11 40 EEEE ho FCCL LLLL 33.05 h 117.31 .	 2900t1 142
2136317212 11/16/78 43 38 19206 0 39.19 137.51 90 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 117.13 w	 29G0^1 141
2136319041 11/16/78 61 20 19CC7 D 21.28 155.IS, 106 F F F F h0 CC(L LLLL 57.02 N 133.04 w	 29C0 â 1 454
2136319043 11/It/79 61 21 19UU7 0 22.35 154.1 IOU FFFF NO (CCL LLLL 55.65 N 133.	 9 w	 25CCt1 455
2136320432 11/18/78 79 10 19008 S 1G.23 169.22 10 EEEF NO 1CCL LLLL 7(.44 N 145.33 w	 290U`1 6.7
4
ARCHIVAL IMAGE FEPURT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
12/3017F	 LANDSAI 2	 MSS SENSUR	 FA;f	 6
	C7:28	 9POM 11 /rt/78 To 11/3G/7'
OPSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROb CGEIT DAY /KITE SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PI(IURI	 PICTURF	 "ICROFIIV MIC FLM
	
ID	 DATE	 A	 /SPCL	 ELEV	 Al I •	COVER	 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567	 CE.IG LAT	 CNTR LGNC	 ROLL	 FRAWF
2136320434 11/lb/7E 7S 11 1900b S 11.34 167.25 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 69.16 A	 147.35 w 2900c1 603
2136320441 11/lb/79 79 12 19C08 S 12.46 16S.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 67.85 %	 149.1t b 29P0tl 604
2136412324 11/16178 241 58 19017 D 51.03 108.51 40 FEFE NO CCCL MMLL ['7.rb N	 U49 .0c b 2900h1 74
2136412330 11/16/7? 241 59 1 9 017 D 51.25 1r6.7r A0 FEFE NO CCCL MMLL 01.44 N	 049.34 w 290Cr1 75
2136412353 11/16/78 241 60 1 9C 17 D 51.41 1L4.t9 40 FEES NO CCCL hHLL CO.CO S	 049.68 b 29(L/1 76
2136412335 11/16/78 241 61 19017 D 51.54 1P3.07 NA ""Nil NO CCCL HHLL 61.44 S	 0SC.01 0 C
2136412433 11/16/111 241 94 19017 D 42.56 Ct1,.5C 4A "Mm- NO CCCL MMLL "' 47 S	 058.53 w :' C
2136412435 11/16/78 241 85 19017 0 41.76 067.60 NA 2222 NO CCCL NHLL 35.b9 S	 CS9.0C w 0 1?
2136412442 11/1617? 241 86 19017 0 40.94 (66.75 70 FFEE NO CCCL HMLL 37.31 S	 C59.46 290(1.1 77
2136412444 11/16/76 241 87 15017 D 40.10 065.96 BG -FFEE AO CCCL hHLL 3t.73 S	 059.94 b 29C:A1 7F
2136412451 11/16/78 ?41 At 19017 D 39.24 U65.2S 90 FFEE NO CCCL MMLL 4L.15 S	 06U.43 w Mot 19
2136414155 11/16178 8 513 1901b o 51.03 106.52 70 FFEE No CCCL LLLL C2.67 N	 C74.#1 w 29COPI EO
2136414162 11/16/7E 8 59 19018 D 51.24 105.75 70 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL ?1.43 4	 C75.13 w 29r1 t1 t1
2136414164 11/16/78 t 60 1901t 0 51.41 104.93 211 F F F I NO CCCL LLLL C'G.00 S	 C75.46 b 7900cl ).2
2136414171 11/16/78 E 61 19018 D 51.54 1C3.1C 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.44 S	 075.10 w i90G•1 *3
2136414194 11/16/78 b 67 19018 D 51.30 092.25 SD IFfFE NO CCCL MMLL If; A9 S	 071.85 w 1900"1 E4
21314142^C 11/16175 6 6t 19C15 D 51.1C c'9C'.5r vA MMMR %0 CCCL hMLL 11.53 S	 C7 & .19 r 5 0
2136415471 11/16/7t 26 29 1901 9 0 30.46 146.t5 2U 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 (119.06 b MOO rS
12136415473 11/16/78 26 30 1 9C19 D 31.4C 145.91 20 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 4*.02 N	 019.61 w M15 1 96
12136415480 11/16/78 26 31 19019 0 32.40 144.96 20 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 41.62 N	 090.13 b 29('0`1 :7
21364154132 11/16/78 26 32 19619 D 33.37 144.01 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4[.18 N	 09G.63 b 29LOtl 136
213641S485 11/16/78 26 33 19019 C 34.33 143.04 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 39.75 N	 091.12 w 29n0l1 •4
213o4l5491 11/16/78 26 34 19019 D 35.28 142. Us 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 1191.58 w 2900#1 91)
2136417293 11105/78 44 27 19020 D 28.34 148.71 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 113.69 b 29^['.1 56
2136417360 11/05/78 44 28 19G20 D 29.36 147.79 30 EEEE AO CCCL LLLL 45.13 N	 114.2b w MuL	 1 57
2136417332 ll/OS/71 44 29 19027 D 30.37 146.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 114.84 w 2900'1 SE
2136417305 11/O5/7F 44 30 19020 D 31.38 145.93 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43. C'0 N	 115.3? r 2iLc* 1 59
2136417311 11/CS/7d 44 31 19U20 D 32.37 14S.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 115.91 w 290Ct1 6G
2136417314 11/CS/79 44 32 19023 0 33.35 144.03 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 4(.16 v	 116.42 . ?9L0 1 61
2136417320 11/CS/711 44 33 19020 D 34.31 143.06 80 FEE( NC CCCL LLLL 36.74 N	 116.90 w 29CPf1 621
2136417323 11/05/78 44 34 19020 D 35.26 142.07 40 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 117.37 r 29POd1 63
2136417325 11/OS/7b 44 35 19C20 D 36.2C 141.05 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35 .91 N	 117.84 b 29CC	 1 64
2136417332 11/CS/18 44 36 19020 D 37.13 140.01 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 Ilb.3C M 29OGc1 65
2136417334 11/05178 44 37 19020 0 38.04 138.94 100 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 v	 119.75 to 290061 66
2136421224 11/16/7? EO 91 19022 D 36.66 C63.SC 3C FEEE NC CCCI LLLL 44.41 S	 168.91 E 29f1`1 91
2136421231 11/16/78 8C 92 19022 D 35.74 063.02 4G FFEE NO CCCI LLLL 45.83 S	 1t!'.34 E 2916661 92
21365 ,321.50 11/16/78 134 37 19025 0 37.94 139.06 0 FEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 112.13 E 290GL1 93
213650M1 3 11/16/78 134 St 19025 D 38.82 117. 9t (! FM NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 111.71 E 2930b1 04
2136502165 11116178 134 39 19025 D 39.19 136.87 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL R.. 19 N	 11/.3C E 2gf,cfl 1;S
213651233U 11/16/715 242 57 19031 0 50.71 110.b5 'IA MMrN %0 CCCI MMLL 04.31 N	 050.09 to 0 C
ARC141VAL IMAGE REPGRT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
12/30/78	 LANDSAT 2	 rSS SENSOR	 PAGE	 7
L 7 : 2 F	 fk0O 11/01/78 TO 11/30/?A
OBSERVATION EATR1'	 PATH R06 CR9IT DAY/SITE SUN	 SUN	 % CLD OUAL17Y CC 10	CCM	 "ODE GAIN	 F'ICIURF	 ;CTUkE	 "1CROFIL"	 rIC IL•
DATE	 o	 /SPCL	 E L E V	 A I 1 0	 CIVER	 4567	 OtTY	 45c7 4507	 CNTR IAT	 CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 IRA PIE
2136512362 11/16/78 242 S8 19031 D 50.99 10.vt AC EFEE NU CCCL HHLL j2.67 N 05:7.43 w 290081 142
2136512385 11/16/78 742 59 19031 0 51.21 107.2$ 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 01.43 N 05 J. 76 w 2900,1 143
21365 1 4212 111lh/7b 9 57 19032 D 50.70 110.51 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N 075.91 d 29CUh1 144
2136514214 11/16/78 9 58 1 9032 D 50.98 109.13 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.$7 N n75.25 w 2900F1 145
2136514220 11/16/7[4 9 59 19032 D 51.21 tU7.34 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL '01.43 N 076.S? w 2900:1 T46
2136514223 11/16/78 9 6C 19032 D 51.40 105.53 NA E22A NO CCCL LLLL OL.OG S C76.;01 Y 2900?1 1
2136514225 11/16/78 9 61 19032 D 51.54 103.71 70 FEfE NO CCCL LLLL 01.ti4 S 077.25 w 290J ► 1 1^,:
213651425U 11/16/78 9 66 19032 D 51.53 094.6L 80 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL U8.64 S 078.94 w 2900`1 149
2136515525 11/16/78 27 29 19033 D 30.09 147.08 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 090.5[ w 2900;1 36'
2136515532 11/16/78 27 3C 19033 D 31.J9 146.16 9U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.[1 N C91 .(,4 w 29GCc1 361
2136515534 11/10/78 27 31 19U33 D 32.09 145.22 9;; EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 41.60 N (191.56 0 290011 362
2136515541 11/16/76 27 32 19033 D 33.0 144.2! 40 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.17 N 092.05 Y 290061 363
2136515543 11/16/71 Z7 33 19C33 D 34.04 143.31 10 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 092.53 w 29C0^1 5054
2136515550 11/16/78 2? 34 19033 D 35.00 142.'3 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N 093.00 G 29/'011 305
21365:5552 11/16/78 27 35 19033 D 35.94 141.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 095.46 Y 29OGt1 306
2136515555 11/16/78 27 36 19033 D S6.$6 140. 1 1 1(1 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N 093.91 Y 29CIU ► 1 367
2136515561 11/16/78 27 37 19x'3 D 37./7 139.26 0 EFEE NO CLCL LLLL 33.04 N 094.35 Y 2vc'Ur.1 31)c
2136515564 11/16/78 27 3P 19033 D 38.67 138.17 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 N 094.77 w 29nU•1 369
2136515570 11/16/78 27 39 19C33 D 39.55 137.C6 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.19 N 095.19 w 2o0C'1 37r
2136515573 11/16/7k 27 4C 19033 D 40.41 135.92 iC EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N 095.61 Y 29UU:1 371
2136515575 11/16/78 27 41 19033 D 41.24 134.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 N 096.01 6 290061 372
2136515512 11/16/78 27 42 19C33 D 42.'16 133.54 40 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.9 N 096.41' AI IoCU?i 373
2136517352 11/16/78 45 27 19034 6 28.01 148.93 10 FFEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 h 115.16 w I0L'C.	 1 96
2136517355 11/16/78 45 28 19034 D 29.04 14P.01 10 EFFF NO CCCL I L L L 49.05 N 115.75 d 2900'1 97
2136517361 11/16/78 45 29 19034 D 30.06 147.1C 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N 116.32 w 29JUr1 SP
21365173t3 11/16/78 45 30 19034 D 31.!17 146.17 n EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 116.86 w ?Qoi-1 99
213651737L 11/16/78 45 31 19034 D 3? . 1 )6 145.25 ? EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.6c. N 117. 3r w 299G,1 1JA.
2136517372 11/16/78 45 32 19034 D 33.04 144.30 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.18 N 117.89 t. 29C011 161
213651 73 75 11/16/78 45 33 19034 D 34.02 143.33 12 FFEF NO C C C t LLLL 3E.76 N 119.39 w 291;C-1 112
213651 73
	
1 11/16/78 45 34 19L34 D 34.96 142.35 17 EFEE NC CCCL LLLL 37.34 N it 29r(111 103
21365173h4 11/16/76 45 35 19034 D 35.92 141.35 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N 1111.32 M 290U-1 104
2136517390 11/16/79 45 36 19G34 D 36.54 140.33 20 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.45 N 119.76. Y 299C`.1 115
2136517393 11/16/78 45 37 19034 D 37.7S 139.28 40 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.CS N 120.19 r 29LOV1 106
2136525064 11/16/78 99 79 19037 0 46.4h 774.44 MA EP610 N() CCCL LLLL 27.33 S 147.27 E 79T1z:I1 i5U
2136523091 11/16/76 99 85 19L37 D 42.16 068.05 3C EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 39.9- S 144.67 E 20%0 ► 1 151
21366iO4b2 11/16/78 117 75 1 O C30 D 48.77 079.96 A +404 MM NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 S 122.93 E U 1l
2136oOU485 11/16/11' 117 16 19038 D 46.IS 076.51 MA AAAFF NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 S 122.55 F 0 G
2136605440 11/16/18 171 41 19041 D 41.1C 134.9t NA E0466 NO CCCL HHLL 27.32 N 057.43 F 291J-1 152
2136605443 11/105/78 171 42 19041 D 41.92 133.76 10 EFEE NO CCCL NHLL 29.89 N 057.('4 E 2900`1 153
213b605445 II/lb/78 171 43 19041 0 42.71 132.53 20 EEEF NO CCCL PHLL 24.46 N 056.6S F 2oLlU°1 154
ARCHIVAL I MA GE kEPORT	 - ARCMIFI










FPON 11/01/79 TU 11/3U/7P
ObSEkVATION ENTRY 	 PATh ROY CRbIT DAY/NITf SUk	 SUN	 2 CLD QUALITY CC11	 CC*	 MODE GAIN	 P ICTURE	 FICTUNE	 r ICRLFILN MIC FLM
	
11)	 DATE	 i	 /S^- L	 LLEV	 AIIF1	 COVES	 4567	 OLTY	 4567 4567	 CN15Z LAT	 CNTR LOVG	 NULL	 FRAWE
2136609321 11/16/78 207 93 19041 D 35.29 062.92 90 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.22 S 014.40 Y 290%`1 155
2136614264 11/16/78 10 56 19046 D 50.31 113.22 8C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N 077.01 r 290041 156
2136614270 11/16/78 10 57 19046 D SO.64 111.47 8U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N 077.35 r 2900`1 157
2136614273 11/16/78 10 SA 19046 D 50.03 109.71 90 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 02.81 N 071.68 r 2900x1 15f
2136614275 11716/18 10 59 19046 0 S1.17 1A7.94 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N 078. JO Y 290ut1 154
2136615575 11/16/78 28 27 19047 D 27.72 149.11 20 EEPf NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 099.77 W 2000eel 1oC
213661SS11 2 11/16/78 2b 28 19047 D 28.75 148.21 20 FEPk NO CCCL LLLL 45.84 N 091.36 to 290%'+1 1401
2116615584 11/16/78 28 29 19047 D 29.78 147.30 20 FEPF NO CCCL LLLL 44.45 N 091.94 11 2900P1 142
1136615591 11/16/78 28 30 19047 0 30.79 146.31 10 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 092.48 Y 2ti00r1 1V3
2136615593 11/16/78 28 31 19047 D 51.79 145.46 C EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.6C N 093.00 Al 29OW 1 194
2136616000 11//t/78 2P 32 19047 D 32.78 144.52 0 EEP1 NO C E C L LLLL 40.17 N 093.50 r 29ou81 195
2136616002 11/16/78 28 33 19047 D 33.75 143.S6 0 EEPf NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N 093.97 r 2900A1 196
2136616005 11/16/78 28 34 19047 0 34.72 142.60 0 EE PE Nn CCCL LLLL 37.32 K 094.44 4, 2 O ro 11 1 197
2136616011 11/10/78 2! 35 19047 D 35.67 141.60 0 FEPE NO CCCL Llll 35.9J N 094.91 . evuutI 1Se
il36616J14 11/16/7b 18 36 19047 D 36.60 14C.59 U EEPf NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 095.36 . 293UAI 199
2136tl6020 II/16/?h 2? 37 19047 0 37.51 119.55 f EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N C9s.79 . 2r-nOr1 2:L
2136616022 11/16/78 t8 38 19047 D 38.41 138.50 0 EEPf NO CCCL LLLL 11.62 N 05.22 . 21'''J-11 f-1
2136616G25 11/10/78 2t 39 19047 0 39.29 137.4[ (L EEPE Nn CCCL ML 30.1y N 396.64 . 2900;1 21t
2136616031 11/10/78 28 40 19047 D 40.16 1St.27 0 EEP1 NO CCCL LLLL 28.76 N kr 7.00 r 2N`t•O1,1 2'3
?136016034 11/10/78 ?b 41 19047 D 4C.i9 1X5.12 1!, EE P f '.0 CCCL LLLL 27.33 h [97.46 6 "CC J`1 2	 4
2136616040 11/16/7P 28 42 19047 0 41.x1 133.94 in FfPI NG (((L LLLL 25.90 N 007.65 r 2900*1 2(S
2136617404 11/16/78 46 26 19048 D 26.67 150.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 115.94 W 2900x1 1 iu
2136617411 11/16/78 46 27 19048 D 27.71 149.12 10 EEEE he CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 116.56 w ?900}1 161
213661'413 11/16/78 46 18 19048 D 28.74 148.22 0 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 45.E3 N II?.16 . 2901j^1 162
2136,1742: 11/16/78 4.e 29 1904e D 29.76 147.31 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 117.73 • 24pOG-1 tt3
2136617422 11/16/78 46 30 19046 0 3[.77 14t.4P 10 EEEt NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N IIP.27 N 79rb),1 164
2136617425 11/16/78 46 31 19048 D 31.77 145.48 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N 11IN.8v Y 29(,LeI 165
213661743/ 11/16/78 46 32 19048 0 32.76 144.54 30 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N 119.31 ► 290"-F1 166
213ro17434 11/16 / 78 46 33 19048 c 33.73 143 . 59 4C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3f . 75 N 119 ,AO U 29 ru p,1 167
2136617440 11/16/78 46 34 1904? D 34.70 142.61 11) EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.13 N 120.27 w ?90LrI tot
2136617443 11116/78 46 35 1904E D 35.65 141.62 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N 120.72 Y 21900-1 169
2136617504 11/16/78 46 SC 19048 0 47.44 123.C7 4O EEEA' NO CCCL MMLL 14.40 N 126.58 Y 2VLUII 170
2136623150 11/16/7 k 100 85 19051 D 42.44 066.37 0 EEEt NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 S 143.23 E 196W 1 171
213o700541 11/16/78 118 75 19u52 P 48.95 080.43 10 PEE( No CCCL LLIL 21.59 s 121.50 f ?QOUP1 172
21367US495 11/16/78 172 41 1 0055 D 40.86 135.33 NA Ap"p No CCCL HHLL 27.32 N 056.01 f 3 U
2136705501 11/16/7P 172 42 19LSS D 41.68 134.14 NA FIFEFIM NO CCCL HHLL 25.69 N 055.61 f 0 0
2136105504 11/16/78 172 43 19055 D 42.49 132.92 0 EEFf RO CCCL MMLL 24.45 N 055.25 E 2900?/ 282
2136709373 11/18/7P 20? 92 19057 D 36.53 063.59 100 EEff No CCCL LLLL 45.83 5 M S.21 r 79fo?1 615
2136709380 11/18/78 208 93 19057 D 35.60 Oo3.13 90 [FEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 5 015.81 M 29LUh1 6,6
2136709382 11/1b/7b 208 94 19057 0 34.65 061.75 9U EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.64 S 016 .4 3 6 2 it , ut1 60
AR(PlvAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCmI14
STANDARD CATALOG
12/0778	 LANDSAT 2	 FOSS SENSOR	 PAGE
	7: ?8	 FRO. 11161/78 TO 11/30/78
GE+StRVAT104 ENTRY	 PAIti R06o OtiFIT DAY /NIIE SIIN	 SUN	 X CLD OUALITV CCM	 C-CM	 MODE GAIN	 11CIURt	 F'ICTURt	 "I(FUFILP	 +IC I."
	ID	 CAT;	 0	 /S^;CL	 ELEV	 A71Pr	COVE R	4567	 OLT1	 45[4 7 4517	 CNIR L A T	 (NT4 LO%'	 RC LL	 ► RA f
21 36 713023 11/1t/7P 244 h 1(-(SS, C 40.13 066.('7 100 EFFF NO CCCL H H L L 4[.17 S	 (64.70 lb 74r.G -1 c
2136)13625 11/18/78 244 89 19059 o 39.27 00.37 10u EEEE %0 CCCL HHLL 41.51. S	 665.21 fm 290L•1 6	 .
2136713C32 11/18 /8 244 9U 19LS6 D 31%.3P 064.72 1CO FEFI NO CCCL HMLL 42.49 .	 065.75 L 291)0F1 61L
2136716031 11/16/7b 29 26 19061 0 26. 3b 150.19 U FFtI NO CCCL LLLL 40,.64 N	 (191.55 E. 290().1 173
2136716034 11/16/7d 29 27 19061 D 27.42 149.30 0 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 U92.1r Y 29Vc	 1 174
2136716040 11/16/70 24 2b 19061 D 28.44 148.41 0 EEEE NO CCiI. LLLL ;.5.EI w	 (192.77 Y 7900	 1 17^
213t716U43 11/16/78 29 29 19x61 0 29.46 147.52 0 [FEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 Uo 5.34 M 29VU'1 176
2136716045 11/16/78 29 3r 19661 G 3C.4b 146.62 G EEEE NO CCCI tLLL 43.01 %	 U93 E9 V 29UOr1 177
2136716US2 11/16/78 29 31 19x61 0 31.49 14S.7C 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 094.42 • 2960 - 1 170
213t716054 11/16/78 29 32 19061 0 32.49 144.77 C FEE[ NO ( C C t LLLL 4:.17 N	 OY4 .92 r 29fLr1 179
2136716[61 11/16/78 29 33 19061 D 33.47 143.!'2 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 ;)95.41 6 21:zuc1 1a7
2136716Uo3 11/16/78 29 34 19661 0 34.44 142.P6 0 FEE[ NO CCCI. LLLL 37.33 V	 095 pp 1 29rc?I I81
213671607(' 11/16/781 29 35 15661 D 35.39 141.88 0 1 F F F NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 N	 Not .33 6 11900.1 102
213t716:172 11/16/70 29 36 19661 D 36.32 146.t9 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 (96.77 N 21#lU'1 113
213t716075 11/15/78 29 37 19061 0 37.24 139.06 h 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 097.19 4 2YUO-I 1a4
2136716081 11/16/78 29 38 19061 0 38.15 138.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 31.61 N	 x97.62 w 29fC-1 1 s S
2136716084 11/16/78) 2V 3Y 1 1#061 D 39.05 137.71 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.15 A,	 :98.04 • 2	 t	 1 10,6
2136716090 11/16/7b 2SP 4C 19061 D 39.91 136.66 10 FEES %0 CCCL LLLL ?t.75 %	 (:91.46 • 290L-1 1;7
2136716093 11/16/78 29 41 19C61 D 4C.76 1'5.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 19t .86 r 29rGI1 1-^
2136716095 11/16/78 2Y 42 19(61 D 41.5b 134.36 1C FEEE NO ( C ( L LLLL 2°.t9 N	 :9V.26 Y 2906`1 1	 L
21317 1 7490 11/16/78 47 32 19062 0 32.46 144.79 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4!.11 N	 12('.76 • ?Y00 ► 1 2
2136717492 11/16/78 47 33 19062 0 33.44 143. P 5 10 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 31.76 v	 121.25 79Q0l1 2''7
1136717495 11!16/78 47 34 19(62 D 34.41 142.89 20 F E E E NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 121.72 Y 2YUUt1 2"e
2136'23200 11/18/78 1C1 63 19065 0 44.23 076.67 SO EEEE NG CCCL TILL 33.04 S	 142.60 1 2900:1 611
2136`.05553 11/18/7! 173 41 19U61# D 4C.6V 135.69 10 HE? NO CCCL hHLL '17.33 N	 :14.56 E 79[10`1 612
2136805560 11/18/78 173 42 19069 D 41.44 134.52 1C EEE2 NO CCCL MOLL 25.89 N	 6:4.16 E 29UL-1 61!
2136105561 11/18/78 173 43 19069 D 42.25 133.32 10 EEE2 NO CCCL NNLL N.	 d.6 N	 053.7P E 296[,1 614
2136806001 11/18/18 173 52 19069 0 48.34 120.73 10 U FF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 050.53 E 7900.1 615
1136 ,1 ^60#;` 11/18/78 173 53 19[69 D 48.}5 119.13 17 1?FE NO CCCL LLLL 1C .C8 N	 OSJ.2C' E 19LUc1 616
21368094..*2 1111b/7b 209 92 19071 0 36.04 '63. • 2 9( EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4S.t2 S	 L►16.66 id :Y^Ubl ell
2136909434 11/18/78 2C9 93 IV071 0 35.92 063.35 100 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 S	 [17.25 w 2VEr6t1 61$
2136 Q V261 11/16/78 12 27 19074 D 27.11 149.50 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 4	 Ot.7.81 Al 2Vf(t1 2ro
213o°1420,) 11/16/78 12 .'8 19974 0 2F.14 148.61 SO EEE_ ti0 CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 OeR.39 b 29JUt1 21C
2Sj6R1427C 11/16/78 12 29 19074 D 29.17 147.73 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.47 N	 368.96 b 290001 211
2136214272 11/16/78 12 30 19074 0 30.19 146.x? C EEEF N0 CCCL LLLL 43.01 .4	 069.Sd la 19Q1i-1 212
2136614275 11/16/78 12 51 19074 D 31.20 145.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LIIL 41.59 N	 ))76.03 Y 290u:1 213
2136814281 11/16/78 12 32 1)074 D 32.19 145.01 0 EEEE NO C(CL LLLL 4L.17 N	 070.54 11 29[0611 214
2136314284 11/16/78 12 33 19074 0 33.19 144.07 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 3f.7S N	 071.03 a 29(1(01 21S
213611609(1 11/16/78 JJ 26 19U75 D 26.03 150.4C 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.66 N	 093.02 M 2a(0"1 1rl7
2130016092 11716/78 3) 27 11#075 D ?7.OF 140.51 10 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 47.15 N	 1193.64 M 290(:"1 113
SIZt10067h22'961NZ1'1111111))lON3133OCLWilt 1681a6806t62t18L/9l/lln9t9tb9W
122t.01h2•S9'S60N£R'S111111)))ON313306i9'91tt9'L1a69P6 92Li4L/9t/ll'tS M 691LZ
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UC"S9'960NSloth11111)l)UNis 00V%60'11L91'£1aS Z 0 6 Lif014L/9LILLSLL91R9iLI
UA91'060NLt'J111111)))ON•llMrVNfJ'S►LIt'ZfaS104tZf019L/9l/LL£119t89i11
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31.Y81	11,18	1-.01 81N)	L$l e1N)	1951 19SI	A110	11SI	83AU3	wily	1313	1)d S/	a	31V0	CI
M11 )1M M1110MM.	jani)li	I8()l)11	N119 300M	M))	M33 Aitivno al) %	N0S	NfS 11IN/AVO lladO 108 HLVd	A81N3 NOI11IA83Sa0



















FROM 11101/78 TO 11/3C/78
08sERVATION iNTRY PATH ROM ORBIT DAY / NIT[ SUN	 SUN	 X CLD QUALITY (CM CCM	 MODE GAIN FICTURF	 PICTURE	 MICROFILM RIC FL%
ID	 DATE	 N	 /SPCL	 F L E V AII M COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LONG 	 ROLL	 FRAME
2136916162 11/16/7b 31 3C 19089 D 29.R6 147.06 100 E E F E NO CCCL LLLL 43.61 N	 096.76 N	 2900F1 226
2136916165 11/16/78 31 31 19089 D 30.87 146.17 100 PPPP NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 097.29 8	 2900°1 127
2136916171 11/16/78 31 32 19089 D 31.87 145.27 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 097.79 it	 2900°1 228
2136917580 11/16/7r 49 26 19090 0 25.71 150.5E 90 [FEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 120.23 V	 29JGe41 229
2136917583 11/16/78 49 27 19090 D 26.75 149.71 50 EEEE I:o CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 120.85 N	 2900x1 230
21369175E5 11/16/78 49 21. 19090 D 27.79 148.84 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 121.44 M	 29CUr1 131
2136917592 11/16/78 49 lS 19090 D 28.82 147.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 122.00 Y	 290UF1 232
2136917594 11/16/7b 49 30 19090 D 29.Y5 147	 COP 14 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 122.55 V	 2900EI 233
2136918001 11/16/78 49 31 19090 D 3C.r6 146.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5P N	 123.08 od	 29UU`1 234
2136918003 11/16/78 49 32 1909P D 31.!.7 145.27 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.16 N	 123.59 Y	 29F.Or1 235
2137001115 11118178 121 76 19094 D 49.00 080.38 10 EEEF NO CCCL LIIL 23.02 S	 116.82 F	 290031 410
2137001122 1i/1b/7b 121 77 19C94 D 48.50 078.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 24.46 S	 116.44 E	 290091 411
2.370U2433 11/18/78 139 48 19095 D 45.59 127.52 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.27 N	 100.71 E	 MAL1 412
2137002440 11/1b/7b 139 49 191595 D 46.25 126.12 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 15.83 N	 100.37 E	 2900<1 413
2137002442 11/1b/78 139 5G 19095 D 46.F9 124.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.39 N	 1C0.02 E	 2900x1 414
2137002445 11/18/76 139 51 19095 D 47.50 123.16 70 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 099.66 F	 ?10 (N) 415
2137002451 11/1h/7r 139 52 19095 0 4E.W 121.63 PO EEFE NO CCCL TILL 11.52 N	 099.31 E	 29GOH1 416
2137002454 11/18/78 139 53 19095 D 48.11 120.06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 091%.97 E	 2900r1 417
2137702460 11/Ib/78 139 54 19095 D 49.11 118.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 096.62 E	 29(i0t1 411
2137CO6071 11/18/78 175 41 19097 D 41).11 136.3r NA 6666 NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 ^51.69 E	 J L
2137006073 11/18/78 175 42 19097 D 46.96 135.23 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N	 051.315 E	 2900b1 315E
2137006080 11/18/78 175 43 19097 D 41.79 134.05 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.46 N	 050.92 E	 290L61 379
2137006114 11/18/78 175 52 19097 0 48.05 121.72 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 047.68 E	 2900F,1 310
2137006121 11/18/7b 175 53 19097 D 48.5' 120.17 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 041.33 E	 2SOOb1 311
21370U6123 11/1r/7b 175 54 19G97 D 49.0r 11E.55 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 047.00 E	 29 Ni p 1 312
2137006135 11/18/78 17S S5 19097 D 49.55 116.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.2 N	 046.64 E	 29GC81 313
2137006132 11/18/78 175 56 19097 D 49.97 115.23 90 E E F E NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N	 946.30 E	 29(:81 314
2137006135 11/16/78 175 57 19097 ^ 50.36 113.52 PO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 045.96 E	 290UP1 374
2137006141 11/16/78 115 58 19097 D 50.70 111,77 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.81 N	 045.62 E	 29CO^1 375
2137007552 11/16/78 193 53 19096 D 41.58 110.1h C EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 021.51 E	 29fiCr1 376
2137011263 11/16/78 229 64 19100 D 51.80 101.07 30 EFFE NO CCCL HHLL OS.76 S	 033.81 V	 290001 377
2137011265 11/16/78 219 65 19100 D 51.83 099.23 415 EEFE NO CCCL MHIL 07.2L S	 034.15 b	 29i'•W'L1 376
2137011272 11/16/78 229 66 19100 D 51.x1 097.41 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 118.64 S	 034.50 r	 290Ut1 379
2'	 11274 11/16/78 229 67 19100 D 51.74 09 5.60 30 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 1C.04 S	 034.83 b	 290Ld1 3815
21) j15Wo 11/16/78 247 55 19101 D 49.52 117.06 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.2L N	 056.59 b	 24UGel 301
2137C13C63 11/lb/7C 247 56 19101 D 49.95 115.3 7 f0 EEEE NO CCCL 04LL L5.76 N	 456.92 4	 295031 3F2
2137014394 11/16/78 14 32 19102 D 31.611 145.41 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 673.42 Y	 290081 3E3
2137014401 11/16/78 14 33 1 0 102 0 32.59 144.57 50 EEFE HO CCCL LLLL 36..75 N	 073.91 w	 290U 1 3h4
2137014433 11/16/7P 14 41 19102 D 40.03 136.41` 50 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 27.33 N	 077.37 r	 2906..".1 3r5
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ARCHIVAL 1 14 AGE kEPORT	 -ARC h1M
STANDARD CATALOG
12130178	 LANDSAT 2	 "SS SENSOR	 PAST	 14
	
67:29	 FRC• 11/01/78 TO 110078
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH R OW ORBIT DAY/NITE SUN
	 SUN	 2 CLD QUALITY CC" CCM	 MODE CAIN P1CTUkE
	
PICTURE	 "ICkUFILM AIC FLA
	
ID	 DATE	 N	 /SF'CL	 E L F V	 A71PI	 CJVEF	 4567	 QLTY	 6567 4567	 CNTk LAT	 ENTk LON(•	 ROLL
	
fRANF
2137314504 11/16/7t 17 3t 1v1ti4 D 34.67 142.51 20 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 079.57 r 29GGt1 457
2137114591 11/16/78 17 37 19144 D 35.62 141.56 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 080.01 ► 2of0	 1 45F
2137116375 11/16/78 35 26 19145 0 24.45 151.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 1 Lou .18 k 21*Cuc1 3bb
21373163b2 11/16/78 35 27 19145 0 25.51 1S6.42 40 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 47.24 N	 1CU.79 Y 2anoF1 389
2137316384 11/16/78 35 2b 19145 D 26.57 149.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 101.38 M 2900b1 341'
2137316391 11/16/78 35 29 19145 0 27.62 148.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 101.95 M 290Ut1 391
213/316393 11/16//8 35 30 19145 D 28.66 147.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N	 102.50 Y 290661 392
213731640(, 11/16/78 35 31 19145 D 29.68 147.02 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 103.01 Y 2900t1 393
213731640] 11/16/ 7 8 35 32 19145 D 3C.70 146.16 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4D.17 N	 103.51 r 29r0r1 594
21373164 OS 11/16/78 35 33 19145 D 31.71 145.27 10 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 38.75 N	 164.01 ► 296Gt1 305
2137?16411 11/16/78 35 34 19145 D 32.71 144.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 104.41 Y 297ut1 3116
2137;16414 11/16/78 35 35 19145 D 33.19 143.46 10 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 104.94 ► 29CCEI 307
2137316426 11/16/78 35 36 19145 D 34.66 142.52 20 IEEE F.0 CCCL TILL 34.41 N	 1[5.38 w 19L•081 3 rc
213731 x 422 11/16/78 35 37 19145 D 35.tl 141.56 9C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.f4 N	 105.82 ► 290[)F1 399
2137316425 11/16/78 35 38 19145 D 36.55 140.58 90 EEFE NC CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 106.25 ► 2900k 4^L
213731t431 11/16/78 35 39 19145 D 37.47 139.58 80 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 30.19 N	 IC6.66 r 2966161 401
2137416434 11/16/78 36 26 1 y 15 q 0 24.14 151.41 1(1 EEEf hC CCCL LLLL 4r.t5 N	 1L1 .6C ► 2y0c,t1 462
2137416440 11/16/78 36 27 19159 C 25.21 1SG.58 0 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 102.22 ► ?yLofI 403
2137416443 11/16/78 36 2b 19159 D 26.27 149.75 1C EEEf h9 CCCL ILLL 45.F3 N	 102.80 b 29f0 F1 464
2137416445 11/16/78 36 2 41 19'15 0 D 27.32 14?.91 20 FEE. NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 103.37 G 29LLEl 40`
2137416452 11/16/78 36 30 19159 D 28.36 148.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 43.LL N	 1C3.92 to 29001 466
2137416454 11/16/78 36 31 19159 D 29.36 147.22 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 104.44 Y 290011 467
2137416461 11/16/78 36 32 19159 D 3L.40 146.37 G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.17 N	 104.95 Y 29L(jF1 46}
213 7 416463 11/16/78 36 33 19159 D 31.42 145.5C 0 EEEE AO CCCL LLLL 3F.74 h	 105.43 Y 29i0!1 469
213741647L 11/16/78 36 34 19159 D 32.42 144.6V 0 EEFE NO CCCI LLLL 37.32 N	 105.91 M 29,0`1 471:
2137416472 11/16/78 36 35 19159 D 33.41 143.70 0 F F F F NO CCCL LLLL 35.9 N	 106.37 w 29CUtl 471
2 1374 164 15 11/16/78 36 36 19159 D 34.3? 142.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LILT 34.47 F.	 106.E2 Y 20fLt1 472
2137416481 11/16/78 36 37 19159 D 35.34 141.83 10 EEff NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 107.26 Y 2900F1 473
21374104	 4 11/16/78 36 3k 19159 0 36.?8 140.*6 I EEEE N0 C ( C L LLLL 31.6(, N	 1C7.68 W 290[°1 474
2137515075 11/tA/78 19 3C 1 y 172 D 25.10 14P.22 80 EEEE h0 CCCL Lill 43.00 N	 f79.52 Y 29LU1,1 5114
2137515081 11/18/78 19 31 19172 D 29.13 147.39 20 IEEE h0 C C I L LLLL 41.58 N	 Lbo.04 M 29C(ii1 585
2137515OF4 11/18/78 19 32 19172 D 3C.15 146.54 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 I)F0.54 Y 29^CE1 S t 6
2137515090 1'./18/78 19 33 19172 0 31.17 145.67 10 EEFE A0 CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 Lei .04 Y 20:Ot1 St7
2137515093 11/18/78 19 34 19172 D 32.17 144.79 40 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 it1.52 ► 2y,GE1 58t
2137515095 11/18/78 19 35 19172 0 33.10 143. 9C 711 EEEf h0 (CCL LLLL 3$.89 N	 2E1	 9b . 'y"Lo1 589
2137515102 11/18/78 19 36 19172 D 34.14 143.OU 30 E04 F N0 CCCL LLLL 34 .4 7 4	 Lhj.42 ► ?90Le1 59 I-
2137515104 11/18/78 19 37 19172 D 35.10 142.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 33.G4 N	 Lb2.86 Y 29COF1 591
2137515111 11/18/ 7 8 19 38 19172 D 36.06 141.U8 80 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 N	 Ot3.29 ► 290CIP1 592
2137515113 11/18/78 19 39 19172 0 30.09 140.10 YU EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3i-,1b N	 41t3.71 Y 29LLY1 593
2137516492 11/16/78 37 26 1 y l73 D 23.`4 151.51 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 4F.65 4	 1[3.(,4 Y ?9fUF1 475
II
ARCHIVAL ( PA GE REPOfT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
12/30/78	 LANDSAT 2	 OSS SENSOR	 FAGE	 15
	
;7:79	 FROM 11101/7" TO 11/30/76
OBSERVATION FNTRY	 PATH ROY OMBIT DAY/NITF S-)N	 SUN	 X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM	 MODE GAI4	 PI (TURF	 FICTURE	 MICROFILM M1C FLM
	
ID	 DATE	 /	 /SPCL
	
ELEV A21M COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567	 CNTP LAT (VTR LCNG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2137516495 11/16/78 37 27 1 9173 D 24.51 1 SL. 73 b0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.2'. N	 1(3.65 w	 2900x'1 476
2137516501 11/16/7b 37 28 19173 D 25.97 149.91 5U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N	 104.23 w	 2900!1 471
2137516504 11/16/78 37 29 19173 D 27.02 14 So. Cb 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 1C4.79 w	 2900.,1 418
2137516510 11/16/78 37 3C 19173 D 26.06 148.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.(0 N	 105.34 b	 2900.1 479
2137516513 11/16/78 37 31 19173 D 29.09 147.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 105 b6 N	 2990E1 481
2137516515 11/16/78 37 32 19173 D 30.12 146.S6 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 106.37 w	 2900!1 481
2137516522 11/16/78 37 33 19173 D 31.14 145.7C 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.74 N	 106.86 w	 29UOb1 482
2137516524 11/16/78 37 34 19173 D 32.14 144.EZ 0 EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 37,32 N	 1C7.33 w	 29CLP1 483
2137516531 11116/78 37 35 19173 0 33.13 143.93 0 FEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 107.79 w	 29(061 434
2137516533 11/16/78 37 36 19173 D 34.11 143.01 0 EEEE NO CCCL till 34.47 N	 108.25 w	 219CuAI 4.tS
2137516540 11/16/78 37 37 19173 D 35.07 142.011 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 108.68 w	 290081 4E6
2137516542 11/16/78 37 18 19173 D 36.02 141.12 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 N	 109.10 w	 2900b1 487
213'76	 4591 11/16/7>< 163 40 19181' D 37.75 139,25 0 EEEE k0 CCCL LLLL 211.75 N	 069.33 E	 290C1.1 4*3e
2137604583 11/16/78 163 41 19180 D 38.65 13d.21 C EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 27.32 N	 76x.94 E	 29UGr1 419
2137614590 11/16178 163 42 19180 C 39.SS 137.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2S.88 N	 Q68.55 E	 29, 81 490
2137604592 11/16/78 163 43 19180 0 40.42 136.03 0 EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 24.45 N	 068.16 E	 29(GP1 401
2137606435 11/16/78 151 46 191E1 D 42.E6 132.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL I+NLL 2C.14 N	 P41.23 E	 2900c1 492
21376L-646L 11/16/78 1P1 51 191E1 C 46.49 125.9U 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.55 N	 U39 .4S E	 2900b1 493
2137606462 11:16/76 181 52 1S1b1 D 47.12 124.4S 1C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.51 N	 L39.10 E	 29nU^1 404
2137613392 11/16/78 2 52 19165 D 47,07 124.SF 1( FEEE 140 CCCL MNLL 11.51 ti	 164.15 w	 29uGb1 495
2137613395 11/16/78 2 53 19185 D 47.68 123.09 •FA 2222 NO CCCL NNLL 10.07 N	 U64.50 w	 0 C
2137613404 11/16/78 2 SS 19185 D 411.79 120. 00 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 q	 CGS .1E w	 0 E•
2137613474 11/16/76 2 72 19185 D 51.35 090. C3 40 EEEE NO CCC! MHLL 11.29 S	 ti70.97 ► 	 291 OFT 496
21376134b1 11/16/76 2 73 191PS D 51.08 088.31 100 EEEE NO CCCL NNLL 111,72 S	 171.33 k	 290051 497
2131616551 11/16/78 3E 26 19187 D 23.54 IS1.7T SO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4E.t4 N	 104.46 w	 29L (.$1 491
21376 1 6553 11/16/78 38 27 19187 0 24.61 150.88 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 1GS.07 w	 29CU111 499
2137616560 11/16/711 31, 2F 19197 a 25.67 150.07 PO FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 1CS.66 w	 ?;VoF1 Soo
2137616562 11116178 3F 29 19187 D 26.73 149.25 30 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.41 M	 106.23 b	 2900bl 501
2137616565 11/16/78 36 3G 191E7 D 27.77 148.42 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.CL N	 116.77 1.	 29c-ct1 502
2137616571 11/16/7b 3t 31 19187 D 2P.P1 147.59 C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41,5E N	 1(7.29 w	 29fCP1 5C3
2137616574 11/16/78 38 32 1Q187 D 29.84 146.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 107.8( w	 29GUt1 504
2137616SPO 11/11/78 38 33 19187 0 30.116 145.90 0 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 38.74 N	 IOF.79 w	 29G01 5G5
2137616583 11/16/7A 38 34 19187 D 31.86 145.03 0 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 IUb.76 w	 2900111 506
21376165b5 11/16/78 38 35 19187 D 32.46 144.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 35.89 N	 109.23 w	 290GF1 507
2137616592 11/16/78 36 36 19187 0 33.114 143.25 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 r	 109.67 w	 2900e S-It
2137715194 11/18/78 21 31 19200 D 28.54 147,76 0 F E F E NO CCCL LLLL 41.56 N	 042.92 to	 29CGA1 531
2137715201 11/19/78 21 32 19200 0 29.57 146.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 083.42 w	 2900P1 532
2137115203 11/18/78 21 33 19200 D 30.59 146.('8 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.74 N	 OP3.91 w	 29Cuf1 533
2137715210 11/18/71 21 34 19200 D 31.60 145.23 0 EEEE VO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 084.3! b	 29GOt1 534
2137715217 11/IB/7E 21 35 19210 D 32.60 144.35 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.b9 N	 U4 A4 w	 2900111 535











FRL 40 11/01/7 9 TO 11/30/71
OESEkVAT1ON FNTRY
	 PATH Raw ORBIT DAY/NITF SUN





	 ELEV	 AZ1 04 	COVER	 4567	 GLTT	 4567 4567	 C y TP LAT	 CATR LOti6	 ROLL	 FRAwF
2137715215 11/18/7c 21 3t 192OG 0 33.54 143.45 C EEEE NA CCCL ILLL 34.47 N	 OFS.3L w	 ?9UL'A1 556
2137715221 11/18/7P 11 37 1920U D 34.57 142.53 tU FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.64 N	 065.75 w	 29GG!•,1 517
2137715224 11/18/71, 21 3t 19200 D 35.53 141.51, 30 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 31.62 N	 OP6.17 w	 29601,1 538
2137717021 11/16/78 39 29 1 926 1 D 2t.41 149.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 107,61 w	 ltiUOr1 500
2137717024 11/16/72 39 3L 19201 D 27.46 148.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.L0 N	 108.22 w	 Z90u81 511.
2137717030 11/16/78 39 31 19201 D 28.50 147.75 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5E N	 I L'S .75 w	 ?9COP1 511
2137717033 11/16/7P 39 32 19201 D 29.54 146.95 9G EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4L.16 N	 1U9.25 w	 290081 512
2137717035 11/16/71, 'k 9 33 19201 D 30.56 146.11 90 fEFF NO CCCL LLLL 31,.74 N	 1C9.73 w	 290081 513
2137717041 11/16/78 39 34 14201 D 31.56 145.25 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 11U .2C w	 29GOt1 514
2137717044 11/16/78 39 35 19201 D 32.56 144.38 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.29 N	 113.61 w	 290Lf1 515
213/117050 11/16/78 3 y 36 192C1 0 33.55 143.4t 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 N	 111.16 w	 29(0F1 516
2137717 0 53 11/16/78 39 37 19201 D 34.53 142.56 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.64 N	 111.54 U	 29C01,1 517
2137717055 11/16/78 39 3b 19201 D 35.46 141.62 100 EEEE NO CCCL LL .L 31.61 N	 111.96 ► 	 290051 51°
2137561444 11/18/72 129 44 19206 D 40.83 135.50 Ic F E E E AO CCCL LLLL 23.01 N	 111.54 E	 291081 621
2137810163 11/18/78 216 33 19211 D 30.37 146.25 20 EEEE 140 CCCL LLLL 3f.74 N	 CC7.89 r	 29CU81 622
2137 0 1017E 11/18/78 219 34 19211 D 31.38 145.38 20 EEEE Nn CCCL I L L L 37.32 N	 QOP.36 1.	 29CEF1 623
2137912194 11/12/78 237 81 1 9212 0 47.E4 U 7 7 . G 7 10C PPPP h CCCL ti^LL 30.20 S	 051.46 w	 29C6)-1 624
213 79 12201 11/18/78 237 132 19212 D 47.24 075.7f IOC PPPP NO C C ( L I-MLL 31.63 S	 051.bb w	 290Lc1 625
2137+122C3 11/18/78 237 83 19212 D 46.01 074.55 3C PPPP NO L C C L NNLL 33.C6 S	 052.31 w	 2900b1 626
213781221E 11/18/78 237 84 19212 D 45.95 073.38 10 PFPO NO CCCL H w LL 34.48 S	 (152.75 w 627
2137813515 11/12./78 4 54 19213 D 47.95 122.45 30 SEEP NO CCCL rHLL 02.64 N	 667.71 w	 290CP1 628
2131813521 11/18/78 4 55 19213 D 48.51 12C.91 30 FFFt NO CCCL fHLL G7.19 N	 069.05 w	 290081 629
21378/3524 11/18/78 4 56 15213 D 49.04 119.32 40 EEEE NO CCCL rHLL 05.75 N	 068.39 w	 29UObl 63L
2137615242 11/18/78 22 28 19214 D 25.09 150.36 30 EEEE NO C'_CL LLLL 45.82 N	 C82.71 w	 29CCF1 539
2137615244 11/19/78 22 29 19214 D 26.15 149.56 10 EEEE NO CC(t LLLL 44.41 N	 GE3.27 w	 29CUP1 54!
2137dl5251 II/IP/79 22 30 19214 D 27.20 148.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 42.99 N	 OE3.81 w	 290021 541
213%815253 11/18/78 22 31 19214 D 28.24 147.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5E N	 084.34 w	 290021 542
213731526E 11/18/78 22 32 19214 D 29.28 147.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 084.84 w	 29UOF1 543
2137515262 11/18/72 22 33 19214 D 3E.3C 1.6.2b 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.74 N	 01,5.33 w	 29Lu&1 544
2137815214 11/18/78 72 34 19214 D 31.51 145.43 30 FEEE NO (CCL LLLL 37.11 N	 ;.f5.fr. to	 240U61 545
2137815271 11/18/71' 22 35 19214 o 32.31 144.57 10 EE ELL NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 066.27 w	 29OU81 546
2137815273 11/18/78 22 36 19214 D 33.30 143.68 10 EEC" NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 N	 Ct6.71 w	 290CR1 547
2137SIS290 11/18/78 22 37 19214 D 34.2N 142.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 F,	 1,87.15 .	 290()61 548
2137815282 11/18/7? 22 3b 19214 D 35.25 141.84 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 ,	 027.58 w	 290u81 549
2137815285 11/18/79 22 39 1Y214 D 36.2L 140.132 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.13 N	 "h!..0(, w	 29CGP,1 550
2137F152 9 1 II/IR/78 22 40 19214 D 37.14 139.89 40 EEEE NO CCCL tLLL 22.75 N	 089.40 w	 2903K1 551
2137815321 11/18/78 22 47 19214 D 43.14 132.14 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL IP.71 N	 091.09 w	 290081 631
2137815323 11/12/78 22 48 19214 0 43.92 13G.f7 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.27 N	 J91.43 .w	 29(1021 652
2137817064 11/16/78 40 26 19215 D 22.92 151.98 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 42.65 N	 1(:7.33 w	 29UO,J1 Sig
2137N17G71 11/16/78 4U 27 19215 D 23.99 151.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 107.94 w	 290091 SZ'
ARCHIVAL I MA GE KFPORT	 -AR^PIM
STANDARD (ATALOG





FROM 11 /ut/74 To 11130/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW O RBIT DAY/NITL SUN SUh X	 CLD QUALITY (CA CC • 	MODE GAIL. F I I T U R F PI17uRF NI(ROFIL • MIC	 FL"
IC DATE v /SPCL E L I V A I I A CJVER 4567 GL1Y	 4St..7 45(7 (NTR	 LAT CNTk	 LU'Y(. ROLL FRAME
2137417073 11/16/7f 4C 28 19215 D 25.06 150.3? NA MMMM NO C(CL LLLL 45.82 N	 169.53 w	 0 0
2137817080 11/16/78 40 29 19215 D 26.12 149.5Y 0 EEEE NO I I C I LLLL 44.41 N	 i(9.U9 w	 290061 521
2137817082 11/16/79 40 30 19215 D 27.18 148.76 0 EEEE NO L I I L LLLL 4-j.H N	 109.64 w	 ?90Ubl 522
2137b170P5 11/16/78 40 31 19215 D 28.23 147.95 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 110.16 w	 ZQOUPI 523
2137817U91 11/16/78 40 32 19215 D 29.26 147.13 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.19 N	 11C.t7 w	 2000F1 524
2137917J94 11/16/76 4C 33 19215 0 30.28 146.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL L I I 1 38.74 N	 111.16 w	 290Ut1 525
2/37817100 11/16/78 4G 34 19215 D 31.27 145.44 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 111.63 w	 29001.1 526
2137817103 11/16/78 40 35 19215 D 32.29 144.58 30 EEEE NO I ( I L LLLL 35.59 N	 112.09 w	 Z9UOt1 527
2137817105 11/16/78 40 36 19215 D 33.28 143.70 SO EEEE NO CCCL LILT. 34.47 N	 112.54 Y	 290001 52Li
2137811112 11/16/78 40 37 19215 D 34.26 142.79 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 112.97 w	 2903t1 529
2137x17114 11/16/78 4C 38 19215 D 35.22 141.86 40 EEEE NO CCCL
I 
L L L 31.61 N	 113.39 A	 2900E1 53:
2137901503 11/18/78 130 44 19220 D 4C.59 135.80 vA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 N	 115.11 E	 0
2137907096 11/18/78 184 65 19223 D 51.56 1C4.U6 NA MAMA NO CCCL LLLL 07.21 S	 03C.3t E	 D
2137907093 11/18/78 184 66 19223 D 51.96 1C2.23 rA MAN" NO CCCL LLLL 60.65 S	 7-3D.(5 f	 0 0
2137910222 11/18/78 22C 33 19225 D 30.09 146.42 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.73 N	 009.30 v	 2900°1 633
2137912262 11/13/78 238 63 19226 D 46.8C 074.93 30 E E F F h0 CCCL PPLI 33.05 S	 053.75 w	 20001+1 tat
2137912265 11/15!70 138 e4 19226 C 46.15 073.75 211' F F F F h0 CCCL h L L 34.48 S	 )54.19 1.	 29(0°-1 655
2137912271 11/18/78 23 R 9S 1912f D 45.,.7 C?Z.63 3C E E F F NO I I 
I I
^t•LL 35.91 S	 S4.64 w	 29GU61 636
2137913541 11/18/78 5 46 19227 0 42.15 133.64 30 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 20.14 h	 066.32 w	 290LP1 637
2137913544 11/18/72. 5 47 19227 D 42.96 132.43 30 EEFE NO CC 11. LLLL 18.71 v	 Ct6.69 r	 290()P1 63^
2137913564 11/16/78 5 52 19227 D 46.57 125.81 4U EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.51 a	 16P.45 w	 29UOF/ 639
2137913571 11/It/78 S 53 19227 D 47.21 124.36 7G EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.1^7 N	 '•68.79 w	 29LOt1 640
1137913573 11116/78 5 S4 19227 0 47.21 122.E 7 80 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 08.63 N	 369.14 w	 zQrusl 641
2137913580 11/19/78 5 55 19227 D 48.3f 121.34 90 EEFE 40 CCCL LLLL 07.19 N	 (169.49 w	 29OLP1 642
2137913562 11/1b/70 5 S6 19227 D 48.91 119.76 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.75 N	 069.P2 1F	 29COt1 643
2137915300 11/18/78 23 28 19228 D 24.19 150.51 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.13 N	 084.16 w	 29COF1 552
2137915303 11/18/78 23 29 19225 D 25.?5 149.72 0 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 084.72 w	 19u0bl 553
2137415305 11/Ia/78 23 30 19228 0 26.90 146.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 GE5.26 w	 290091 554
2137915312 11/18/78 23 31 19228 D 27.96 148.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5K h	 Jt5.79 w	 29CON1 555
2137915314 11/1P/7P 23 32 1ti228 D 28.99 147.29 10 EEEE we CCCL LLLL 46.17 N	 066.3[' w	 290Uf1 S56
2137915321 11/18/78 23 33 19228 D 30.02 146.46 30 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 096.79 w	 ?90011 557
21579IS323 11/ 1 8/78 23 34 19228 D 31.03 145.63 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.32 N	 CE7.26 w	 1900b1 558
213791533C 11/16/78 23 35 1922? D 32.04 144.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 (87.71 Y	 29COrl 559
2137915332 11/18/78 23 36 1922F D 33.03 143.89 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 M	 Cbt.16 Y	 290011 560
2137915335 11/1F/7f 23 37 19229 D 34.02 143.00 10 EEEE NO CCCL LIIL 33.04 N	 C60. 6G w	 1190LISI 561
2137915341 11/18/78 23 38 1922? D 34.99 142.07 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 h	 069.03 w	 29-,OF1 5Gi
2137915344 11/18/78 23 39 19228 D 35.94 141.12 0 EEEE NO CC C! LLLL 30.19 h	 089.46 Y	 29UOt1 563
213 7 917123 11/18178 41 26 15229 D 22.61 152.12 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N	 109.78 1F	 2900'1 !94
2137917125 11/18/78 41 27 19229 D 23.69 151.33 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 47.24 N	 1U9.4C w	 290001 595
2137917132 11/18/78 41 28 19229 D 24.76 150.51 0 EEEE AO 1CCL LLLL 45.84 N	 110.00 b.	 29rcorI 595
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
LANDSAT 2	 ASS SENSOR
FRO M 11/6117P TO 11/30/?f
PATh ROW CFi6IT DAY/NITS SUN 	 SUN	 % CLD GUALITY CC"	 CC P	MODE GAIN	 PICTUkt	 PICTURE
M	 /SPCL
	






M ICROFILr	 M IC FLM
ROLL	 FRAME
2137417134 11/18/71 41 29 19229 D 2S.F2 149.73 0 EEEE ku CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 110.56 W 29002t1 597
2137917141 11/18/18 41 30 19229 D 26.87 148.94 10 EEEE NO ( C C L LLLL 43.01 k	 111.10 W 29UCe1 5 Ib
2137917143 11/18/78 41 31 1 9229 D 27.92 148.13 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 111.61 W 2900f1 599
2138000253 11/It/78 113 74 1 0 233 D 51.13 OFb.36 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 2C.16 5	 129.07 E 1900;1 644
2138001562 11/16/70 131 44 19[34 D 40.36 136.09 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N	 113.67 E 29(041 645
Z138C01564 11/18/78 131 45 15234 D 41.21 134.96 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 21.5F N	 113.30 ( 29(,L)I1 646
21300( , 5220 11/IF/7t 167 42 19236 D 30.58 138.27 U EEFE NO CCCL hHLL 25.bb k	 062.t'1 E ?900tl 647
2138005223 11/18/78 167 43 19236 D 39.47 137.21 10 EEFF NO CCCL PHLL 24.45 v	 062.42 F 29CaY1 64F
2138007014 '1/1P/7P 1R5 50 14237 D 45.07 12b.FS 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.39 N	 034.05 E 2goG`1 649
2138OU7690 11/18/7t 185 51 19237 D 45.78 127.50 0 E E F F NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 033.71 F 1 650
213bLi?323 11/18/70 239 64 19240 D 46.35 074.12 10 FFFF NO CCCL HHLL 34.48 S	 U55.62 6 2'+OUN1 651
2138012330 1111b178 239 85 19240 D 45.68 073.00 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 35.91 S	 056.07 W 0 0
2138012332 11/1E/78 239 86 14240 D 44.97 071.91 40 F F F F NO CCCL HHLL 37.33 S	 ^S6.54 W 29COt1 6S2
213FC1233S 11/1P/7b 239 87 19240 D 44.24 C70.9C 00 F F F F NO CCCL HHLL 31.75 S	 "57.02 4 290Lb1 653
2138014023 11/18/78 6 S2 19241 D 40.40 126.20 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N 	 (89.90 ► 290001 654
4- 138f1S352 11/18/78 24 27 19242 D 23.44 151.43 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 0t4.9N b 290061 655
2138015355 11/18/70 24 28 1 4 242 D 24.51 156.64 10 F2EE N(, CCCL .LLL 45.f2 :.	 (,t 5.57 4 29LUm1 656
213E0153b1 11/18/70 24 29 19242 D 25.56 149.F6 11) EFFE ►:u CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 Vk6.14 W 2^-C^,t1 657
213P015364 11/18/78 ?4 90 19242 D 26.62 149.07 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N	 CI~6.69 to 190001 650
213801537L 11/1F/79 24 31 19242 D 27.67 141.27 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5b N	 Gt7.22 W 290011 659
i13bC15373 11/18/78 24 32 19242 D 29.7C 147.46 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.16 N	 Gb7.72 b i9L0b1 66C
2138015375 11/18/7b ?4 33 1;242 D 29.74 146.65 C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.74 N	 C8b.2C W 290081 661
2138C15382 11/10/71 24 34 19242 D 30.75 145.F1 1C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N	 C015.67 W 2000bi 662
2138015384 11/18/78 24 35 19242 D 31.76 144.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.F9 %	 089.14 W 290081 663
2138:115391 11/18/70 24 36 19242 D 32.77 144.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 019.60 W 290081 664
213EO15393 11/10/78 24 37 19242 D 33.76 143.20 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 090.04 w 29('UA1 665
2138015420 11/18/78 24 38 19242 D 34.73 142.29 C FIFE NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 N	 090.46 W 29C0f1 666
2138015402 11/10/70 24 39 19242 D 35.69 141.35 0 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 30.18 N	 C9C.6b W 29C(,bl 667
2138G154C5 11/18/78 24 40 19242 D 36.64 14C.39 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.75 N	 (191.28 29CGF1 66t
2138C171b1 11125/7P 42 26 1 0 243 0 22.33 152.73 U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.64 N	 110.19 W 29CUt1 756
2138617184 11/25/78 42 27 19243 D 23.41 151.44 U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 110.t0 W 29CUdl 757
2138017150 11/25/76 42 28 19243 D 24.48 150.66 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 111.39 W 29LCt1 750
2138017193 11/25/7b 42 29 19243 D 25.54 14S.t7 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 111.95 W 29((,51 759
2138017195 11/25/78 42 30 19243 0 26.6C 149.08 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.9V N	 ll?.50 W 290001 767
2138017202 11/25/78 42 31 19243 D 27.65 145.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.57 V	 113.02 w 29CCf1 761
2138617204 11/25/78 42 32 19243 D 28.69 147.47 90 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 113.53 W 20(CE1 762
2138017211 1112517t 42 33 19243 0 29.72 146.66 p0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.74 N	 114.02 W 290011 763
2130017213 11/25/78 42 34 1524*, D 3G. 73 145.83 40 [FEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.32 to	 114.5(1 W 29C0F1 764
2138017220 11/25/78 42 35 1 C)243 D 31.75 144.9? 3Q EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.19 N	 114.96 W 291701 765
2130017222 11/25/78 42 36 19243 D 32.75 144.11 10 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 34.47 N	 115.41 W 290011 766
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIP
STANDARD CATALOG




FRO . 11/r1/7 p TO 11/30/7v
OP.SERVATION ENTRY	 PATH R06 (,RFIT DAY/NIT( SIG N 	SUN	 X CLD QUALITY CCM	 CC F'	 MODE GAIN	 PICTURE	 PICTURE	 wICROFIL• +IC FLM
	ID	 DATE	 N	 /SPCI	 E L E V	 A 7 1 V 	 COVER	 4567	 CITY	 4507 4567	 CNTR LA1	 CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRA4E
2131017225 11/25/78 42 37 19243 D 33.74 143.21 10 EEEE NO C C ( L LLLL 33.04 N	 115.85 of	 29.')C`1 7b7
2138017231 11/25/78 42 38 19243 n 34.72 142.30 10 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 v	 116.28 t.	 29('UF1 769
213,• 102029 11/25/78 132 44 19248 D 40.15 136.35 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 s	 112.25 E	 290CP1 769
2138102023 11/25/78 132 45 :9248 D 41.01 135.25 40 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 21.5E 4	 111.tP E	 29('0?1 770
2138105275 11/25/7? 168 42 19251 , D 38 . 3L 138.53 30 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 25.89 N	 061.36 E	 290Ct1 771
21381G5281 11/25/78 161 43 19250 D 39.24 137.41 10 EEEF NO CCCL NHLL 24.45 N	 060.98 E	 29ClUt1 772
215F105284 11/25/7F 168 44 19250 C 46.11 136.41 0 EEFF NO CCCL NHLL 2T.U2 N	 u6U.60 E	 290Gr1 771
?158105290 11/25/78 168 45 19250 D 40.97 135.30 0 EEEF NO CCCL NHLL 21 S N	 060.23 E	 290UP1 714
213t10714C 11/25/78 156 49 1 9 2S1 D 44.16 130.50 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.82 N	 033.00 E	 290011 775
2138107142 11/25/78 186 SO 1925' D 44.90 129.19 C EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.39 N	 032.63 E	 29coF1 776
21W07145 11/25/78 1b6 51 19251 D 45.61 127.65 0 EFFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 ('32.28 E	 29OOb1 771
2138115411 11/18/78 25 27 19256 D 23.14 151.55 10 EEEF h0 CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 Ub6.42 4	 2900F1 669
2138115413 11/18/78 25 28 19256 D 24.22 150.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 ir87.01 Y	 29CU81 67
213t11542C 11;18/78 25 29 19256 D 25.28 150.00 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 Ut,7.S7 b	 290Ot1 671
2138115422 11/18/78 25 30 19256 D 26.34 149.21 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 42.49 N	 M AI b	 29CLb1 672
2138115425 11/18/7F. 25 31 19256 D 27.40 14E.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5' N	 ObA.63 w	 2900	 1 673
2138115431 11/It/7b 25 32 15256 D 2b.45 14?.61 0 EEEE h CCCL LLLL 4	 .16 N	 rCr.14 6	 2YO0 1 174
2138115434 11/1E/714 25 33 f y 256 D 29.4E 14t.9r 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL =t.74 N	 (it V.64 b	 290Lt1 6%5
213FI1544C 11/18/78 25 34 19256 0 30.50 145.9? 10 EEEF NO CCCL TILL 37.32 k	 L190.I? h	 290Lk1 676
2 1361 15443 11/1P/78 25 35 1 F-256 D 31.51 145.14 0 EEEE F.0 CCCL LLLL 35.19 N	 091.58 Y	 290091 677
2131115445 11/18/78 25 3t 19256 D 32.51 144.28 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 691.63 b	 2oUU11 67F
2138115452 11/18/78 25 37 19256 0 33.50 143.40 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 h	 091.47 b	 29rG°1 679
213F11 Si. 54 it/1P./78 2S 38 19256 D 34.47 142.50 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.61 h	 Ocy1.89 Y	 29--UtI 68L
2138115461 11/18/78 25 39 19256 D 35.43 141.58 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 3C.IF F,	 ;02.30 w	 29OLF1 6?1
213811i240 11/1FS/78 43 26 19257 D 22.03 152.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL ILLI 48.65 N	 111.65 Y	 290(11 682
2131117243 11/18/78 43 27 19257 D 23.11 151.57 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.24 N	 112.26 Y	 2900"1 603
2138117245 11/1b/78 43 2b 19257 D 24.19 150.79 70 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 45.F3 N	 112.84 w	 2v;1Lt1 br4
2138117252 11/18/78 43 29 19257 D 25.27 150.(10 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 113.41 w	 2900n1 6b5
2138117254 11/18/78 43 30 19257 D 26.32 149.22 20 EFFF N0 CCCL LLLL 1.3.00 v	 113.95 .	 29(11=1 6P6
213P117261 11/1F/7b 43 31 19257 D 27.37 14P.43 10 EEEE v0 CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 114.47 w	 29(01 647
2138117263 11/18/18 43 -2 19257 D 28.42 147.63 10 EEEE 040 CCCL LLLL 40. 16 h	 114.97 29CUR1 68?
213811727C 11/18/78 43 33 19257 D 29.45 146.P2 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3F.74 N	 IIS.4t \	 29UUt1 619
2138117272 11/18/78 43 34 19257 1, 30.47 146.00 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 115.94 w	 29(,0F1 69r
2138117275 11/18/78 43 35 19257 D 31.49 145.15 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 116.40 Y	 29rUFl 691
213P1 17'R1 11/1b/71 43 36 19257 C 32.5C 144.29 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 116.85 W	 290081 692
2138111284 11/18/78 4j 37 19257 0 33.49 143.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 117.29 b	 290081 603
2138202050 11/25/78 133 37 19262 D 33.38 143.5G 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 113.62 E	 290051 i7E
2'382 1)2052 11/25/78 13' 38 19262 D 34.36 142.60 100 EEFF No CC(L LLLL 31.61 N	 113.19 E	 29rO11 779
2138202055 11/25/76 133 39 19262 D 35.32 141.6r, 100 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 3r.11 N	 112.76 E	 290011 7t'
2138202061 111251 7f 133 40 19262 0 36.2? 140.73 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 2b.75 N	 112.35 E	 29UG61 751
AkCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG






FROM 11/01/78 TO 11130/71%
OFSFRVATION ENTRY
	







	 fLEV	 AII r 	COVER	 4567	 OLTY 4567 4561	 CNTR LAT	 rNTR LON(	 RC LL	 FRAME
213t233454 11/25/7b 151 31 19263 r 27.25 148.SL; 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 090.62 E 2oUut1 7c2
213o205333 11/25/78 169 42 19264 D 3b.09 138.FU 0 EEPE NO CCCL HHLL 25.85 N	 X59.92 f 29cuf-1 713
2135205340 11125/78 169 43 19264 D 38.99 137.76 10 EEEE NO CCCL HNLL 24.45 N	 OS9.54 E 29Cuel 784
2158205342 11/25/76 169 44 19264 D 39.117 136.70 10 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 N	 059.16 F 2966Y1 785
2138.05345 11/25/78 165 45 19264 D 40.73 135.60 0 EEFF NO CCCL HHLL 21	 Sit N	 058.79 E 296U`1 7?6
2136205351 11/25/71 169 46 19264 D 41.58 134.46 10 EEFE NO CCCL NMLL 20.14 N	 058.43 E 29010.1 787
2131,212452 II/25/7b 241 37 1926e D 44.67 071.57 30 EEFF NO CCCL hHll 31.74 S	 u59.91 w 1960^I lbf
2131212455 11/25/78 241 88 19268 D 43.93 070.60 90 EEPE NO CCCL hHLL 4U. 16 S	 U60.40 w 29QOt1 7b9
21?P214172 11/25178 P 60 19269 D 50.38 114.54 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 00.00 S	 075.47 w 29CU41 790
2138214115 11/25/78 8 61 19269 D SC.74 112.11 3 6C EEFF NO CCCL LLLL C/.44 S	 0'75.'1 w 2990°1 791
213F215476 11/25/78 26 27 1927C D 22.?5 151.68 0 IRFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 087.84 w 290001 792
213E215472 11/25/78 2F 28 19270 D 23.94 150.90 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 086.43 w 290C Al 7v3
"'31215475 11/25/78 26 29 19270 D 25.01 150.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.40 N	 Ot9.00 w 1QCLn1 794
2138215481 11/25/78 26 3C 1927C D 26.07 149.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.99 N	 Qb9.54 6 ?90v	 1 765
2138215484 11/25/78 26 31 19270 D 27.12 148.57 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 09Q.U7 w 290(,A1 796
2138215490 11/25/78 26 32 19270 D 28.16 147.78 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 090.57 w 2900`1 707
213t21S493 11/25/7b 26 33 15270 D ZV.19 146.4:. C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.73 h	 V91.06 . 29,,;,.1 79E
213E215495 11/25/78 26 34 19270 D 30.22 146.16 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 N	 091.54 1. 29GUel 799
2'3E215502 11/25/78 26 35 19270 D 31.23 145.33 30 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 (92.00 w 29cofl PCil
213F215SC4 11/25/78 26 36 19270 D 32.24 144.4F 10 FEEF NO CCCL L I L L 34.46 N	 192.45 w 190(1.1 ort
2138215511 11/25/78 26 37 19270 D 33.24 143.61 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N	 692 EP w 290011 BQ2
2138215513 11125178 26 38 19270 D 34.22 142.71 10 EEEE NO CCLL LLLL 31.61 Al	 093.31 w 290Gt/ 803
2138215520 11/25/78 26 39 19270 D 35.19 141.79 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 3C.18 N	 093.72 w 290Ut1 BC4
2138217295 11/25/78 44 26 19271 D 21.75 152.46 60 iFFE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N	 113.05 w 29Ci:P1 A 11 5
213P217301 11/25/78 44 2? 19271 D 22.63 151.69 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 113.66 6 290011 8U6
2138217304 11/25/78 44 28 19271 D 23.90 150.92 i0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 45.t2 k	 114.25 w 190011 Bf7
2138217310 11/25/78 44 29 19271 D 24.98 1SO.14 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N	 114.82 1. 2900t1 8000
2131217313 11125178 44 30 19271 D 26.05 149.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N	 115.36 w 290011 $39
2138217315 11/25/78 44 31 19271 D 27.10 148.58 90 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 115.89 6 :90011 91f
213t217321 11/25/7? 44 32 15271 D 28.14 147.79 60 FEEF %0 CCCL LLLL 42.16 %	 115.40 w 29C':tl E11
2131217324 11/25/715 44 33 19271 D 29.17 147.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3f.74 k	 116.89 ► 29 Of) lk 1 f12
2138217331 11/251?P 44 34 19271 D 36.19 146.1E 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 117.3b w 29UC-1 t13
2131217333 11/25/78 44 35 19271 D 31.21 145.35 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 h	 117.85 w 2V001,1 114
2138217340 11/25/78 44 36 19271 D 32.21 144.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 34.47 N	 119.30 w 2V0011 $15
2138217342 11i25178 44 37 19271 D 33.2G 143.64 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 v	 118.73 it 2905P1 816
21383U21L:4 11/25/18 134 37 192:6 D 33.12 143.70 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.(,4 h	 112.17 f ?90Q1.1 et/
2130302111 11/25/78 134 38 19276 D 34.10 142.81 90 EEPE h0 CCCL LLLL 31.61 N	 111.75 E 2400b I dill
21383C2113 11/25/78 134 39 19276 D 35.06 141 .9 0 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 3(.1P N	 111.33 E 2900 ► 1 019
2133315524 11/25/78 27 27 19294 D 22.56 151.80 ?0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 47.23 N	 0i 7.29 w 240011 421
2138315531 11125178 27 28 19284 D 23.64 151.03 60 EEEE AO CCCL LLLL 45.?2 N	 0*9.bb w 29(11A1 821
ARCHIVAL IP A GE REPORT	 -AP(HIY
STANDARD CATALOG




FRO M 11/01/7 4 TO 1113U/7F
OeSEkVAT10N ENTRY
	




I r)	 DATE	 N	 /SPCL	 E L F V	 AIIM	 COVER	 4567	 0 L T Y	 4567 4567	 CNIR LPT	 C%TR LON(,	 R;; IL
	
FRAME
2138315533 11/2511h 27 29 110?h4 D 24.71 15(.26 9C E E F E No CCCL LLLL 4,..41 N	 193.45 •	 ?9r6t1 °22
213x31554!) 11/?5/7E 27 30 19?P4 7 25. 79 i4 q . 5r90 EEfI NO CCCL ILLL 43.^G A	 ^1,C! 0. X23
2138315542 11/25/78 27 31 19254 D 26.83 148.72 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41St V	 91.52 ?90ur1 e24
2138315545 11/25/7° 27 32 19284 D 2 7 . P A 147,93 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 r	 92.03 29r7o 1 125
2138315551 11/2 K !78 27 33 19284 9 2E.92 147,14 90 EEFE NO CCCL TILL 38.74 N	 L92.51 r	 2100Or1 P26
213E 315554 11/25/78 27 34 192h4 D ?9.95 14t.33 70 EEEE N1) CCCL LLLL. 31.32 N	 093.N) 21; L)	 / J27
213e3I556U 11/25/7 9 27 35 192P4 D 30.97 145.50 10 EEcE No CCCL LLLL 35.x9 N	 0'93.45 W	 29J3	 1 W
2138315563 11/25/78 27 36 19284 D 31.99 144.65 10 EEEE NO CC C O . LLLL ?4..47 4	 !'91	 01 W	 ?90081 829
213P.315565 11/25/7F 27 37 19284 0 32.99 143.79 1^ E F E t N^ CCCL LLLL 33.04 V	 0 0 W	 2900FI Sir
213?4155 ,1 3 11/25/78 28 27 19298 D 22.26 151.91 10 6EFF k0 CCCL LLLL 47.i5 N	 76 r	 x900"1 721
'1384155^0 1^/25/7b 28 2l 19291 D 23.34 151.15 1` EEEF NO CCCL. LLLL 45..4 N'	 691.3S v	 29UJ.'1 727
213841559? 11/25/78 28 29 1 10296 D 24.42 150.39 3C' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 091,93 v	 ?9pOt1 72t
2138415595 11/25/78 28 30 1929 A D 25.49 149.63 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.41 4	 "92.47 v	 ?90091 7i4
213P4160'?l 11/25/7P 2F 31 1029E D 26.55 14P.r.5 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.54 s	 Vz,OG .	 - 1 7 iC
2138416004 11/25/78 28 32 19298 D 27.60 148.07 90 EfEE No CCCL LLLL iLi.17 h	 093.50 to	 29Cv>1 731
2138416010 11/25/7? ZF 33 19298 0 28.65 147.29 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.75 N	 C93.9E v	 294.0-1 732
213x.416713 11/25/7e 2t 34 11029L C 29, 6c. 14t.5' 1u0 EEEE 'i C C ( L LLLL 31.33 N	 Du4.45 r	 iY,'Le1 133
2 1 78416015 1 1 /25/78 2F 35 1929 0 3C.69 145.6° 100 FEFE 040 'CCL LLLL I4.G0 N	 (94,90 v	 29^u,1 734
213P416022 11/25/7P ?S 36 19298 0 31. 7C 144. ?S 100 E E F E 40 -CCL LLLL 34.47 v	 0:5.33 V	 ?90Lt1 735
2136416024 11125/IE 28 37 15298 " 32.71 144.00 90 EEEF VO CCCL LLL'., 33.0) N	 C95.7S y	 2^f'cI ?AA
213P4160'.1 11/25/7P 2? 38 1929P 0 33.70 143.12 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 31.t0 N	 u96.17 r	 2900'1 737
2138416033 11/25/78 28 39 19298 D 34.68 142.21 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL '0.1b N	 096.59 v	 29^^I.1 73i
213F416C4C 11/25/78 28 40 19294 D 35.e5 141.29 50 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 L497.00 if	 2900''1 734
213F416042 11/25/7P 2F 41 19298 D 35.5$5 146.34 30 EEEF NO CCCL LILT 27.71 N	 097.41 •	 ?997ut1 74f
2138516035 11/25/78 29 26 19312 D ?0.90 152.77 30 EEEF VO CCCL. LLLL 4F.64 h	 091,55 W	 29!19	 1 741
2133516042 1112517F 29 27 19312 D 21.99 152.(`1 10 EEEF NC CCCL LLL. 47.13 N	 09?.16 v	 ?9rC-1 1b?
2138516044 11/2`./78 29 28 1 9312 D 23.08 151,25 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 45.t2 N	 092.75 V	 79ULr1 741
2138516051 11/25/78 29 Z9 14312 0 24.16 150.50 C E E E t NO CCCL L'.LL 44.40 N	 093.36 v	 2900°1 744
213?516053 11/25/78 29 30 19312 D 25.22 149.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N	 ^91.b4 ► 	 29^--t1 745
2138516Ct1 11/25/78 29 31 19312 0 26.29 14t.9P 0 EEEE 100 CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 !94.37 r	 ?90,41 146
213F516J6i 11/25/78 29 32 19312 D 27,34 148.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.15 N	 094,b8 r	 29GCt1 i^7
2138516045 11/25/78, 29 33 19312 D ?F, 38 147.43 NA NF1NN N0 CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 095.37 N	 0 0
2139516071 11/25l7P 29 34 19312 D 29.42 146.64 0 EEEE NO CCCL. LLLL 37,32 N	 095.85 L1	 2900o1 74-k
2138516074 11/25/78 29 35 19312 0 30.44 145.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N	 096.31 Y	 290081 749
2138516UcL 11/25/78 ?9 36 19312 D 31.4°. 145.01 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 ti	 09/•.76 v	 291;81 IS'1
213FS16C"3 11/25/78 29 37 19312 D 32.44 144.18 20 FEES NO CC(L LIIL 33.04 N	 09/,21 Y	 29QGr1 151
213851668.5 II/25/7P 29 36 19312 D 33.43 143,32 20 EEEE A CCCL LLLL 31,61 N	 097.63 v	 29('Ot1 75?
2131151609( 11/25/78 29 39 19312 D 34.40 142.43 20 EEEE NJ CCCL LIIL 30.1fs N	 C9E.C3 W	 29CUr1 75'
2138516094 11/25/78 29 40 19312 0 35.37 141.52 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 2F.75 N	 C9H.44 v	 29F;01 154
21385161..^1 11/25/7" 29 41 19312 S 36.33 140.5P 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.32 V	 09e.F4 2Sot..l 755
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPOk7 	 -AR(N1M
STANDARD CATALOG
12/30/78	 1 AND SAY 2




fRrM 11/01/78 TO 11/30/78
CPSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY / NIT[ SUN	 SUN	 Y CLD QUALITY CCM	 CC M 	MODE GAIN	 PICTURE	 FICTUkE
	 PICRUFILM MIC fLM
	ID	 DALE	 V	 /SYCL	 ELEV A 110 COVER 4567	 GLTY 4567 4567 ChTk LAT (0,TR LUNG 	 FILL	 FRAME
213btO?441 11/to/7F 1 39 4t 19 X 46 D 41.Cr8 133.I.i. 10 EEMF NO LCCL LLLL 17.2b N IOr .70 E 29DG:1 694
21 7,8802444 11/18/78 139 49 19346 0 42.79 132.62 10 FEFF NO r r C I LLLL 15.E& H 100.34 f ?vf'L-I 695
213F R 0245( . 11/1F/7E 139 50 19346 D 43.57 111.40 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N 100.00 E 29001.1 696
2138802453 11/18/78 139 51 19346 D 44.33 130.15 10 EEFE NO C C C L LLLL 12.96 N 099.65 E 79"";-1 697
2139PU2455 11/1 F./78 139 52 19346 D 45.06 12P.P5 10 E E F F NO C C C t LLLL 11.52 h 199.30 E 74#_:	 1 69Y
1'38607462 11/18/78 139 53 19346 D 45.77 127.50 10 EEFF NO CC(l ILLI iC'.C'Y h 0911.96 F 2^Ii7^1 699
213E602464 11/111/70 139 54 19346 D 46.45 176.11 10 EEFE NO C C L L LLLL of .64 h :'5f.61 E 29CG°1 Ire
2 1338 0607 5 11/18/78 175 41 19341 D 35.71 141.10 10 EEFE NO C C C t HHLL 27.32 h (151.71 E ?906"1 701
213F! 1 060E2 11/IF/7Y 17S 42 19348 D 36.65 140.16 30 EEFE NO CCCI HHLL 25.89 k C51.32 E 790:)=1 702
2138806084 11/18/78 175 43 19348 D 37.59 139.16 80 EEFE NO CCCL hHLL 24.45 h 050.x4 E 2V(,"	 1 71,3
21311), )6123 11/1f/7F 175 52 1934E D 45.64 12P.b9 J FEET NO CCCL LLLL 11.5? N (r47.o7 E 1900-1 7^ 4
2138606143 11/18/78 175 57 19348 D 48.26 121.76 70 EEEE NO CC(L LLLL 04.31 N 146.GL E 1900°.1 705
213Pt2615C 1111F178 175 SP 1934E D 4 F . A 1 120 . 21 S) EEEE NO C C C L LLLL L•2.b7 h 045.6S E 290(,A1 7C16
2138807561 11/18/78 193 53 1 9349 0 45.73 127.57 0 EFoc NO r I C L LLLL 1C.Oc k '`21.57 E 290ir	 1 7(17
2138 , 09392 11/I3/7P 111 53 19359 D 45.72 127.5 4# 10 EEFE NO CCCI tLLL 10.07 N 004.25 w 290U s 1 7rf
21388J9395 11/18/78 211 54 19350 D 46.40 126.21 70 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 0'R.63 N 0c.4	 59 w 29(1UP1 7(19
21388'194)1 1111P/7F 211 55 1935 L' G 47.115 124. 7e 9U EEEE h0 C C C L LLLL )7.1 • •. c-4.	 9% • 25JU: 1 71,
213),-16217 11/1),/78 32 26 19354 D 20. Ch 13.04 90 EEE2 NO I ( C L LLLL 4E..6k rJ4#S.Y7 w 291;JIt1 711
2 1 38816214 11/18/78 32 27 19354 a 21.15 152.30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 h 096.4! w ?Vje1 112
213? Q 16271 11/1R/7a 32 2P 19354 D 222.24 151.57 100 EEFE NO CCC! LLLL 45.83 v :197.r6 ` 29f(If1 7.3
2138216223 11/1b/78 32 29 19354 D 23.33 150.83 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 h 04#7.63 . 29ribill 714
2138316231, 11M'/?A 32 30 19354 D 24.41 150. ^ 9 90 EEEE NO CCCI k L L L 43.00 N U98	 lb w 290(;),1 715
213b516232 11/16/7P 32 31 19354 D 25.47 149,35 9_ EEEE NG CCCL LLLL 41.59 h (91.71 w 290UE1 716
2138°16235 11/18/78 32 32 19354 D 26.53 148.FC 94 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 V 199.22 w 29r10cl 717
213hr,16241 11/1P/7F 32 33 19354 D 27.57 147.85 90 EEEE 40 C(Cl LLLL 3F.75 N 199.72 w 79r10'1 71E
2138816244 11/18/78 32 34 19354 D 28.62 147.07 90 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 37.33 N 1(`f'.19 w 19/1l'?1 719
d13$?I6?SC 11/11./7F 32 35 19354 D 29.66 146.29 00 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 35.9C N 100.64 w 2'YLOc1 72['
21380 6253 11/18/78 32 36 19354 D 30.AP 145.41 10 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 34.47 h 101.09 Y 290081 721
2138816255 11/16/7P 32 37 19354 D 31.69 144.67 fEEEF NO C C C L LLLL 33.C5 •. 161.53 to 29CGAl 722
213Y Y 16261 11/IP/78 32 3? 19354 0 32.69 143.83 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.67 v 101.96 w 7911)"1 723
2138616204 11/18/78 32 39 19354 0 33.67 142.97 20 E E f E NO C C C L LLLL 36.19 P: 102.37 w 290041 724




GODDAkD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEk
LANDSAT IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY
INFOR M ATION PRODUCTION AND CONTF'^L SYSTFk
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALO S
LANDSAT 2	 WSS SENSOR
FR^ u 11/01/78 TO 11/30/78
PALE
	 25
OPSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROr, ORb1T DAY/NITS SUN 	 SUN	 Y CLD QUALITY CC M 	CC W	VODE GAIN	 PICTURE	 PICTURE	 "ICR0FILM	 yIC	 LM
ID	 DATE	 M	 /SPCL	 E L E V	 AI1 0	C')VER	 4567	 QLTY	 4S^,7 4567	 CNTR LAT	 CNTR LON E	i.OLL	 FRAME
2137206261 lli1817: 177 5 0 19125 D SO."b 111.0f NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N	 0142.45 E C J
2136512385 11/16/78 242 59 19031 c 51.21 107.211 90 EEFE NO r C C L HHLL 01.43 N	 050.76 w 290081 143
2136414162 11/16/7F E 59 19018 [ 51.24 106.75 20 F F E E NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 w	 075.13 w 29UGH1 Y1
2136514220 11/16/78 9 59 19032 D 51.21 107.34 SO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N	 076.57 Y 2900F1 146
2136614275 11/16/7? 1C 59 19046 D 51.17 107.14 AD EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 01.43 N	 078.00 w 290Url 159
2136412330 11/16/78 ?41 59 '9017 D 51.25 106.7U 80 FEES NO CCCL HHLL C1.44 N	 049.34 W 2900P1 75
2137206254 11/18/78 177 58 19125 r 50.55 112.1-3 NA MM!IM No CCCL LLLL 02.x7 Y	 042.79 E ^. I
2137 . 06200 11/1P/7P 176 SP 19111 D 50.63 112.36 50 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.87 N	 044.21 E 290011 321
21388061SC 11/18/78 175 58 19348 D 48.81 120.21 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL C2.F7 N	 045.65 E 29CL'p1 716
21365123P2 11/16/7$ 240 5P 19631 D 50.99 1U9.C1% AO EEEE No CCCL HHLL 02 .8 7 N	 C50.43 % 29UUr'1 142
2136414155 11/16/48 8 58 19018 D 51.03 106.52 70 F F E E NO CCCL LLLL C2.87 N	 074 Al Y 2900A1 90
2136314214 11/16/7P 9 SP 19032 D 50.9E 109.13 FO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02.b7 N	 C76.2S Y 2900111 145
21366142 7 3 11/1617t 10 St 19C46 D SC.93 109.71 90 EEL-E MO CCCL LLLL 22.87 4	 077.68 ► 29 C'0 `.1 154
2137006141 11/16/78 175 58 19(,97 D 50.70 111.77 6C EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 02JF N	 045.62 E 201)081 375
2136101554 11/1617P 130 5P 1F969 D 51.15 106.47 60 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL L2.88 N	 110.17 E 29CO61 12F
2136412324 11/16778 2 7.' 58 19017 D 51.03 10'8.51 40 FEFE NO CCCL HHLL 02.Fb N	 3,49.0[ w 290'0*1 74
2137206252 11/18/7F 177 57 19125 D 50.18 114.56 NA MMMM NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 N	 143.12 E U Cl
2137106193 11/18/78 176 57 19111 D 50.27 114.04 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.31 N	 ( 144.55 E 290Uts1 320
2138esU6143 11/18/7b 175 57 19348 D 48.26 121.76 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 0•..31 N	 046.CC E 2900111 705
21365123?C 11/16778 242 57 19031 D 50.71 110.85 NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL x4.31 N	 C, St; 1, n
2 1 37056135 11/16/7b 175 57 14097 D 50.30 113.52 E0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.3? N	 (145.96 E 290L.F1 374
21361015:2 11/16i 7 F 130 57 1 E969 D 50.94 1UE.27 50 EEFE MO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 11(,.51 E 290081 127
2136514212 11/16/7b 9 57 19C32 D 50.70 110.91 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 075.91 . 200:..'1 144
2136614270 11/16/7F 10 57 19046 D 50.64 111.47 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 04.32 N	 077.35 w 290081 157
2137F13524 11/18/78 4 ;6 19213 D 49.04 119.32 40 EEEE Au CCCL HHLL C,5./5 N	 06 °.30 w 29LL'1'1 63.:`
21379135F2 11/18/7F 5 56 19227 D 4P.91 119.76 7' EEFE No CCCL LLLL 15.75 N	 C69.F2 w 29UC-1 643
2137906132 11/18/78 175 56 14097 D 49.97 115.23 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 05.76 N	 C46.3C E 29CCt1 314
2137013063 '1/16/78 247 56 19101 D 49.95 115.37 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 05.76 N	 056.92 M 79CLF1 382
2136614264 11/16/78 10 56 19046 D 50.31 113.22 110 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 05.76 N	 077.01 • 29()()81 156
2136902404 11/18/78 138 55 19081 D 49.68 116.27 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 N	 099.73 E 29CLP1 62rl
21?88i94ul 11/111/78 211 55 19350 0 47.05 124.71 9C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 N	 004.94 w 29u6F1 110
2137^134C4 11/16/7F. 2 55 19185 D 4b. 79 120.CC' NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 07.19 N	 C•65.111 w 0 0
2137813521 11/IP/78 4 SS 19213 D 48.51 120.91 30 EFF6 No CCCL HHLL 07.19 Al	 C68.U5 w 290UA1 629
2137913560 11/1F/7P 5 55 19227 D 4F.3F 121.34 90 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 117.10 N	 069.48 to 290CR1 642
2137OL6130 11/18/78 175 55 19097 D 49.55 116.91 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL C7.20 N	 046.64 F 29(01'1 313
2136906071 11/1E I 7F 174 55 190f3 0 49.66 116.37 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL U7.2C 4	 046.09 E 29u(!t1 2S9
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG
12/30/78
	 LANDSAT 2	 PSS SENSOR
	 PAGE 26
	07:31
	 FROM 11/01/78 TO 11/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY
	 PATH ROY CEBIT DAY/NITS SUN	 SUN	 % CLD GUALI7Y CC" C C M	 MODE GAI N.	 FIC T URE	 NICIURE	 ?I CPO FI_« NIC FL
	
ID	 DATE
	 N	 ISPCL	 ELEV AIIM COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 (NIP LAY	 CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2137013060 11/16/78 247 55 19101 D 49.52 117.06 60 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 07.20 N	 056.59 6 2+0061 SRI
2137213173 1111817E 249 55 19129 D 49.29 118.05 90 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL (7.20 N	 C59.45 Y 2900*1 332
2136902401 11/18/78 13Y 54 19091 D 49.23 117.93 40 F F E F ttn CCCL LLLL 08.h3 N	 100.07 E 290011 619
2138809395 1111E/78 211 54 19350 D 46.40 126.21 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL GF.63 N	 004.59 W 29COY1 70^
2137913573 11/ti'/7E S S4 1S227 D 47.81 122.E7 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL O>•.63 N	 069.14 Y 296051 641
2137208072 11/18/78 195 54 19126 0 48.83 119.57 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 016.30 E 29CC81 326
2137108013 11/18/78 194 54 19 1 12 D 49.95 119.09 100 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL Ot.64 N	 019.73 E 29GCF1 323
2135506463 11/05/79 181 54 1F930 D 50.28 111.92 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 038.38 E 290061 39
2137	 06123 11/18/78 175 54 19097 D 49.08 118.55 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL J# .64 N	 047.00 E 29COI 312
2136906065 11/16/78 174 54 1508! D 49.21 118.C2 70 EPFE NC CCCL LLLL Of! .64 N	 048.43 E 29COF1 288
2138802464 11/18/78 139 54 19346 D 46.45 126.11 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 098.61 E 29COP1 700
2137002460 11/18/78 139 54 19095 D 49.11 11F.46 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 08.64 N	 098.62 E 290081 819
2137213171 11/18/78 249 54 19129 D 48.80 119.68 NA 6MMM NO CCCL HHLL Ot.6. N	 059.12 w 0 C
2137813515 11/1P/7t 4 54 19213 D 47.95 122.45 30 EEEM NO CCCL NhLL 08.64 N	 067.71 Y 290011 62b
2136EG9392 11/18/76 211 53 19350 0 45.72 127.59 10 EEFE NO CCCL llLl 10.07 N	 004.25 V 2900P1 70E
2137613395 11/16/78 2 53 19185 D 47.6E 123.09 NA 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 1C.07 N	 C64.5C V 0
2137913571 11/16/78 S 53 19227 L 47.21 124.36 70 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 10.07 N	 968.79 • 29CCE1 64'
2137208070 11/18/78 19S S3 19126 D 48.30 121.17 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1C.f% ° N	 019.64 E 290091 325
21371OPO11 11118178 194 53 19112 D 48.44 120.68 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1C.fe N	 020.06 E 2900t1 322
2137007552 11/1617t 193 53 19099 D 48.SR 120.19 0 EE2E NO CCCL LLLL 1C.Cf+ N	 021.51 E 290091 376
2138b07561 11/18/78 193 S3 19349 D 45.73 127.57 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 C21.52 E 290061 7r!7
2135906515 11/05/78 182 53 18944 D 49.84 114.25 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1f.CP N	 C37.26 E 29COF1 42
2135806460 11/05/78 181 53 1f93U D 49.94 113.66 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 (138.73 E 290CF1 38
2137006121 11/18/78 175 53 19097 D 48.58 120.17 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 047.33 E 29COb1 311
2136996062 11/16/78 174 53 19083 D 48.72 119.63 40 EPFE NO CCCL LLLL IG.08 N	 C48.77 E Z90Ctl 287
21366660C3 11/18/79 173 53 19069 D 48.t5 119.13 10 E2EE NO CCCL LLLL IC.08 N	 !`50.20 E 290061 616
2138802462 11/18/78 139 53 19346 D 45.77 127.5C 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL :L+.08 N	 098.96 E 29GOF1 699
2137002454 11/18/78 139 53 19095 D 48.61 120.06 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 10.08 N	 098.97 E 290021 417
213691350 1, 11/16/78 4 53 1P962 D 49.72 115.00 7C EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 1C.08 N	 .267.3E Y 290011 122
21376J6462 11/16/78 181 S2 19181 D 47.12 124.45 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.51 N	 039.10 E 29C0'1 494
2137613392 11/16/78 2 52 19185 D 47.07 124.58 10 FEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.51 N	 064.15 w 2900b1 495
2137913564 11/18/78 5 52 19227 D 46.57 125.81 40 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 11.51 N	 068.45 w 290081 639
2135 0 06513 11/05/78 182 52 18944 D 49.45 115.95 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 037.63 E 2901rb1 41
2135806454 11/05/714 1P1 52 1P930 D 49.56 115.36 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 039.07 E 29(l081 37
2138606123 11/18/78 175 52 19348 D 45.04 128.89 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 047.67 E 2900?1 704
21379J6114 11/IF/78 175 52 19097 D 49.05 121.72 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 047.68 E 2900e1 310
2136996060 11116/78 174 52 19083 D 48.20 121.22 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 049.11 E 290Ul+1 286
2136806001 11/18/78 173 52 19069 0 48.34 120.73 10 E2FF NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 CSC.53 E 29COw1 615
2 1 38902455 11/18178 139 52 19346 D 45.06 128.85 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 099.30 E 29^O'1 690
2137092451 11/19/78 139 52 19095 D 48.08 121.63 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 099.31 E 290'1 416
ARCHIVAL I MAGE REPORT - ARCHI4
STANDARD CATALOG












E L E V A71 n COVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAT (NTR LONG	 PJLL
	
FRAME
2138314013 11/18/78 6 52 1924 D 46.40 126.20 30 EEFE NO LCCL LLLL 11.52 N	 C69 .9f, M 2/0081 654
2138107145 11/25/78 186 S1 1925' n 45.61 127.85 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL I?.y5 N	 032.2E E 290lUP1 777
213P007090 11/1A/7A IRS Si 19?37 0 45.76 127.50 0 EEFE NO CCCL tLLL 12.55 N	 C33.71 E 1900111 65P
2137606460 ll/16/7b 181 51 19181 D 46.49 125.90 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 12.95 N	 039.45 E 1900111 493
2136307141 11/16/78 186 51 19000 D 48.50 119.7? 0 FEE' NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 032.25 E 290OP1 71
11356+06451 11/05/76 1 A S1 1E930 D 49.13 117.C4 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 039.42 E 290091 36
113P.R02453 11/18/78 139 S1 19346 D 44.33 130.15 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1[.06 N	 099.65 E 290081 697
1137002445 11/18/78 139 S1 19095 D 47.50 123.16 70 EEFE 40 CCCL LLLL 11.96 N	 099.66 E 29VOP1 415
21355011111 11/05/7? 124 S1 11'885 0 49.49 115.21 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 ti	 121.14 F 290091 14
2137301185 11/lh/78 124 51 19136 D 47.02 124.53 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 12.96 N	 121 .1 7 E 29^0'1 459
2131-107142 11/25/78 186 SO 19251 D 44.90 129.19 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.39 N	 032.63 E 2900+!1 776
2138027GS4 11/18/78 1ES SO 19237 D 45.07 12E.85 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 14.39 N	 034.05 E 200CQ1 649
2137007442 11/18/78 139 50 19095 D 46.89 124.66 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 14.39 N	 100.01 E 20nOy1 414
2136307134 11/16/78 196 53 1 0 000 0 47.97 121.36 NA 44P n NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 032.50 E 0 0
2137102501 11/18/78 140 SO 19109 D 46.73 125.11 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 098.56 E 2905R1 319
113PS0245U 11/11/79 1307 SO 19346 D 43.57 131.46 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 14.40 N	 1f0.00 f 2900°1 696
2136617SU4 11/16/7b 46 SO 1Y04c D 47.44 123.07 4G EEE• NO CCCL MHLL 14.40 h	 126.58 w 29CORI 17(1
113F107140 11/25/711 1*6 49 19251 D 44.16 130.50 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.b2 N	 033 O E 29nObl 775
2137002440 11/18/78 139 49 10095 D 46.25 126.12 40 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.83 N	 100.37 E 29DUF1 413
2131307132 11i16/18 166 49 1 0000 D 47.41 122.90 NA SMFE N0 CCCL LLLL i5.r4 v	 032.94 E 190U91 7;1
2137102494 11/19/78 140 49 19109 D 46.08 126.54 9C EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.84 N	 098.91 E 290081 31£
21P dO2444 11/18778 139 49 19346 0 42.79 132.62 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15 .114 N	 100.34 E 290091 695
2136010213 11/16/78 219 49 1b960 D 47.95 121.44 RO FEPE NO CCCL TILL 15.b4 N	 014.36 w 290081 12U
2137002433 11/19/78 139 48 19C95 D 45.59 127.52 30 [LEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.27 N	 100.71 F ?9C091 412
2137815323 11/IF/7P 22 4F 19214 D 43.92 13C. 0 7 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 17.27 .!	 091.43 w 2900x1 632
:137132492 11/18/7A 14C 48 19109 D 45.40 127.94 90 1 E F f NO CCCL LLLL 17.26 N	 099.27 E 29(:081 317
1138802441 11/1b/7E 139 48 19346 D 41.96 133. 9 0 10 EEME NO CCCL LLLL 17.2b N	 IOU .70 E 240CE1 694
2137913544 11/18178 S 47 19227 D 42.96 132.43 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 1E.71 N	 066.69 W 2917 014 1 61'
2 1 37FIS321 11/18/78 22 47 19214 D 43.14 132.14 40 EEFE NO CCCL L L LL If .71 N	 091.08 w 29('011 631
2137506435 11/16/74 1rl 46 19181 D 42.86 132.54 10 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 20:.14 N	 041.23 E 290791 492
2138205351 11125178 169 46 19264 D 41.58 134.46 10 EEFE NO CCC'_ HHLL 20.14 N	 058.43 E 290091 787
2137913541 11/18/78 5 46 19227 D 42.15 133.64 30 EEEE NO CCI.L LLLL ?0.14 N	 066.32 W 290051 637
21360U6544 11116/78 IE3 46 1°958 D 46.10 125.86 10 EEFE NO C!(L HHLL 20.15 N	 534.33 E 29(361 341
2135906490 ll/OS/78 182 46 18944 0 46.27 125.41 0 EEFE NO 'CCL HHLL ?0.15 N	 039.75 f 2900 91 40
21' 9 ?US345 11125/7P 169 45 19264 D 40.73 135.60 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 21.58 M	 75	 .79 F 1900el ?E6
21381052?0 11/25/78 168 45 19250 D 40.97 135.3C 0 EEEF NO CCCL HHLL 21.5P N	 !'60.23 E 1000x1 774
2138102023 11/25/71'1 137 45 19248 0 41.01 135.25 40 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 21.58 N	 111.88 E 29UO+S1 77G
2136701564 11/18/78 131 45 19234 D 41.21 134.96 10 EEFE NU CCCL LLLL 21.59 N	 113.30 E 29.7081 646
2136305282 11116/71' 16% 4S 1h999 D 44.AS 128.66 10 FFEE NO CCCL HHLL 21.59 K	 (60.2!? E 1900bl 69
2136103333 11/16/78 148 45 19970 0 45.27 127.7C 20 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 4	 (It AApt E 290081 347









FRO m 11/ n 117^ TO 11/30/7t
3lSERVATICV ENTRY PATH NOW CR81T DAY/NITS SUN
	
Suh	 X CLO QUALITY CCA CC ►	 MODE GAIN PICTURE
	
PICTURE	 MICR OfIL M P1 C FLh
	
10	 DATE	 A	 /SPCL	 ELEV A11 M CnVE9 4557	 OLTY 4567 4567 CNTR LAY C%T F LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
213810202C 11125178 132 44 1924e D 40.15 136.35 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 N 112.25 E	 29LoOt1 769
21379015,13 11/1817b 130 44 19220 D 40.59 135. EC NA 71717111 NO CCCL LLLL 23.01 N 115.11 F	 I I
2137801444 11118/78 129 44 1920e D 40.13 135.50 10 FE EE NO CCCL LLLL 21.01 N 116.54 F	 29fusl 621
213@205342 11/25/77 169 44 19264 D 39.P7 136.70 10 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 23.02 N 059.16 E	 2900F1 735
2138105264 11/25//8 16b 44 19250 D 40.11 136.41 0 EEEF NO CCCL MHLL 23.02 N C6^..60 E	 2900P1 173
2136103331 11/1617F 14F 44 18970 D 44.SR 129.08 SO EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.U2 N 089.26 1	 2900.51 346
2138001562 11/18178 131 44 19234 D 4C.36 136.L9 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 23.(2 h 113.67 E	 290011 645
2136101495 11/16/7P 130 44 18969 D 44.59 129.04 60 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 23.02 N /1S.1c E	 290Lt1 126
2136305280 11/16/78 168 44 18999 D 44.13 130.01 0 FFFE NO CCCL MHLL 23.C3 N 0:6(1.51 E	 2900@1 6F
2138506064 11/18 / 7F 175 43 19344 D 37.50 139.17. 80 EEFE 40 CCCL HMLL 24.45 4 050 .94 E	 29vclrl 783
2136906021 11/16/78 174 43 19083 D 42.(12 133.t9 10 FPFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 h 052.31 E	 29nU°1 285
2136705SO4 11116/7F 172 43 19055 D 42.49 132.92 0 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 N OSS.25 E	 290Ctl 282
21362CS34C 11/25/78 169 43 19264 D 38.99 137. 7t 10 IEEE NO CCCL HHLL 24.45 A C59.54 E	 290011 794
213b1GS28: 11/25178 16P 43 192SO F) 39.24 137.48 10 EEEF k0 CCCL HMLL 24.45 N C-67.9b E	 290011 772
2138005223 11118/78 167 43 19236 D 39.47 137.21 10 EEFF NO CCCL HMLL 24.45 N 62.42 E	 2900P1 64p
2137604592 11/16/77 163 43 19140 D 40.42 136.03 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.45 4 068.1E E	 ?90061 491
i13700608C . 11/18/78 175 43 19097 D 41.79 134.05 0 EEFE ♦0 CCCL %"LL 24.40' 4 C5	 .92 E	 2900!'1 3^4
2136805562 11/18/78 173 43 19069 D 42.25 133.32 10 EEE2 NO CCCL MHLL 24.46 4 CS3.78 E	 29GOt1 614
2 1 34905SC0 11116/78 172 43 lb804 D 46.28 124.P4 10 EEEE NO CCCL MHLL 24.46 N CSS.20 E	 2^)L Olt 1 340
2136605445 11/1617P 171 43 19041 D 42.71 1 32.53 2C EEEE NO CCCL POLL 24.46 N OS6.65 E	 29nOC1 154
2136305273 11116/78 16b 43 1F999 D 43.38 131.33 10 FFEE hi) CCCL H MLL 24.46 k (`60.04 E?900tl 67
213SbO4S!4 11/C5/7F 163 43 1@929 D 44.47 129.15 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 4 068.13 E	 29COF1 35
213610332. 11/16/78 148 43 18970 D 43.85 130.43 2C FIFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 N OF9.65 E	 2900t1 34S
2137014442 11/16/7F 14 43 19102 D 41.72 134.16 90 FEFE NO CCCL MHLL 24.46 N 078.14 b	 290081 387
213BOLS22C 11/18/78 167 42 19236 D 3b.58 138.27 0 EEFE NO CCCL MHLL 25.bb N L62.81 f	 2900011 647
21376C459C 11116178 163 42 19180 D 39.55 137.14 0 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL MRS N C6b.55 f	 2906f1 490
2137006073 II/IP/78 175 42 19097 0 40.96 135.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL HhLL 25.89 N 051.30 E	 29CCF1 3CIR
2138606082 11/18/78 ITS 42 19348 0 36.65 140.16 30 EEFE NO CCCL MHLL 25.89 N 051.32 E	 290`001 702
2136706015 11/16/78 174 42 190PZ D 41.21 134.87 1C E F 0 F h0 CCCL MHLL 25.89 n 052.75 E	 29COt1 284
213660556: 11/18/78 173 42 19069 D 41.44 134.S2 10 EEEi h0 CCCL MHLL 25.b9 4 C54.16 E	 2900t1 613
2136705501 11/16/78 172 42 19055 D 41.68 134.14 NA MMM11 h0 CCCL MHLL 25.69 N 055.61 E	 ) 0
2134805435 11/16/78 171 42 18790 D 45.8S 125.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL M U LL 2S.89 N V57.03 E	 29000 337
2136605443 11/16/78 171 42 19041 D 41.92 133.76 10 EFEE NO CCCL HMLL 25.89 N 057.04 E	 29n00'1 153
2138205333 11115178 169 42 19264 D 36.09 138.80 0 EEFE NO CCCL MHLL 25.89 N OS9.92 E	 290071 753
2135105275 1112517E 161 42 1925C D 38.14 139.53 30 EEFE NO CCCL MOLL 25.79 h 061.36 E	 29[0'_1 771
21358045!1 11/CS/7P 163 42 1E92 9 D 43.75 136.50 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.b9 N C6E.52 E	 29GGt1 34
2136103322 11/16/78 148 42 18970 D 43.10 131.75 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 25.b9 N 090.04 E	 29(10111 344
2137014435 11/16/7F 14 42 19102 D 40.19 135.34 @0 EEFE NO CCCL MHLL 25.89 4 C77.76 r	 2on081 386
2137114494 11/18/78 15 42 19116 C 40.65 135.67 80 EEFE h0 CCCL MHLL 75.79 N 079.17 w	 29GUP1 574
2137214553 ll/1F/7P 16 42 19130 0 4L•.40 136.(,7 60 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 25.19 N (IFO.f3 Y	 7900el 452
1 ii
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21365155E2 11/16/7x! 27 42 1 f,033 D 42.06 133.54 40 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 25.85 N	 JS6.40
?136716095 11/It/7P 29 42 19061 1• 41,5E 134.34 10 [FEE MO CCCL LLLL 25.111; N	 09Y.26
21349;,5493 11/16/78 172 42 116804 D 45.6S 126.32 2C EEFE NG CCCL MMLL 2S.90 N	 055.58
-136616046 11/16/78 28 42 19(147 D 41	 hl 133.94 10 EEFi NO CCCL Llll 25.9: N	 U97.P5
213144/6042 11/2517E ?F 41 1929E D 36.58 14C. : 4 3(1 EEEE AC CCCL LLLL 27.31 h	 05 7.41
7'381406075 11/18/78 175 41 1934$ D 35.71 141.10 10 EEFE MO CCCL MMLL 27.32 N	 (`51.71
2136906012 11/16/78 174 41 19(1 83 D 40.37 136.03 10 EEEE NO CCCL 1414 L 27.32 N	 053.14
2136705495 11/16/78 172 41 19055 D 40.86 135.33 NA RUIN" NO CCCL MMLL 27.32 N	 056.01
21366CS440 11/16/7F 171 41 19041 0 41.10 1i4, o t NA EI4056 % CCCL MMLL 27.32 N	 057.43
2135ti,4575 11/C5/7P 163 41 114929 r 43.00 131.P1 0 EEEE w(, CICL LLLL 27.32 ►.	 C6t.91
2137604SF3 11/16/7 ► 1 63 41 19180 D 38.65 138.21 0 EELE ►10 CCCL LLLL 27.3? N	 06+5.94
2136103315 11/16/78 148 41 ItW O 0 42.32 133.01 20 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 27.3? k	 090.43
213.7 114492 11/16/7 K 15 41 19116 0 39.79 136,81 70 EEFE NO CCCL MMLL 27.32 h	 078.71
213t5161C1 11125178 29 41 15312 0 36.33 140.5b 71, EEEE h1, CCCL LLLL. 27.32 N	 09R.F4
2136716093 11/16/7 01 29 41 19C61 0 .0.76 135.47 10 FEE( NC CCCL LLLL 27.32 N	 09t.86
2135406190 11/05/70 177 41 114874 0 43.90 130.1619 0 EEFE N0 CCCL MMLL 27.33 v	 04F.F1
2 1 VOCoG71 11/1r/7F 175 41 190-7 D 44.11 176.31 .A 66t6 w() CCCL N#-LL 27.33 v	 OS1.69
c136tC5553 11/18/78 173 41 19669 D 40.60 135.69 10 EEE2 NO CCCL HHLL ?7.33 N	 154.56
2134905491 11/16/714 17? 41 1 r 804 D 45.00 127.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL MHLL 27.33 N	 055 .9F
2134L	 5432 11/16/716 171 41 Ik790 D 45.21 127.25 40 EEEE NO CCCL MHLL 27.33 4	 -357.42
2 1 37014433 11116178 14 41 191G2 0 40.03 136.48 50 EEFE NO CCCL hHLL 27.33 w	 177.37
2137214550 1111A/7P 16 :1 1913V D 39.54 137.13 20 ffEE NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 %	 Or 0.25
2136515575 11/16/78 27 41 19033 D 41.24 134.75 10 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL ?1.33 N	 096.01
2136t161.34 11/16/76 28 41 19047 D 40.99 1*5.12 11, EFF'E h0 CCCL LLLL 27.33 4	 097.46
2 1 36E 16151 11116/7 ► 3C 41 1S07S 0 40.52 135.82 Ili EEEE N6 CCCL LLLL ?7.13 N	 1C0.32
2137iJ624C 11116178 178 40 19139 D 38.49 13E.41 70 FEE[ NO CCCL MMLL 214.75 V	 047.81
2135 9 04572 11/CS/7P 163 40 1P929 D 42.?3 133.09 0 FIFE N0 C:CL LLLL 2P.75 N	 16'69,31
2137604581 11/16/78 163 40 19180 0 37.75 139.25 0 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 2P.75 w	 069.33
213P2020tl 11/iS/78 133 40 19262 0 36.214 140.73 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 112.35
21355145 r44 11/18/7 ► 17 4( 1t893 0 42.bh 131. fit 2n EEEE NG CCCL LLLL 2M.75 N	 (It 1.25
2137815291 11/18/7 ► 22 40 19214 C 37.14 139.1!9 40 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 26.75 N	 Cbb.40
213POIS405 11/18/78 24 40 19242 D 36.64 140.39 10 EEFE N O CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 091,28
21384160.0 11/25/78 28 41, 19298 a 35.65 141.29 SO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 28.75 N	 097.00
213 G S16094 11125178 29 40 19312 0 35.37 141.52 60 EEff NO CCCL fill 28.15 N	 098.44
213o71669C 11/16/7A 29 4C 19061 D 39.92 116,6L 17 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 22.75 h	 09P.46
213S4C61 - 3 11KS/ 7P 177 40 tbb74 0 43.16 131.42 10 EEFE w0 CCCL hHLL 216,76 N	 1,49,21
2136103313 11/16/78 148 40 18973 D 41.52 134.25 30 EFFE No CCCL LLLL 2F..76 N	 0140.82
2137214544 11/10/78 16 40 14130 D 30.66 138.20 40 FEFf %0 CCCL LLLL 28.76 4	 0'79.85
2136515573 11/16/78 27 40 19033 0 40.41 115.92 1C EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 20.76 A	 C95.61
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	17:31	 FROG ll/J1/78 TO 11/30/78
JLSERVATION ENT4V	 PATH RUV ORAIT DAr/N1TE S11N 	 SUN	 2 CLD JUAL1TV CCFI	 CC 01	 MODE GA14	 FICTURE	 PICTURE	 ' ICRPFILM ! IC FLIA
	15	 DATE	 A	 'SMCL	 E L E V	 AlIP	 COVER	 1567	 QLTr	 4567 4567	 INTR :AT	 C%74 LONG	 FtuLL	 FRAME
2137817114 11/16/77 40 39 19215 D 35.22 141.86 40 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 31.6' N 113.39 Y 240061 53^
2138017231 11/25/78 42 38 19243 D 34.72 142.3L 10 E E F E NO CCCL LLLL 11.61 N 116.2b Y 2900E 1 76h
2136532103 11/16/78 134 3P 1 1,025 D 3b.r2 137.90 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3'.02 N 111.71 E 29L0k1 94
213721453S 11/18/7@ 16 3P 19130 D 36.N4 140.27 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N L79.02 0 290091 44f
2135715133 11/05/18 19 3A 1P921 D 4C. 76 135.31 301 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N Lt3.32 w 29DO`1 3^
2137715224 11/18/77 21 38 19200 D 35.53 141.5@ 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 086.17 r 290ce1 53F
2136315451 11/05/78 25 38 19005 D 39.21 137.4E 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLI: 31.62 N 091.91 b 790 C,	 1 54
2136616022 11/16/76 2A 38 19047 D 38.41 138.50 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 096.22 N 2900Y1 2f1
2136F,16140 11/16/78 3C 38 19075 D 37.98 139.13 0 EEfE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 799.10 1. 2900.1 116
213A x 162hl 11/16/78 32 3 A 19354 D 32.69 143.83 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 101.96 N 2900	 1 'P23
2137316425 11/16/78 35 38 19145 D 36.55 140.58 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 " 1L6.2S b 2905°1 4('^
2137416484 11/16/77 36 31% 19159 D 36.28 140.F6 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 107.63 b 29C10h1 474
2136117105 11/16/70 41 38 11.978 D 39.72 136.81 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31 t N 114.16 Y 2900°1 2p1
2136517292 11/16/It 43 3e 19006 D 39.19 137.51 97 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.62 N 117.73 Y 2900,41 141
213h416024 11/2S/78 28 37 19299 D 32.71 144.00 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.03 N 095.75 V MOR1 716
2138302104 11/25/78 134 17 19276 D 33.12 143.70 SO E E F E NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 112.17 E 290CRI 717
213820205.; 11/25/76 133 37 14262 0 33.i9 143.5C 90 E E F E VO CCCL LLLL 33.L4 4 113.62 E 29:7	 1 77^
2135514583 11/18/78 17 S7 18893 D 40.46 135.73 10 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 33.04 v UtC.N. N 29C0°1 2Q3
2137S1S104 11/18/78 19 37 19172 D 3 5 . I D 142.04 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.C4 N 02.h6 W 2`lCUA1 591
2137715221 11/18/76 21 37 1920!' D 34.57 142.53 1C EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 33.x4 N C,P5.75 Y 2WIL131 537
2137815280 11/18/78 22 37 19214 D 34.29 142.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.n4 N bi 7.15 b 290381 54F
2137915335 11/18/7P 23 37 1922h D 34.02 143.00 10 EEEE Nn CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 078.60 b 290081 561
2138015393 11118178 24 37 19242 D 33.76 143.20 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.U4 N 0190.04 Y 2900r1 665
213 F 115452 11/18/78 25 37 19256 D 33.50 143.40 0 EEEE 040 CCCL llLl 33.04 N 091.47 Ei 2905$'1 619
2138215511 11/25/78 26 37 19270 D 33.24 143.61 13 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 092.98 Y 29CO141 %r2
21383ISS65 11/25/7 8 27 37 1 0 284 D 32.99 143.79 1i EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 '- 094.34 b 2900"1 03C
2136515561 11/16/7b 27 37 19033 D 37.77 139.26 0 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 094.35 M 29001.1 360
2136716075 11/16/78 29 37 19061 D 37.24 139.F6 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 097.19 Y 29COP1 lb4
213t5160P3 11/2S/7t 29 37 19312 D 32.44 144.IR 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 'i L,97.21 to 29COt1 7S1
2137/16422 11/16/78 1S 37 19145 D 35.61 141.56 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.L4 N 105.82 v 2900h1 3910
2137416411 11/16/7P 36 37 19159 D 35.34 141.83 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.64 N 107.26 Y 290051 473
2137516540 11/16/78 37 37 19173 D 35.07 142.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL lLll 33.04 h IOF.6R w 2911x" 4A.6
2137717053 11/16/78 39 37 19201 D 34.53 142.56 20 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 111.54 b 29L0*1 517
21i7A17112 11/16/77 40 37 19215 D 34.26 142.79 30 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 112.97 Y 29fOt1 529
21380/7225 11125178 42 37 19243 D 33.74 143.21 10 EEEE MO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 113.85 b 7900'1 767
2138117284 11/18/18 43 37 19257 D 33.49 143.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.04 N 117.29 b 290001 193
2138217342 11125178 44 37 19271 0 33.20 143.64 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL J3.C4 h 118.73 Y 2YGup1 816
2136502101; 11/16!77 134 37 19025 c 37.94 139.n6 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 13.05 N 112.13 E 2'--- 1 93
2137214532 11/1R/7E 16 37 19130 D 35.90 141.2b 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.ouS N U78.59 b 2ti65k1 447
2137314591 11116176 17 37 1 9 144 D 35.62 141.56 20 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N C`l0.0l 0 MCI&I 4S•









FROM 11/U1/7F TO 11/30/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY PATH ROW 'i681T DAY/NITF SUN 	 SUh	 x CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTURE	 'ICROFILM MIC FLO
	
ID	 DATE	 x	 /SPCI.	 ELEV AIIM COVER 4567 	 OLTY 4567 4567 ENTR LAY CNTR LONG 	 ROIL	 FRAyE
21357151OU 11/05/78 19 37 1P921 D 39.93 136.50 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 (182.SE w	 2900!1 24;
2135815155 11/16/78 20 37 18935 !` 39.67 136.11 5 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 f84.32 w	 2a00Y1 256
2136 T IS444 11/05/78 25 37 19005 D 36.32 138.59 C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 L-91	 so Y	 2y(0u.1 53
2136616020 11/16/78 28 37 19047 D 37.51 139.SS 0 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 r,95.79 w	 290U°1 200
21366/6133 11/16/78 30 37 19075 0 36.97 140.17 10 EEEE NQ CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 098.67 w	 2900hi 115
213t816255 11/18/78 32 37 19354 0 31.69 144.67 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 1L1.53 Y	 2900r.1 722
2136117102 11/16/78 41 37 18978 D 38.J!5 137.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 114.43 0	 290Ut1 23r
2136217221 11/16/78 42 37 I R 992 0 38.57 138.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.OS N	 115.87 Y	 2900c1 359
21363172110 11/16/711 43 i? 19006 C 38.31 138.61 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 117.31 w	 2900111 149
2136417334 11 PIS/79 44 '^7 19G2G h 38.74 13A.94 130 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 11e+.75 w	 291;0*1 1%6
2134617331 11/16/78 44 3 7 11769 0 42.71 132.15 10 EEINE NO CCCL LLLL 33.OS N	 118.75 w	 291^v11 244
2136517393 11/16/71+ 45 3r 19034 D 37.75 139.2E 40 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 33.05 N	 120.19 w	 2900111 106
2137 1 15273 11/18/76 22 N.' 19214 D 33.30 143.68 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.46 h	 Ct6.71 ► 	 24n0'1 547
2138215504 11/25/78 26 se 19270 D 32.24 144.41 10 EEEE VO CCCL LLLL 34.46 h	 7192.45 29^0A1 5`1
21377170SG 11116178 39 :S 19201 D 33.55 143.48 3U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.46 N	 111.10 w	 2VDut1 516
2135514580 11i18t7F1 17 7A 1F893 D 39.62 136.92 0 EEEE %0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 x:79.57 b	 291iJt1 29?
2137314Sr4 11/16/7F 17 36 1 0 144 0 34.67 142.51 20 F E F E ►•0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 k	 C79.57 w	 2OfJr1 457
213/515102 11/18/7 11 19 36 19172 D 34.14 143.00 30 EMFF %0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 r-	 2.42 w	 2907111 59
?135715094 11/OS/78 14 36 18921 D 39.07 131.65 NA MFIM" NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 jF2.44 w	 0 L
2135115152 11/16/78 2J S6 18935 D 31.50 136.1 C. 13 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 h	 083.tt w	 290081 255
2137715215 11/I8i71 ?1 .6 19200 D 33.59 143.45 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 h	 06S.3C w	 29COP1 S36
21379/5332 11/1$:711 23 36 19228 D 33.03 143.119 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 0118.16 w	 29COPI 56x1
2138015391 11i19i?1 24 36 19242 D 32.77 144.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 0P9.60 w	 2900111 664
213311544S 11/18/78 25 36 19256 D 32.51 144.28 0 FEFE ho CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 C91.03 :	 2900x1 6711
2136315441 11/05:78 25 36 19005 D 37.42 139.6t 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 C91.05 w	 29(00?'1 52
2136515555 11/16/78 27 36 19033 D 36.86 140.31 10 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 993.91 w	 2900h1 3671
2138315563 11125171 27 36 19284 D 31.99 144.65 1C EEEE %0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 093.91 w	 2900F1 629
2138416022 1112S/75 28 36 19298 D 31.70 144.85 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 h	 095.33 w	 2900PI 735
213RS1609C 11 /?S/78 29 16 19312 D 31.45 145.01 10 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 096.76 Y	 29COt1 75U
2136716072 11 % 1k-/1 29 36 15061 D 36.32 140.x9 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 C96.77 w	 290061 td3
2138816253 11116.'7# 32 36 193S4 0 30.68 145.4E 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 1(01.09 w	 2900111 721
1	 213:316420 11/16/71 35 36 19145 0 34.66 142.S2 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 105.38 w	 2900F1 3911
2137416475 11/16:?# 36 36 119159 D 34.36 142.77 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 1(06.82 w	 29LO),1 472
2137516533 11/16/78 37 36 ''8173 D 34.11 143.01 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 108.25 w	 29M, 1 4115
2137516592 11/16/7b 38 36 1`> 1F7 D 33.14 143.25 0 EEkE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 h	 1[7.67 w	 2900L1 5011
2137817105 11/16i78 40 36 19215 D 33.28 143.7G SO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 112.54 w	 29f.6t1 52t
213611716L 11/16/78 41 36 "`978 D 37.96 139.04 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 N	 114.00 w	 29COF1 279
2138GI7222 11125/18 42 36 0 243 0 32.75 144.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 h	 115.41 w	 29COF1 76h
2138117281 1'i/18/711 43 36 !9257 D 32.50 144.29 0 EEEF NO CCCL ILLL 34.47 N	 116.85 %	 2900/1 t92
2136417332 11/0 178 44 36 19020 D 37.13 140.P1 SO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.47 4	 11t.3C w	 296C?l 65











FROM 11/01/7ti TO 11/30/71,
OBSERVATION EVTRY	 PAID ROY ORBIT DAY /NIT[ SUN	 SUN	 % CLD CUALITY CCM	 CCM	 MODE LAIN	 PICTURE	 PI:IUkF	 `ICROFILAI PIIC FLM
	
ID	 DATE	 0	 ISPCL	 E L 
I 
V	 AI1 0	CnvEk	 4567	 QLTY	 45-1,7 4567	 CNIR LAT	 f4TR LOh( , 	 ROLL	 FRAME
2118217340 11125178 44 36 19271 D 32.21 144.50 0 EEEE 1.0 CCCL LLLL 34.47 N 11r.3L 29(•CF1 1'15
2137114471 11/18/78 15 36 19116 c 35.23 142.CU 90 FEE[ 40 CCCL LLLL 34.46 N 076.72 29CGP1 572
2137214530 11/1P/7P 16 36 19130 D 34.95 142.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.4F N U7P.15 V 2900P1 446
2136016014 11/16/78 28 36 19047 D 36.60 140.59 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 095.36 w ?9001.1 199
2136/16131 11/ 1 6/78 30 36 19075 D 36.04 141.18 10 EEEE NO C((L LLLL 34.41 r 091.2`_ r 29fu ► 1 114
2135316295 11/05/7P 33 36 ItB66 D 40.13 136.20 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 34.4! N 1(12.54 r 290(F1 1
2137116303 11/18/78 33 36 19117 0 35.20 142.02 90 FE9F NU CCCL LLLL D. N 102.54 w 290(,F1 470
2136217214 11/16/78 42 36 18992 D 37.68 139.3E In EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.4E N 115.44 ► ?900P1 35'1,
2136311273 11/16/78 43 36 19006 D ?7.41 139.69 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.48 N 116.87 2900ml 119
2134617324 11/16/78 44 36 18769 D 41.94 133.46 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 34.49 N 11P.32 4 29001.1 247
213651739(, 11/16/76 45 36 19634 D 36.84 140.33 2C FEEf NO CCCL LLLL 34.4P N 119.76 ► 29VCF1 ICS
213751SC95 11/18/78 19 35 19172 D 33.16 143.90 70 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.69 N 01,1.91' 6 290C'P1 5*9
2137715212 11/1b/7b 21 35 19200 D 32.ob 144.35 U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.1.9 N f)P4,F.4 w 2900131 535
2137615271 11/1 F!/71' 22 35 19214 D 32.31 144.57 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILLL 35.89 N 0c1,.27 w 29!`781 546
2137915330 11118178 23 3S 1922E D 32.04 144.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.:9 h Ob7.71 b 290081 559
2131015384 11 /1 1' /7P 24 35 19247 D 31.76 144.06 10 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N (189.14 w 290081 663
2138115443 11/18/78 25 35 19256 0 31.51 145.14 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.>S % 090.5F r 2900 1 617
2136215502 11/25/75 26 3S 19270 0 31.23 145.33 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.e9 h f,92.00 w 29CL10 EC^
213E 315561 . 11/2S/78 27 3S 192b4 D 30.97 145.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 h 093.45 w 290UF1 1'29
2138516074 11125178 29 35 19312 0 30.44 145.F3 10 EEEE 0+0 CCCL LLLL 15	 P . k 095.31 . ?9(1(,r 1 749
2137516531 11/16/78 37 35 19173 D 33.13 143.93 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N 1C7.79 i 290CR1 4e4
2137t16585 11/16/78 38 35 19187 D 32.86 144.14 0 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 35.E9 N 10 .2 3 w 2900F1 SC7
2137717044 11/16/78 39 35 19201 D 32.56 144.38 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.89 N 116.66 w 29(GF1 515
2137el?IC3 11/16/78 4C 35 19215 D 32.29 144.5E 30 EEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 35.n9 N 112.09 w 290JP1 527
2138017220 11/25/78 42 35 19243 D 31,75 144.98 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 15.69 h 114.90 r 20000 705
2137114465 11/18/71' 15 35 19 1 16 D 34.27 142.95 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.00 h 076.27 1► 2900F1 511
2137214523 11/18/78 16 35 19130 D 33.99 143.20 10 E F E F NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 % 077.71 . 29(100.1 445
2135514574 11/1Is/7P 17 35 1PS93 D 38.76 138.C7 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 079.12 w 290061 291
2137314512 11/16/78 17 35 19144 D 33.71 143.44 40 E F F f NO CCCL TILL 35.00 % 079.13 w 290L k 1 456
2 1 35715091 11/OS/71' 19 35 11'921 D 3h.19 13E.710 1 L EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3S.90 N 0r2.de F. ?9901 2b
2135FIS150 11/1617b 20 35 18935 D 37.91 139.12 SO EEEE No CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 083.43 w 2900P1 254
2136315435 11/05/78 25 35 19005 D 36.50 146.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 090.61 r 290Jh1 51
2136515552 11116/78 27 35 19033 D 35.94 141.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.96 h 093.40 w 2900E1 366
21384/6015 11/25/78 2E 3S 19?91' D 30.69 1 45.61, 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N (194.9(1 6 2903°1 734
2136616011 11116/78 2F 35 19047 D 35.67 141.60 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 3S.90 N 094.91 r 290681 19E
2136716070 11/16/78 29 35 1 9061 D 35.39 141.88 0 1EFE NO CCCI LLLL 35.9C " (,96.33 . 29(lu A tb2
2138b16250 11/18/78 32 35 19354 D 29.66 146.29 AO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 100.64 w 2900t1 720
2137216355 11/1F?F 34 35 19131 0 33.96 143.22 70 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 35:90 N 103.5(- 6 29UOc1 51,3
2137316414 11/16/7b 35 35 19145 0 33.69 143.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N 104.94 w 29CO)•1 ?97
2137416472 11/16/'8 36 35 19159 D 33.41 143.70 0 FfFF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 4 1!`6.37 w 29CUt1 471
ARCt+IVAt IWAGE PFPORT	 -ARCHIM
STANDARD CATALOG




FROM 11/01/7)- TO 11/30/78
CL• SERVAIION ENTRY	 PAIN ROM OP!-i 1 DAY / NITS SUN	 SUN	 % (LD QUALITY CCM	 CC"	 1400E GAIN	 PICTURE	 PICIURF
	
MICROFILM MIC FLM




213611715_' 11/1t %75 41 35 1897)- D 37.06 14(.1? 0 FIFE NO CCCL LLLL 35.YL N	 113.54 M 2900°1 27P
2 1 36217212 11/16/75 42 35 16992 D 36.77 140.44 10 E F E F NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 115.00 w 290011 357
2138117275 11/1F/78 43 35 19257 D 31.49 145.15 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3`.90 N	 116.4L r 29C0t1 691
2136317271 11/16/78 4' 35 19006 D 36.49 140.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 110.42 • 29CU81 138
2136417325 11105178 44 35 19020 D 36.20 141.05 60 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 117.P4 . 290Qt1 64
2138217333 11/25/78 44 35 19271 D 31.21 145.35 0 EFEF NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 117.t5 w 29C'CFI ,14
2134617321 11/16/78 44 35 16769 0 41.15 134.75 0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 35.9U N	 117.87 w 29COP1 246
2136617443 11/lb/7P 46 35 19C'49 D 35.65 141.62 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.90 N	 12U.72 Y 290061 169
2136816124 11/16/78 30 35 19075 D 35.10 142.17 10 EEEE NO CCCL ILL/ 35.91 N^97.79 M 29GOF1 113
213711630C 11/18/78 33 35 19117 D 34.24 142.97 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 35.91 N	 1C2.C9 r 290011 426
2136511384 11/It/75 45 35 19034 D 35.92 141.35 10 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL ?3.51 N	 119.32 M 2900,1 1(-4
2137biS264 11/16/78 22 34 19214 D 31.31 145.43 30 EEEE N0 CCCL LLLL 37.31 N	 C85.60 w 2900,1 545
213ED15302 11/18/18 24 34 19242 0 30.75 145.81 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.31 h	 015.67 W 29G(iP1 662
2138215495 1112517E 26 34 1977G D 30.22 146.16 20 EEFE NO CCCL ILIL 37.31 N	 0,91.54 w 290U)-,1 799
2137910170 11/18/78 219 34 19211 D 31.38 145.3Y 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N108.36 6 2900,1 623
2135514571 11/1!/78 17 34 18893 D 37.88 139.20 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 04	 C7P.66 w 2900rl 79f.
^2137515C, 93 11/It/76 19 34 19172 D 32.17 144.79 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 Lf1.52 w 2vL0k1 5^t
12135715085 11/05/%8 19 34 1t921 0 37.30 139.F8 10 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 CPI .53 11 29COE1 27
^2135PIS143 11/16/78 2C 34 18935 D 37.02 140.20 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 Of 2.97 LF 29(0t1 253
2137715210 11/1f/7F i1 34 19200 D 31.60 145.23 3 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 C64. 3f M 29^8 8 53&
2137915323 11/18/78 23 34 19228 D 31.03 145.63 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 C-17.26 6 29C0f1 55t
2138115440 11/18/78 25 34 19256 D 30.50 145.91 1C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 C9C'.12 N 2900F1 676
213831SSS4 11/25/78 27 34 19264 0 29.45 146.33 70 IEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 ^93.00 w 29vrj6I 827
2136515550 11/16/78 27 34 19033 D 35.00 142.33 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 0193.00 M 2900E1 3t5
2136616005 11/16/78 2P 34 19047 D 34.72 142.60 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 094.44 6 2904;1 197
2136516071 11/25/78 29 34 19312 D 29.42 146.64 0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 37.32 h	 095.85 6 29CCE1 744
2137216352 11/18/78 3• 34 19131 D 32.98 144.15 9C FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 103.04 6 2900,1 582
213751oe,ii 4.1/16/76 35 34 19145 D 32.71 144.37 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 104.48 Y 290081 396
2137416470 11i16/78 36 34 19159 D 32.42 144.6( 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 IC5.91 r 24COh1 47?
2137516524 11/16/78 37 34 19173 D 32.14 144.82 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 1['7.33 6 2 ►CJi1 403
2137616583 11/16/78 38 34 19187 D 31.86 145.03 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 1UP.76 b 2900t1 5r-6
2137717041 11/16/78 39 34 19201 D 31.56 145.25 60 EEFE AO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 IIC..,.20 w 298011 514
2137817100 11/16/78 40 34 19215 D 31.29 145.44 30 FEEE No CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 111.63 w 290GF1 526
2136117151 11/16/78 41 34 1 WP, D 36.13 141.17 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 113.0E w 290081 277
21 , 8017213 11/25/78 42 34 19243 D 3C.73 145.83 40 EEEE NO CCCL tILL 37.32 N	 114.50 w 2908)-1 764
2138117272 11/18/7! 43 34 19257 D 30.47 146.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 115.94 w 29('081 69^
2136417323 11/05/78 44 34 19020 D 35.26 142.07 40 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 117.37 Y 29('091 63
2.38217331 11/25/78 44 34 19271 D 30.19 146.18 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 h	 117.34. Y 2900-1 613
2136317553 11/16/78 48 34 19076 D 34.12 143.16 6C! EEEt NO CCCL LLLL 37.32 N	 123.12 It 29COt1 221
2137114462 11/18/78 15 34 19116 D 33.29 143.89 50 FIFE 40 CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 075.80 b 290011 57^
1
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIM
STAVDARD CATALOG






	 FROM 11/(: 1/l8 TO 11/30/?F
OFSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORPIT DAY/NITF SUN	 SUN	 X CLD QUALITY [[N	 CC ►	 MOLE GAT% PICTURE	 PICTURE	 PICkOFILP	 • lc FLM
	
I^	 DATE	 a	 ISPCL	 ELEV	 A I I F	 COVER	 4S67	 OLTY	 4567 4567	 CNTR LOT	 C%TR LOt;G	 RGLL	 FRA-E
?137214521 11/1k/7b 16 34 19130 D 33.01 144.12 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 007.25 w 2YJ01.1 1-44
2135915202 11/18/78 21 34 18949 D 36.74 140.51 30 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 Ut4.41 Y 290011 300
21X6015261 11/16/79 22 34 18963 0 36.43 140.85 NA F 1 P F NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 CBS.85 w 29CUr1 268
2136315433 11/05/78 25 34 19005 D 35.57 141.75 20 E E F E NO CCCL tLLL 37.35 N	 090.16 w 2900F1 50
2136415491 11/16/18 26 34 19019 D 35.28 142.CS Q EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 091.58 w 29000,1 9O
2138416013 11/2517b 28 34 19298 D 29.68 146.50 100 EfEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 094.45 w 2900	 1 733
2136716063 11116/78 29 34 19061 11 34.44 142.86 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 095.88 w ?9UL81 iht
2136816122 11/16/78 30 34 19075 D 34.14 143.14 NA 2222 NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 097.33 w 0 n
213BA16244 11/18/70 32 34 19354 D 28.62 147.0 7 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 100.19 w 29CC111 719
2137116294 11/16/78 33 34 19117 D 33.27 143.91 30 E E F E No CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 101.63 w 29O0F1 427
?136217205 11/16/78 42 34 18992 D 35.84 141.46 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 114.53 t. 290Ue1 356
213631726 ,'. 11/16/78 43 34 19006 D 35.56 141.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 115.96 w 290081 137
2134617315 11/16/76 44 34 18769 D 40.34 136.00 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 31.33 N	 117.40 w 29000.1 245
2136617440 11/16/7P 46 34 19049 D 34.70 142.61 10 EEEE NO (CCt LLLL 37.33 N	 120.27 d ?900111 16E
2136717495 11/16/78 47 34 19062 D 34.41 142.89 20 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 37.33 N	 121.72 w 290UP1 2U P,
2136517391 11/16/79 45 34 19034 D 34.98 142.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLL( 37.34 N	 11d.86 w 290041 103
2137910212 11/18/74 220 33 19225 D 30.39 146.42 0 EEEF No CCCL LLLL -•6.73 %	 OC9.30 w 20(10-51 633
2138215493 11/25/78 26 33 1927C D 29.19 146.90. 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3P.73 N	 091.06 w 29(:001 79d
2137 % 10163 11/18/78 219 33 19211 D 30.37 146.25 20 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 007.09 w 290081 622
2137515090 11/18/18 19 33 19172 D 31.17 145.67 10 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 36.74 N	 061.04 w 2000 111 5117
2137715253 11118/78 21 33 19200 D 30.59 146.08 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 083.91 w 2900E1 533
2137815262 11118178 22 33 19214 D 30.30 146.28 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.74 N	 OP5.33 is 290)01 51-4
2137915321 11/18/78 23 33 19228 D 30.02 146.46 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.74 N	 086.79 w 2900#11 557
2131w 01S375 11/18/78 24 33 19242 D 29.74 146.65 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 C68.20 Y 290OR1 661
2138115434 11118178 25 33 19256 D 29.48 146.86 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 30.74 N	 OE9.64 w 290081 675
2138315551 11/25/78 27 33 19264 D 20.97 147.14 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 092.51 w 29('0&1 926
2138516065 11/25/78 29 33 19312 D 2b. 3C 147.43 NA MAMM NO CCCL LLLL 31k..74 N	 095.37 w 0 0
2137216350 11/18/76 34 33 19131 IN 31.99 145.06 90 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 12.56 w 2900#11 581
2137416463 11/16/78 36 33 19159 D 31.42 145.50 0 EEFE Nn CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 145.43 w 200061 463
213751652? 11/16/78 37 33 19173 D 51.14 1 45.70 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 30.74 N	 106.h6 d 2 900 11 1 412
2137616580 11/16/78 3E 33 19107 D 30.86 145.90 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 108.29 w 290081 505
2137717035 11/16/78 39 33 19201 D 30.56 146.11 90 E E F F NO CCCL LLLL 30.74 N	 109.73 w 29001!1 513
2137617094 11/16/18 4C 33 19215 D 30. 2.P 146.29 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 111.16 w 2911C81 S25
2138017211 11125178 42 33 19243 D 29.72 146.66 80 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 114.02 w 290001 763
213811727E 11/18/7 9 43 33 19257 D 29.45 146.k2 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3k.74 N	 115.46 w 2900f1 689
2130217324 11/25/78 44 33 19271 D 29.17 147.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 116.89 V 29QOr1 812
2136417320 11/05/78 44 33 19020 D 34.31 143.06 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.74 N	 116.90 w 2900P1 62
2136914284 11/16/78 12 33 19074 D 33.19 144.07 1Q EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 311.75 N	 071.03 w 29f'0R1 215
2135114334 11/16/78 13 33 18837 D 38.13 138.96 20 FFEF No CCCL LLLL 3P.75 N	 072.47 w 29(1091 453
2136 0 14342 11118/?A 13 33 1908F D 32.9C 144.32 1O EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 v	 872.47 r 290081 307




LAN I)SAT 2	 055 SENSOR	 246E	 36
	07:32
	
FkO w 11/1/71; TO 11/30/71
OBSERVATION EPTRY	 PATH ROY ( J R81T DAY/N1TE SUN	 SUN	 % CLD QUALITY CCM	 CCM	 MODE GAIN	 PICTUR F	 1LTUkF	 MICROFILM MIC FLM
	
1D	 DATE	 x	 /SFCL	 E L E V	 A 7 1 M	 COVER	 4567	 0ITY	 4567 4567	 CNTR LAT	 CNTR LONG	 POLL	 FRAMF
2137014401 11/1e/7b 14 33 19102 D 32.59 144.57 5C F f E f NO CCCL LLLL 3"..75 N	 073.91 W	 29u0bl 3t4
2137114460 11/18/78 15 33 19116 D 32.31 144.80 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3H.75 N	 (.75.33 M	 79001 560
2137214514 11/1b/78 16 33 14130 D 32.02 145.03 O EEEF 40 CCCL LLLL 31.75 N	 076.78 w	 29rGb1 443
213;715082 11/0	 ' 7 8 19 33 18921 D 36.39 140.96 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 OP1.06 r	 29CGp1 26
2135815141 11/16/78 2C 33 lm935 D 36.10 141.?7 50 FEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 3F.75 N	 rb2.50 a	 291,Gc1 252
21359151 0 5 11/18/7P 21 33 1 0 949 D 35.82 141.S7 60 EEEE NO L C L L LLLL 3t.75 N	 0P3.93 w	 ?900K1 299
2136015254 11/16/78 22 33 18963 0 35.51 141.89 100 FFPF NO CCCL LLLL 3f.75 N	 Cb5.3P 4	 2900K1 267
2136415485 11/16/7P 26 33 19019 D 34.33 143.04 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 36.75 w	 791.1. to	 290U),1 69
2136515543 11/16/78 27 33 19033 D 34.04 143.31 •0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 3?.75 N	 (:92.53 Y	 291,011 364
2136616607 11/16/78 2P 33 1 0 047 D 13.75 143.5X 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 30.75 N	 093.97 6	 2903^1 196
2136416010 11i25/78 2h 33 192GF D 28.65 147.29 190 EEFf NO CCCL LLLL 36.75 N	 C93.9Y w	 2900e1 732
12136716061 11/16/78 29 33 19061 9 33.47 143.P2 0 EEEE `t0 CCCL LLLL 31.75 N	 (195.41 W	 290081 14C
2136116115 11/16/78 30 33 19075 D 33.16 144.00 NA AMMM 040 CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 096.85 N	 0 0
2138	 to241 11/18/78 32 33 19354 0 27.57 147.85 90 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3e.75 099.72 r	 290;i!'1 711
2137116291 11/18/78 33 33 19117 D 32.29 144.P2 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.15 N	 101.15 N	 29G3k1 426
2137'16405 11/16/78 35 33 19165 D 31.71 145.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 N	 1C4.01 Y	 29rOti1 305
2136117144 11/16/78 41 33 1 697 D 35.1a 142.2C r, EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 3F.75 -,	 112.61 Y	 2yG^.^1 276
2 1 36217203 11/16/78 42 33 IA992 D 34.90 142.50 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 3P.75 N	 114.06 r	 29CCr.1 355
2 136 117262 11/16/78 43 33 19006 D 34.62 142.77 0 EEEF 40 CCCL LLLL 3t.75 N	 115.50 r	 2903P1 1iti
2134617312 11/16/78 44 33 1176 0 D '9.51 137.22 1 EEFF NO CCCL LLLL 36.75 N	 1lo.93 r	 29^,U^1 244
2136.17434 11/16/78 46 33 19046 D 33.73 143.59 4C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.75 4	 '19.$0 2900141 167
2116817551 11/16/78 48 33 19075 9 33.15 144.11 10 EEEE ti0 CCCL LLLL 3 t . 7 S .	 122.65 N	 2900bl 2?r
2136 1 1543(1 11/05/78 25 33 19005 D 34.63 142.76 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 089.69 b	 2900f1 49
2136517375 11/16/78 45 33 19034 D 34.02 143.33 10 F F E F NO CCCL LLLL 30.76 N	 118.39 to	 29uL141 102
2136717492 11/16/78 47 33 19062 D 13.44 143.E5 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 38.76 N	 121.25 Y	 290081 207
2138`16062 11/25/78 29 32 19312 D 27.34 148.21 ^ EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.15 N	 794.88 4	 290021 747
2137515084 11/18/79 19 32 19172 D 30.15 146.54 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 lb0.54 1F	 19C0m1 `.r•f
2137715201 11/18/78 21 32 19700 D 29.57 146.93 0 EEEE 40 CCCL ILLI 40.16 N	 083.42 W	 290091 512
213781526E 11/18/78 22 32 19214 D 29.28 147.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.16 N	 084.14 v	 ?9CU$11 543
2138()157 7 3 11/18/78 24 32 19242 D 2@.70 147.46 11 EEEF NO CCCL LLLI 40.16 N	 087.72 Y	 2900t 669
2138115431 11/18/78 25 32 192S6 0 28.45 147.61 U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 089.14 W	 290UP1 674
213821549(' 11/25/78 26 32 1927r D 28.16 147.71 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C. 16 N	 099.57 W	 ?9C0e.1 797
2138315545 11/25/78 27 32 19284 D 27.88 147.93 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 1,192.03 Y	 29GUAl 825
2137216343 11/18/78 34 32 19131 D 30.99 145.95 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 102.07 r	 290081 580
2137516515 11/16/78 37 32 19173 D 30.12 146.56 10 EEfE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 106.37 0	 29LOol 491
2137616574 11/16/71 38 32 19167 D 29.84 146.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 107.8;? 6	 ?90081 S14
2137717033 11/16/78 39 32 19201 D 29..54 146.95 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 1C9.2S 11	 2900K1 512
12137817091 11/16/78 40 32 19215 D 29.26 147.13 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 117.67 1.	 2900p 524
'	 2138017204 11/25/7A 42 32 1 9 243 D 2x.69 147.47 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.16 N	 113.53 W	 29C-OP1 762
2138117263 11118178 43 32 19251 D 28.42 '47.63 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4Q.16 f.	 114.91 r	 ?0nJa1 6tP
i
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E L E V	 A71 ► 	 COVER	 4587	 QLTY 4567 4567	 CNIR LAY	 C'.TR LO%G
	 ROLL	 FRAME
2136217322 11/25/78 44 32 19271 C 28.14 147.79 60 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 116.40 M	 29CU81 F.11
2136417314 11/05/78 44 32 19020 D 33.35 144.03 20 EEFE NO CCCL !LLL 40.16 N	 116.42 w	 290081 61
2136918003 11/16/78 49 32 19090 D 31.87 145.27 1C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 123.59 w	 290081 235
2135413072 11/CS/78 249 32 1F678 D 36.3F 141.05 90 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 40.17 N	 050.45 w	 29UCII 7
21368142x1 11/46/78 12 32 19074 D 32.19 145.01 0 EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 070.54 w	 290 W'1 214
2137114453 11/18/78 15 32 19116 D 31.31 145.70 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.17 N	 L74.b4 .	 29001'1 568
2135715OPC 11/05/78 19 32 11921 D 35.47 142.01 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 080.58 w	 2900f1 25
2135815134 11/16/78 20 32 18935 0 35.17 142.31 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4(..17 N	 092.01 k	 2900f1 251
2135915193 11/1R/78 21 32 18949 0 34.'7 142.61 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.17 N	 683.43 r	 290Lt1 298
2136 15252 11/16/74 22 32 10963 0 34.57 142.90 90 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 (:A4	 F9 w	 29UOF1 296
2137915314 11/18/78 23 32 19228 C 28.99 147.29 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 h	 C86.3C w	 Z9()Uf1 556
2136515541 11/16/78 27 32 19033 D 33.07 144.28 40 EEEE AID CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 (92.05 r	 290091 163
2136016000 11/16/78 28 32 19047 D 32.78 144.52 0 EEP1 NO CCCL LLLL 4C.17 N	 1193.50 29C0P1 19S
2138416UU4 11125178 29 32 19298 D 27.60 148.07 99 FIEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 193.50 v	 2900«1 731
2136716054 11/16/78 29 32 19[61 D 32.49 144.77 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 094.92 v	 2900!1 179
2 1 36816113 11/16/781 30 32 19075 D 32.17 145.(1.3 NA 1'n"" 40 CCCL LLLL 40.17 Al	 ^96.36 w	 C) ^
2136916171 11116/78 31 32 19( 1 89 D 31.87 145.27 100 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 097.75 w	 290Ct1 2i-
2137016230 11/18/78 32 32 19103 D 31.59 145.5C 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 h	 099.21 r	 29[0!'1 436
2138816235 11118178 32 32 19354 0 26.53 /4b.60 90 ME NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 099.22 w	 2900b1 711
2 1 37116285 11/18/78 33 32 19117 D 31.29 145.72 10 EEEF h0 CCCL LLLL 44.17 r	 10,1.66 w	 29QLF1 425
2135416335 11/05/78 34 32 16880 D 36.34 141.10 0 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 102.09 .	 296Of1 12
2137316402 11/16/78 35 32 19145 0 30.70 146.16 10 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 4C•.17 N	 IV! .51 1.	 298`001 394
2137416461 11/16178 36 32 15159 0 30.40 146.37 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 v	 1C4.95 r	 2900ti 46h
2136117142 11/16/78 41 32 1P9 7 8 D 34.24 143.21 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 112.12 r	 29L0611 275
2136217200 11/1617b 42 32 16992 D 33.95 143.5C 10 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 40.17 h	 113.57 b.	 29( Li t 1 354
2136317255 11/16/79 43 32 19006 D 33.66 143.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.17 h	 115.00 6	 29GOt1 135
2134617310 11/16/78 44 32 11769 0 38.66 138.42 0 EEE• NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 116.44 r	 2900811 243
2136617431 11/16/76 46 32 1904F D 32.76 144.54 30 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 ed	 119.31 ► 	 29COt1 166
21368 1 7544 11/16/78 48 32 19076 D 32.16 145.04 10 FEEF NO CCCL LLLL 40.17 N	 12.16 k.	 29('CF1 210
213691434C 11/16176 13 32 190Pb 0 31.91 145.25 30 FEEF %0 CCCI LLLL 4C.18 h	 071.9^ ►,	 29OCt1 306
2137014394 11/16/78 14 32 19102 D 31.60 145.48 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 40.18 N	 073.42 w	 29C-Gb1 363
2136315424 11/05/78 25 32 19005 D 33.67 143.75 80 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 40.12 N	 OP9.2C 1.	 29001 48
2136415482 11/16/78 26 32 19019 D 33.37 144.01 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 4C.IF N	 090.63 4	 2900fl 6P
2136517372 11/16/78 45 32 19034 D 33.C4 144.30 10 FFEF 010 CCCL LLLL 40.16 N	 117.149 6	 290G8'1 101
21367174SC, 11/16/78 47 32 19062 D 32.46 144.79 1G EEEE h0 CCCL LLLL 41..1e h	 12L.76 6	 296C}1 2:6
2136703454 11/I5/7E 151 31 19263 D 27.25 148.5 1 ' C EEPE h0 CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 G9G.62 E	 29CObl 782
2138115425 11/18/78 25 31 19256 0 27.4C 148.41 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 OP6.63 w	 290081 673
213 8!215494 11/25/78 26 31 19270 D 27.12 148.57 0 EEEE NP CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 1190.U7 1.	 290C'1 796
2138516060 11/25/78 29 31 19312 D 26.29 146.98 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 044.37 4	 29008'1 746
213b0172G2 11/25/79 42 31 19243 D 27.65 14P. 2P 6G EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.57 N	 113.^2 1.	 29001 7hI
F'AGE	 3812/30778
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LANDSAY 2	 MSS SENSOR
FROM 11101178 TO 11/3L/78
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROM ORBIT DAY /NITE SUN	 SUN	 Z CLO QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PICTUkF	 MICROFILM 141C FL%
IC	 PATF	 v	 /SPCL	 FLEV	 A71 M 	 COVER	 4567	 QLTY 4567 4561	 CNTR LAY	 CNTR LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2135413065 11/C5/7P 240 31 IF37, 0 35.46 142.13 70 EEFE NO CCCL HHLL 41.5& h	 049.94 6	 ?90GI1 6
2137515081 11/18/76 19 31 19172 0 29.13 147.39 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41 .SF N	 080.04 M	 29pL91 585
2137715194 1171E/7P 21 31 19200 D 28.54 147.76 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 U82.92 M	 290Lcl 531
2137615253 11/1,/78 22 31 19214 D 28.?4 147.94 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 084.34 M	 2900°1 542
213?915312 11/18/78 23 31 1922E D 27.96 14F.11 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.SH N	 Jf5.79 w	 29( UPI 555
213&0 1 5370 11/1F/7b 24 31 19242 D 27.67 148.27 0 EEEE NO C C C I ILLL 41.58 N	 "87.22 w	 ?9f"`,1 659
2138315542 11/25/78 27 31 192b4 D 26.83 148.72 80 EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 41 .5e N	 041.52 r	 29CU ).1 P24
2137?16341 11/18/78 34 31 19131 D 29.98 146.P? 70 IEEE NO CC(I LLLL 41.58 w	 101.51 Y	 29U6c1 579
2137516513 11/16/78 37 31 19173 0 29.(19 147.41 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5A N	 105.b6 w	 29CL-1 4.?G
2137616571 11/16/78 3b 31 19187 D 29. 111 147.54 C EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41 S N	 IC7.29 6	 2900). 1 5	 3
2131717L3C 11/1t/7b 39 31 19201 D 28.5U 147.79 90 EEEE 40 CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 108.75 w	 2900 n 1 511
2137817085 11/16/78 40 31 19215 0 28.23 147.95 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.5A N	 110.16 w	 29M 1 523
213&117261 11/18/78 43 31 19257 D 27.37 14b.43 10 EEEE VO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 114.47 w	 2960.1 687
2136217315 11125/7F 44 31 19271 D 27.10 14b.5r 9c EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.56 h	 115.b9 Y	 2900°1 ,I"
2/36417311 11/05/78 44 31 1 1,020 0 32.37 145.01 10 EEEE N', CCCL LLLL (1.Sb N	 115.91 r	 29001.1 6U
2136919001 11/16/78 49 31 19090 C 30.86 146.18 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.58 N	 123.08 a	 2900°1 234
2 1 36814275 1 1 /16/76 12 31 19074 D 31.20 145.9! 0 EEEE % CCCI LLLL 41.59 h	 07C.03 29f -3-1 21!
2136x14333 11/1A/715 13 31 19E@f 0 30.90 146.15 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.54 h	 071.41 29L0c1 305
2137114451 11/18/78 15 31 1911( D 30.31' 146.59 10 EEEE 1.0 CCCL LLLL 41.54 h	 074.33 .	 290Jf.1 567
2135715073 11/C5/7E 16 31 1A921 D 14.53 143.LS 0 EEEE NO ML LLLL 41.59 N	 Gtj.G7 w	 29,5cl 24
2135&15132 11/16/78 20 31 18935 G 34.22 143.34 20 EEEE 110 C C ( L LLLL 41.59 N	 OF1.52 r	 2900).1 25C
213591519E 11/18/7P 21 31 1F'949 D 33.92 143.52 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.510 N	 vie 2.9 1 .	 ?9rrg1 297
2136J1S24S II/16/7b 22 31 1F963 D 33.61 143.9C 90 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 41.59 N	 Ub4.38 b;	 290OP1 2t5
213b416?01 II/2517b 28 31 19?91. D 26.55 14,.°5 70 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 41.54 N	 093.00 r	 29nCY1 730
21367loG52 11/16/7& 210 31 19061 D 31.49 145. 7 f 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41 .5 1, h	 094.42 V	 29C,U61 178
2 1 36F1611C 11/16/78 30 31 19075 D 31.18 145.94 20 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 41.56 N	 095.86 W	 2yCJ-1 112
2136916165 11/16/7! 31 31 190, 9 D 30.97 141.17 100 PPPF N() CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 U97.29 w	 290Cr1 ?27
2137(116224 11/18/78 32 31 19103 D 30.59 146.38 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.54 N	 09,. 71 N	 290081 435
2138616232 11/18/78 32 31 19354 D 25.47 149.35 90 EEEE NU CCCL LLLL 41.50 N	 L-9* .71 .	 2900).1 116
2 1371 162c 2 11/18/78 33 31 15117 D 30.77 146.61 1U EEEE N(I CCCL LLLL 41.54 h	 10'j.15 M	 29CJc1 424
213541633: 11/05/78 34 31 1888C D 35.41 142.17 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 1C1.SR w	 290U;t1 11
213731640C 11/16/78 35 31 19145 D 29.68 147.02 10 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 41.59 w	 103.01 w	 210C,gF1 393
2137416454 11/16/78 36 31 19159 0 29.38 147.22 10 EEEE w0 CCCL LLLL 41.59 w	 IU4.44 w	 Zy0UF1 467
2'_1 7917143 11/18/78 41 31 19229 D 27.92 148.13 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 111.01 w	 2900F1 5910
2136117135 11/16/78 41 31 1F97c D 3!.28 1 44.2!1 0 EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 111.62 w	 29;	 1 274
2136217194 11/16/78 42 31 1F992 D 32.98 144.47 0 [FEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.510 N	 113.66 r 35!
213t317253 11/16/78 43 31 19006 D 32.6E 144.73 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 114.4E w	 ?90t•F1 114
2134617303 11/16:78 44 31 1b769 0 37.79 139.60 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 41.59 h	 115.94 6	 29CC}1 24?
2136617425 11/16/78 46 31 1904 8 D ?1.77 145.4& 10 EEEE N(1 CCCL LLLL 41. S r. N	 118.E0 W	 29LCrl 105
2136d17542 11/16/76 46 31 19676 D 31.16 145.91 2G EEEf h0 CCCL LLLL 41.59 N	 1121.66 w	 290J%-1 21!
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	67:32	 FROM 111t , 117c TO 11/30/7?
ObSERvATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW CRPIT DAY/NITF SUN	 tun	 % CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAIN PIC T URE 	 PICTURE	 ICROfILM PIC FLA
	
ID	 DATE	 9	 /SPCL	 ELEV	 AZIM	 COVER	 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567	 CNTR LAI	 CNTF LONG	 Rf,LL	 FRAME
2 1 35602585 11 /US/7b 143 31 189UU D 34.97 142.62 U EEEE Nu CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 102.03 E	 29UU ?1 15
2136315421 11/05/78 25 31 19005 D 32.69 144.71 80' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 088.70 w	 2900x1 47
21364154b0 11/16/78 26 31 1901 0 D 32.40 144.96 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 h 090.13 w	 297Uf11 87
2136515534 11/16/78 27 31 19033 D 32.09 145.22 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 991.56 w	 2900 *1 362
2136615593 11/16/78 28 31 19047 D 31.79 145.46 0 EEPE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 093.00 w	 29n0-1 104
213651737C 11/16/78 45 31 19034 D 32.06 145.25 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.60 N 117.38 to	 2900 °1 IOU
2137815251 11/18/78 22 30 197,14 D 27.20 148.75 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N 08S.81 w	 2900c1 541
2138115422 11/18/78 25 3C 19256 D 26.34 149.21 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.97 N 08b.II w	 2900-- 1 672
2138215481 1112517E 26 30 19270 D 76.C7 14 ^.35 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N 069.54 w	 2900-) 1 795
2138516053 11/25/78 29 30 19312 D 25.22 149.75 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.59 N 093.04 w	 290011 74S
2138017:95 11/25/78 42 30 19243 D 26.60 149.OS 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N 112.5C r	 29nUF1 761
2138217313 11/25/78 44 30 192 7 1 D 26	 L'S 149.36 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 42.99 N 115.36 Y	 2900f1 80,9
2135413063 11/05/76 249 30 1b878 D 34.52 143.18 40 EEFE NO CCCL hHLL 43.00 N 049.41 w	 29005.1 S
2136914331 11/18/78 13 30 1908? D 29.h8 147.05 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 070.04 r	 2900e1 374
2137515075 11/18/78 19 3C 19172 D 28.10 148.22 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 079.52 r	 290.161 5P4
2137915305 11/10/70 23 30 1922r D 26.90 148.92 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 095.26 is	 790011 554
?133015364 11/18/70 24 30 19242 D 26.62 149.07 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 086.69 w	 2900`1 650
213b31S540 11/25/78 27 30 19284 D 25.7b 149.SU 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 091.05 w	 290'On1 023
2138x16230 11/18/78 32 30 19354 D 24.41 150.C9 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 098.16 w	 29001.1 715
2117216334 11/18/78 34 30 19131 D 28.96 147.68 AO •EEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 101.04 w	 7930r1 574
i135416330 11105/78 34 30 1b8F0 D 34.47 143.23 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 01 101.05 r	 2900x'1 it
2137416452 11/16/78 36 30 19159 D 28.36 148.07 10 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 103.92 w	 290001 466
213751651: 11/16/78 37 30 19173 D 28.06 148.25 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N US .34 w	 290011 479
2137c16565 11/16/78 3b 30 19187 D 27.77 14F.42 0 EEEE NO C C L L LLLL 43.00 N 106.77 w	 Mot 1 SU2
2137717024 11/16/78 39 30 19201 D 27.46 148.61 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 109.22 .	 290u'1 Sit
2137d170P2 11/16/7 1± 4Q 30 1 y [l5 D 27.10 14P.76 0 EEEE Nn CCCL LLLL 43.0U M 109.64 w	 2900x1 S22
2138117254 11/i8/78 43 30 19257 c 26.32 149.22 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.00 h 113.95 4	 290001 6!6
2136317250 11/16/78 43 30 19006 D 31.69 145.68 70 EEEE AO CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 113.96 •	 2900P1 133
2136417305 11/05/79 44 3O 19020 D 31.38 145. 9 3 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.00 N 115.3b r	 2930'1 50
2136917594 11/16/78 49 3C 19090 t 29.85 147.00, 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 4!.00 N 122.SS r	 ?9(!u+1 233
2136914272 11/16/78 12 30 19074 D 30.19 146.83 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 069.50 r	 290Ut1 212
2137114444 11/18/78 15 30 19116 D 29.28 147.47 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N ('73.80 w	 290Wl S66
2135715071 11/0°/78 19 30 18921 D 33.57 144.(7 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 079.55 r	 2900x1 i3
2135°15125 11/16/78 PI 30 18935 D 33.25 144.36 10 FEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N OF1.00 w	 29001.1 249
2136015243 11/16/78 22 30 18963 C 32.!4 144.9n 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.91 N 03.85 w	 i900M1 264
2136SISS32 11/16/70 27 30 1 0 033 D 31.09 146.16 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 091.04 r	 29Ppb1 361
2138415595 11/25/78 20 30 19298 D 25.49 149.63 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 h 092.47 vi	 29UUE1 720
2136716045 11/16/76 29 30 19061 D 30.40 146.62 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 093.89 w	 29UUb1 171
2135816104 11/16/78 3C 3U 19075 D 30.17 146.64 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 Al 0`95.33 w	 2,70LFI 111
2136916162 11/16/7'. 31 3E) 19099 D 29.96 147.0`6 100 E E F E NU CCCL LLLL 43.01 N X196.76 0	 2900t1 22 ti
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:-7:32	 FRO M 11/%1/78 TO 11/3U/7f
OBSERVATION ENTRY PAIN ROM OR61T DAY/MITE SUN 	 SUN	 2 CLD QUALITY CCM CCM	 MODE GAI4 PICTURE	 PICTURE	 MICROFIL • W IC FLM
	
ID	 DATE	 /	 /SPCL	 ELEV	 A I I M COVER	 4567	 OL1Y 4567 4567 C47R LAT	 C47R LONG	 ROLL	 FRAME
2137U16221 11/1A/7E 32 30 19103 D 29.57 147.27 0 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 998.19 M 2900c1 434
2137116280 11/18/78 33 30 1911T D 29.25 147.50, 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.J1 N 009.62 w 2911Ocl 423
2137316393 11/16/78 35 30 19145 D 29.66 147.8! 1C EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 1112.50 w 2900c1 392
2136117133 11/16/78 41 30 18979 D 32.31 145.17 0 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 111.10 M 29C•U41 273
2137917141 11/18/78 41 30 1922 0 D 26.97 148. 0 4 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.0 1 N 111.10 hi 29((:,1 S9P
2136217102 11/16/78 42 30 11,992 D 32.00 145.43 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 112.54 w 29GUcl 352
2134617301 11/16/78 :4 30 lt769 D 36.90 140.76 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.J1 N 115.41 w 2Or0°1 241
2136617422 11/16/78 46 30 1904P D 30.17 146.40 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 11x.27 w 29CUc1 164
2136817535 11/16/78 48 30 19076 D 30.14 146.L6 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.01 N 121.14 w 29c-0F1 217
2136315415 11/05/75 25 30 1 0005 D 31.70 145.67 60 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 688.17 w 2900).1 46
2136415473 11/16/78 26 30 191x:9 D 31.40 145.91 20 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 89.61 b 291041 ?6
21366155 0 1 11/16/78 28 30 19047 D 30.79 146.3P 10 EEPF NO CCCL LLLL 43.U2 N 092.48 w 29CC111 193
2136517363 11/16/78 45 30 19034 D 31.07 146.17 J EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 43.02 N 116.86 w 29C0c1 49
2138215475 11/25/78 26 29 19270 D 25.01 150.12 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.40 N 089.00 1. 29Gu=1 794
2139516051 11/25/7 8 29 29 19312 D 24.16 150.50 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.40 N 093.30 29001 744
2137815244 11/18/78 22 29 19214 D 26.15 149.56 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N Ot3.27 4 2900P1 540
2137915303 11/18/78 23 29 1922A D 25.E5 149.72 C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N ;184.72 6 2910.1 553
2131015361 11/18/7 11 24 29 19242 D 25.56 149.86 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.:1 N Ot6.14 w 29(.g).1 657
2138115420 11/18/78 25 29 1925E D 25.28 150.00 1C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N X87.57 w 29DG 1 671
2138315533 11/25/7A 27 29 192b4 D 24.71 150.26 9C EEEE NO Cf.CL LLLL 44.41 v 092.45 b 29N,	 1 h22
2138816223 11/18/78 32 29 19354 D 23.33 150.83 10C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 097.63 1. 290(tt1 714
2137216332 11/18/75 34 29 19131 D 27.93 148.53 70 Miff NO CCCL LL!L 44.41 N 100.50 1' 2900?1 S77
2137516504 11/16/78 37 29 19173 D 27.02 149.08 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 104.79 w 2900'1 474
2137616562 11/16/78 38 ?9 19187 11 26.73 149.25 30 FEE[ NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 1G6.23 1. 2900 3•1 SIT
21379170 130 11/16/78 40 29 19215 D 26.12 149.5E 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 109.09 w 2900.1 521
2138017193 11/25/78 42 29 19243 D 25.54 149.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 0: +11.95 . 290,0P1 7514
2138217310 11/25/78 44 29 19271 D 24.98 150.14 70 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 114.82 w 2900c F()t
2136417312 11/05/78 44 29 19020 D 30.37 146.87 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 114.84 w 24-0o 1 5F
2136917592 11/16/78 49 29 19096 0 28.92 147.96 1 1 EEEE VO CCCL LLLL 44.41 N 122.00 .. 29"1c1 252
2 1 36fi1427L 11/16/78 12 29 19074 C 29.17 147.73 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 068.96 a 29'),l$-1 211
2136914324 11/18/78 13 29 19088 D 28.86 147.94 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 070.39 b 296081 3:.3
2137114442 11/18/78 15 29 19116 D 28.25 148.34 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 073.26 b 29LU111 SC5
213601524) 11/16/78 22 29 1x963 D 31.65 145.bb SO EFEE 0^J CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 083.30 w 290G^1 263
2136716043 11/16/78 29 29 19061 D 29.+.6 147.52 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 093.34 w 2 9 0 C e 1 176
213691616L 11/16/79 31 29 19089 C 28.84 147.95 100 EEFE N0 CCCL LLLL 44.42 v 096.22 . 29CP1 22S
2137016215 11/18/78 32 29 19103 D 28.54 14P.14 0 EESE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 097.64 r 29octl 433
2137116273 11/18/79 33 29 19117 D 28.23 148.35 0 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 M 099.08 w 29u0E1 422
2135416324 11/05/78 34 29 18880 D 33.52 144.28 C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.42 N 10J.51 b 29roti 9
2137316391 11/16/71 35 29 19145 D 27.62 148.73 1r. EEEE NO CCC1 LLLL 44.42 N 161.95 w 293051 391
2.137416445 11/16/78 36 29 19159 D 27.32 148.91 20 FLEE NO CC_L LLLL 44.42 N 1C3.37 w 29(.01:1 465
y




12/30/78,	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 ofl3f	 41
	07:32
	 FRO K
 `1/ 1 1/78 TO 11/30/71
GFSEkVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW "RPIT DAY/NITf SL^ti
	
5-%
	 X CLD QUALITY CCN	 CCV	 hCCE GAI N 	FICTURf	 PICTVkf	 "1 CFOFIL r	°)^ F L 0
	
ID	 SATE	 r	 /SPCL	 E L F V	 A71M	 COVER	 4567	 OLTY 45tl 4567	 CNTP LAT	 CNIR LO'.;	 P 0 L L	 FRAME
2137717021 11/1^' i 78 39 29 19201 0 26.41 145.43 10 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL ....4? N	 1')7.6t W	 29rJ,1 SnQ
2136117130 11/16/78 41 ?9 1 F97P n 31	 33 146.13 0 EEEf NO t(C'*. LLLL 44.4? N	 110.55 :	 2900" 1 272
2137517134 11/18/78 41 ?9 19229 D 25.82 149.73 0 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 44.42 N	 110.56 w	 ?9f,U"1 597
2136217185 11/16/7F 42 29 18992 D 31 r 146.39 10 Er- EE Nn C C C L 1LtL 44.42 N	 112.00 r	 29001: 351
2138+ 11 7 252 11/18/78 43 29 19257 D 25.27 1SO.00 10 EEEE NO CCeL LLLL 44.42 N	 113.41 W	 290011 6"S
2136317244 11/1677& 43 29 19CCo D 3C.r9 146.62 90 FEE& NU CCCL LLLL 44.42 N	 113.42 b;	 20!x_1 132
21i4 l 172 9 4 11/16/78 44 25 18769 n 35.99 141.5.8 0 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 44.42 N	 114.66 W	 29f„,f1 24f.
2136617420 11/16/78 46 29 19048 0 29.76 147.11 0 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 44.42 h	 111.73 1.	 29(.Jr1 153
2136817533 11/16/7 P 4P 29 1 0 076 D ?9.13 147.75 10 F F F E Nr C C L LLLL 44.42 N	 12-7'.59 .	 29 ^011 216
2136115412 11/C5/78 25 2 r 19005 D 36.70 146.62 30 FEES NO :CCL LLLL 44.43 N	 0t7.63 .	 20rf-l1 45
2136415471 11/16/715 26 29 19019 0 30.40 146.85 10 2EEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 fit -4 .	 2910%1 f*5
2136515525 11/16/78 27 29 1 0 033 D 30.09 147.08 90 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 44.43 N	 C9r.So r	 29rCb1 361
2138415592 11/25/78 28 29 1929& D 24.42 150.39 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 091.93 .	 290uF1 728
21366155x4 11/16/7F 2 F 29 19047 D 29	 7F 147.3C 2C FEPF 40 CCCL LLLL 44.43 N	 091.94 W	 ?91"n$1 1S?
2136c161U1 11/16/78 30 29 19075 D 29.15 147.75 90 EEEE NO ( C C L LLLL 44.43 N	 094 .70 w	 290011 11'.'
2136517361 11/16/78 45 29 19034 0 30.115 147.10 0 F F E E NO C C C L LIIL 44.43 N	 116.32 29CO,1 S18
2137^15242 11/Ib/7 c 22 28 15214 D 25.79 150.36 30 EEEE NU CCLL LLLL 41,.82 N	 682.71 a	 2980'1 539
213SCIS355 11/18/78 24 28 1924[ 0 24.51 150.64 10 f?FE NO C C C L LLLL 45.462 N	 i?h5.57 w	 ?9CJ`1 656
213&115413 11/1R/78 25 2! 1 r.2S6 c 24.?2 15[.77 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45 .A2 N	 C87.C1 .f	 29f'L>1 676
2 1382 154 12 11/?5/78 26 26 1 5270 D 23.54 1SC.9f' C EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 4^,.V2 N	 C8F.43 .	 291 L`1 753
213b315531 11/25/7& 27 2F 19284 D 23.64 151.03 60 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 E89.88 a	 2900 1 t21
213t516C44 11/25/78 29 215 1 5312 0 23.;Y 151.25 10 EEEf h0 CCCL LLLL 45.82 N	 (92.75 r	 29CiUi1 743
2137216325 11/18/78 34 28 19131 D 26.P9 149.31 9u EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 45.62 N	 899.93 29ULib1 576
2137616560 1 1 /16/78 3f 28 19187 D 25.67 150.07 80 FfEE NO C C C L TILL 45.82 N	 1('5.66 200111 S^^
2137817073 11/16/78 4C 28 19215 D 25.06 150.38 NA MMKP h0 CC(L LLLL 45.t2 to	 /GF.53
t13t')17190 11/25/78 42 26 19243 0 24.48 150.66 10 F E E E NC C C C L LLLL 45.82 N	 111.39 25:'051 75:
21382173-4 11/25/76 44 28 19271 D ?3.90 156.92 7L' EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.462 N	 114.25 20CC'1 c17
2136917585 11/16/78 49 2b 19C90 0 27.79 148.64 1Q EEEE NO CLCL LLL. 45.462 h	 121.44 1.	 2960b1 231
2136+14263 11/16/78 12 28 19074 D 28.14 148.61 SO EEEE NO C C C L LLL'- 45.83 N	 068.39 .	 29(0'1 21'
il36i14322 11/18/78 13 28 19086 D 27.83 14F.R1 70 FEE[ NO C C C L LLLL .t.3 N	 U6 10	 t? it	 ?9^0'1 31'2
2131915300 1111817b 23 21! 19228 0 24.79 156.51 10 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 45.83 N	 Ub4.16 t.	 29(^pa1 `_S?
2 1 36716040 II/16/7b 29 28 19061 D 28.44 148.41 C FEEF NO C C C L LLLL ':3.^3 N	 :'92.77 v	 ??V01.1 175
2136?16154 11/16/78 31 211 19U89 n 27.k1 14P.F3 90 EEEf NO CCCL LLLL 45_c3 h	 795.65 r	 M ut1 224
2138016221 11/18/78 32 28 19354 0 22.24 151.57 100 EEEE NO CCCL t(LL c5.83 a	 097.06 W	 2VnL`1 713
2137016212 11/lb/78 32 2E 1 0 1U3 D 27.50 149.02 20 EEEE No C C C L L t_LL +4.:3 k	 607.07 v	 29C(I11 432
21371)6271 11/18/7 8 33 2P 19117 D 27.19 149.21 10 FFEF NO CM Llll 45.83 M	 098.11 M	 29ULc1 421
21373163P4 11/16/7! 35 28 19145 D 26.57 149.57 10 EEEE NO (CCL LLLL 4 ! . 11 1 h	 101.3 0 291;0:1 390
2137416443 11/16/7! 36 2& 19159 D ?6. ?7 149.75 10 EEEE NO C C C L LLLL 45.8' 4	 102.P( w	 29Lu	 1 454
213751650/ 11/16/75 37 28 19173 D 25.07 149.91 50 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 45.t3 N	 1L4.?3 w	 29rL+ ► 1 477
?138117245 11/16179 43 20 19257 D 24.19 158.79 70 EEEF NO C C C L LLLL 45.13 N	 112.E+4 W	 ?400`1 6t4









FROM 11/01/78 TO 11/30/78




IC	 DATE	 0	 /5PCL	 ELEV	 A 7 1 P	 COVER	 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567	 CNIR LAT	 (NTk LONI
	
ROLL	 FR/ME
2136317241 11/16/7b 43 2t 19606 0 29.1^. 147.56 90 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45 .t3 N 112.96 w 29(Fuc1 131
2136417300 11/05/78 44 28 19020 D 29.36 147.79 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N 114.714 . ?90('11 '7
2136617413 11/16/7? 46 28 1904H D 21.74 148.7? 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 N 117.16 6 2on(,:1 162
213E415590 11125178 28 28 19298 D 23.34 151.15 10 EEEZ NO CCCL LLLL 4`, .b4 N 091.35 r 290cul 727
21366155b2 11/16/7t 2t 28 19C47 D 2F.75 148.21 20 FEPE NO CCCL LLLL 45.k4 N 091.36 W 290CF1 1101
2136b16195 11/16178 3C 28 19075 0 28.12 148.63 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.84 N (94.22 W 2V0G	 1 1.,;9
213S416321 11/0S/78 34 28 18880 D 32.55 145.32 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.P4 N 099.95 b' 290P 
2136117124 1111617F 41 ?P 18974 D 30.33 147.09 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.64 N 11C.06 W 296UF1 271
2137917132 11/18/78 41 28 19229 D 24.76 1SL.S3 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 4S.t4 N 110.90 W 290UP1 S9.
2136?l71t3 11/16/7b 42 7P 1P992 D 30.00 147.33 10 FEEE NG CCCL LLLL 45.14 N 111.43 • 210ii0e1 350
2134617292 11/16/78 44 28 1t, 769 D 35.x7 143.C3 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.14 N 114.30 W 2 rGGb1 2S9
2137118102 11118/78 51 28 19118 D 27.17 149.22 SO EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 45.A4 N 124.34 Y 290Ce1 442
2136517355 11/16/7P 45 2F 19(34 D 29.04 146.C1 10 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.85 h 115.75 2900 ► 1 97
2/38015352 11118176 24 27 19242 D 23.44 151.43 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N OP-4.9t 29CGt1 655
2138115411 11/16/78 25 27 19256 0 23.14 151.55 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 086.42 29CCel 169
213P21547c 11125178 26 27 19?T6 D 22.85 1 S1.6t 0 "FEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.23 N ob?.84 W 29P(,F1 7^)2
213831SS24 11/25/78 27 27 19284 C 22.56 l r l.t( 20 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.27 A CE9,79 6 29f.).1 r?,
2138516042 11/25/7? 29 27 110312 0 21.99 1S2.tl 10 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 092.16 6 290	 ;1 742
2137216323 11/18/78 34 27 19131 D 25.64 150.23 60 6E6E NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N C99.33 • ?90('1 575
2137616553 11/16/7E 3t 27 191F7 D 24.61 /SG.FP 70 EEEF No CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 105.07 W 290GY1 4139
2 1 38017164 11125176 42 27 19243 0 23.41 151.44 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 11C.8r Y 29rul;.i 7S7
2139217371 11/25/78 44 27 19271 0 22.83 151.65 70 EEEE k0 CCCL LLLL 47.23 h 113.66 W 29uc01 8"6
2 1 36917SE3 11/16/7? 49 27 19090 0 26.75 149.71 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 N 12C.85 w 290011 230
12 1 36914315 11/18/78 13 27 19088 D 26.79 149.68 80 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 069.23 w 29(.,1*1 391
2136716034 11/16/78 29 27 19061 D 27.42 149.30 0 FEEE NC CCCL LLLL 41.24 N U92.17 Y 29001 114
11 2136916151 11/16/78 31 27 19089 D 26.77 149.77 70 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 095.U6 W 290311 223
2 1 37 r, 1621C II11b178 32 27 19103 D 26.46 149.8P 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 096.47 11 ?90ct1 431
213P116214 11/lb/7P 32 27 19354 D 21.15 152.30 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 096.48 k 2900 *1 712
12137116264 11/18/78 33 27 19117 D 26.14 1SC.06 30 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 097.92 W 2vF1Ut1 421
21373163r2 11/16/74 35 27 19145 D 25.51 150.42 40 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 100.79 W 2tiu0r1 3e9
2137416440 11/16/78 36 27 19159 D 25.21 1 SO. 5R 7 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 102.22 M 290UA1 403
2137516405 11/16/7R 37 27 19173 D 24.91 150.73 80 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 103.65 W 290081 475
2 1 37817071 11/16/71 40 27 19215 D 23.99 151.18 10 ME NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 107,94 N t9(up1 520
2137917125 11/18/78 41 27 19229 D 23.69 151.32 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 M 1(9.40 Y 290uw1 595
1 2138117243 11/13/7h 43 27 19257 D 23.11 151.57 60 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 112.26 Y 29(100 ot,3
12136417293 11/05/78 44 27 19020 D 28.34 148.71 40 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 113.69 u 2oL.G`1 56
12136017411 11/16/78 46 27 19048 t 27.71 149.12 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.24 N 116.56 W e9vut%l 161
213711817(, -11/18/78 51 27 19115 0 26.12 150.08 50 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.74 v 125.75 . 20L	 _1 441
2136614261 11/16/74 12 27 19074 D 27.11 149.50 70 EEEE KO CCCL LLLL 41.25 v 067.P1 . VRIC!1 2t,
2138415543 11125178 2? 27 19298 D 22.26 151.91 10 6EEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 090.16 2CL'UP1 729









FROM 11/01/78 TO 11/30/7t
OPSERVATION ENTRY
	





ELEV	 AZIM CitVER	 4567	 GLTY 4567 4567	 CNTR LAT	 C47R LONG	 RULL	 FRA•E
2136615575 11/16/78 28 27 19047 0 27.72 149.11 20 EEPE NO C(CL LLLL 47.15 N 09C.77 w 290ut1 190
2136h160 0 2 11/16/7@ 30 27 19075 r M or 149.51 10 FEEL NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N C93.64 w 2900}1 tnr
2136117/21 11116178 41 27 18978 D 29.32 148.04 10 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 109.41 b 'SOOF1 270
2136217180 11/16/78 42 27 18992 D 28.99 148.27 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 110.85 6 2900t1 349
2136317235 11/16/78 43 27 19008 D 21.67 14E.50 60 EEEE NO CC:L LLLL 47,25 N 112.27 w 290001 130
2134617285 11/16/78 44 27 18769 D 34.14 144.14 30 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.25 N 113.71 w 2400 1 239
21365173S2 11/16/78 4S 27 19034 D 28.01 148.43 10 FFEE NO CCEL LLLL 47.25 N 115.16 w 2v00.-.l o6
2136716031 11/16/78 29 26 190CI D 26.38 150.19 0 FFEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N 091	 SS w 2900p1 173
2138516035 11/25/78 29 26 19312 D 20.90 152.77 30 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 48.64 N U91	 SS w 290011 741
2137016203 11/18/711 32 26 19103 D I5.40 150.75 100 IEEE NG CCCL LLLL 48.64 N 095.96 w 29noul 430
2/37616551 11/16/78 38 26 19187 rl 23.54 151 . 7n SO EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N 104.46 w 29UUol 498
213?017191 11/25/76 42 26 19243 D 22.33 152.23 0 EEtE NO CCCL LILT 48.64 M 110.19 6 2500 ►'1 756
2138217295 11125178 44 26 19271 0 21.75 152.46 60 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N 113.05 r 29001'1 1115
2136917586 11/16/78 49 26 19090 D 25.71 150.511 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.64 N 120.23 w 2900c1 229
2136916145 11/16/78 31 26 19689 D 25.12 1SO.St 60 EE FE 40 CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 094.45 w 29(.00.1 222
213SE16212 11/16/78 32 25 19154 D 20.06 153.C4 90 FEE? NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 39S.87 0 290001 711
2137116262 111IP/711 33 26 19117 D 25.09 1 50.92 90 F F E L NO CCCL LLLL 4F.65 N -97.31 w 24;0'1 41c
2137316375 11/16/18 35 26 19145 D 24.45 151.26 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.65 N 10[.111 w 200011 3).'
2137416434 11/16/78 36 26 19159 D 24.14 151.41 1C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 101.60 w 2900F1 462
2137516492 11/16/71 37 26 19173 D 23.84 151.56 9C EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 46.65 N 103.34 w 2700-,1 475
2137817;164 11/16/78 40 26 19215 D 22.92 111.98 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 1(x7.33 w 2lo^Cti SIQ
2137917523 11/18/78 41 26 1 9229 0 22 - 61 152.12 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 100.78 w ?90UF1 5r,4
2 1 So117240 11/18/78 43 26 19257 D 22.03 152.36 90 IEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4R.6S N 111.65 W 2900F1 6,^2
21363/7232 11/16/7@ 43 26 19006 D 27.63 149.42 20 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 111.66 w 2900cl 129
2136617404 11/16/18 46 26 19048 D 26.67 150.02 10 EEEE No CCCL LLLL 411.65 N 115.94 w 2930 }1 160
213711A093 11/18/78 51 26 19118 D 25.06 150.94 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.65 N 123.13 W 29r.0$11 440
2136816090 11/16/78 30 26 19075 D ?.6.03 150.40 0 FEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4E.66 N 093.07 w I4;nI'r1 jr?
2136117115 11/16/7! 41 26 18978 D 28.29 149.00 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 4A.66 N 108.60 w 290010 269
2136217174 11/16/7b 42 26 IF992 D 27.97 149.20 0 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 48.66 N 116.23 w MID P 1 34 ►
2134617283 11/16/78 44 76 11. 76 0 n 33.19 145.25 3U EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 41.66 N 113.16 w ?90Ca1 237
?133720030 11/10178 71 26 1864S D 36.04 142.65 30 EEEE NO CCCL NNLL 48.68 N 151.86 w 290061 4!'9
2134BOS364 11116/78 171 25 18 79C D 31.72 146.77 0 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 5f.06 N 065.37 E 290051 335
2134617280 11/16/7@ 44 25 1,4769 0 32.22 146.'6 20 AEE2 A0 CCCL LLLL 5C.07 N 117.46 w 2900 ► 1 230s
2133720023 11/18/78 71 2S 18645 0 35.13 143.87 20 FFEE NO CCCL NNLL 50.0F N 151.21 w 29()OP1 4(`E
2134835362 11/16/711 171 24 19790 D 30.74 147.35 10 EEEF NO CCCL LLLL 51.46 N 066.04 F 2900c1 334
2133720021 11118	 ?8k 71 24 18645 0 34.20 145.08 40 FFEE NO CC(L HMLL 51,48 N 153.53 w 29;,0.1 417
2134!05355 11/16/78 171 23 18790 D 29.7S 148.VS 20 FFFF NO CCCL LLLL 57.86 N 361,76 E 2900bl 333
21357?0014 11/1@/711 71 23 1A64S D 33.16 146.30 AO EEEE NO CCCL NNLL 52.88 N 149.F2 w 2900111 4n6
2134805353 11/16/78 171 12 18790 D ?8.75 150.06 v M6M6 NO CCCL LLLL 54.25 N 067.51 I U
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Awc^IVAL W AGE REPORT	 -ARCHIP
STANDARD CATALOG
12/3n/7P	 LANDSAT 2	 ► SS SENSOR	 PA,E 45
	
07:32	 FROM 11/^1/7F TO 11/30/76
OBSERVATION ENTRY	 PATH ROW ORBIT DAY/%ITE SUN	 SUN	 I CLD WALITY CCM CCR 	 MODE 6A1N PICTUR(	 PI(TURC	 MI'ROFILM RIC FLA
	
ID	 DATE	 /	 /SPCL	 FLEW AIIP OVER 4567	 OLTY 4567 4567 (NIP LAT CNIQ LONG 	 ROLL	 FRAVE
213750709L 11/18//8 1b4 65 19223 D 51.86 1C4.Ot NA MMMM h0 CCCL LLLL 07.61 S 03C.3F E 0 (;
213701127? 11/16/74 229 66 191OiU D 51.P1 097.41 50 FEEF NO CCCL HHLL Of .h4 S 0134.50 b 29UCcl 379
2136514250 11/16/7t 9 66 19032 D 51.53 094.6C bG I I F I NO CCCL HNLL OF .64 S 0712.94 Y 2	 1 149
2137907093 11/18/78 1124 66 19223 D S1.96 162.23 NA MMMM NU CCCL LLLL OF.65 S 030.05 E u 0
2137011274 11/16/78 229 67 19100 G 51.74 095.60 30 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 1r".08 S 034.83 M 291,061 36V
2136414194 11/16/78 6 67 19018 0 51.30 0 IP 2.2S SO F f f I NC. CCCL HHLL 10.09 S 077 v M 29(Iut1 F4
2137211394 11/18/71 231 6t 1912t D 51,75 094.9U 80 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 S 03b.03 N 29GE-c1 33u
1 1 3641420C II/16/7b b 0 190b D 51,10 $`90. St' NA MMMM NO CCCL HHLL 11.53 S 071.1 9 Y G r
2137211401 11/16/712 231 69 1912F D 51.61 093.11 SO I1 9 F NO CCCL HHLL 12.97 S 031.37 it 2914011 331
21360135 x 1 11/16/78 4 71 18962 0 40.60 083.28 10 EfFI NO CCCL H HLL 15.14 5 073.51 b 29001 123
2136013584 11/16/78 4 72 18962 C 46,17 011 1.72 100 EEFE N0 CCCL HHLL 11.2t. S 073.67 6 29PUE1 124
2137613474 11/161TP 2 72 19185 D 51.35 09C.03 4C [FEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.29 S 07C.97 Y 290utl 496
2137613481 11/16/7b 2 73 1911S D 51.0b Cr-b.31 100 IEEE NO CCCL HHLL 16.77 S 071.33 Y 290or1 497
2136013590 11/16/7F 4 73 1t962 0 4F.70 UA(, .2? 100 EEEE NO CCCL HHLL 11.72 S 074.23 Y 2-•00t1 125
213P000253 11/16/78 113 74 19233 D 51.13 088.36 0 EEFE No CCCL LLLL 2(.16 S 129.07 f 29ou•1 o44
2130700541 11/16/78 111 75 19052 D 48.05 UP0.43 lU MEEE NO CCCL LLLL 21.59 S 121. SO E 29C10F1 172
7136600492 11 f 16/7P 117 75 191`31 0 1,8.77 ('79,96 N4 •MM• h0 CCCL LLLL 21.59 5 121.93 E 9 r
2137^.L1115 121 I6 1 4 U94 D 49.x40 6>0.31! 10 EECF k CCCL LLLL 23.02 S 116.62 f 29Nic1 41C
21366004 & 5
'^'1t/71
1	 16/76 117 76 19031- 0 49.25 078.51 NA "M111% 140 CCCL LLLL 73.02 S 122 .SS E 0 C
2/15613371 • 1/;15/78 251 76 18906 0 46.14 074.22 20
IEEE
NO CCCL 44LL 23.G2 S n6%0,52 b 290Jv1 17
2137101174 11l1F/7h 122 76 141C ► D 40.1c SF'O.86 0 FIFE NC. CCCL LLLL 23.01 S 115.4! E 2900611 *15
2137101 1q : 11/1b/78 122 77 19108 D 48.09 079.39 0 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S 115.01 E 290GRI 316
2137001122 11/18/78 121 77 19094 D 48.5( 078.93 10 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 24.46 S 116.44 F 290L4.1 411
2135 #,133 7 4 11/u5/7P 251 77 16906 D 45.49 0 73. 00 30 EFFF NO CCLL HHLL 24.46 S 374:.CG Y 290011 15
21356133FE 11ICS179 251 7F 189C6 D 44.82 ''71.P1 40 F F F F NO CCCL HH LL 25.h9 s r'7G.3f r 290c91 19
21356133 A Z 11/05/712 251 79 IF906 D 44.11 070.60 50 F F 2 f No CCCL HHLL 27.32 S C7C.7P V ?90L41 20
2136523064 11/it/78 99 79 19037 D 4o.4F "716.48 MA EN6M NO CCCL LLLL 27.33 S 147,22 E 2900121 1Sr
2 1 354u703C 11/05/78 162 80 16944 D 44.13 07C.66 10 EEFE NO CCCL LLLL 2f.75 S 021.75 E 19000 43
21356133 0%5 11/05/7 0 751 40 11-906 0 43.31 069.63 40 F F F F NO CCCL H HLL 711.75 S C171	 It ► 20x0°1 21
21359117033 11/05/78 192 81 1E944 0 43.39 G19.60 10 EEFE NO CCCL lilt l	 .lt S ('27.34 E 29rC,I 416
2135613391 11/^S/712 251 1-1 1 9906 D 42.!!2 L61.62 11A 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 31..15 S 071.59 Y 0
21360219U 11/16/78 237 81 18961 0 43.13 070.05 N4 2222 No CCCL HHLL 30.19 s 051.50 Y '1 0
21371212194 11/11/78 237 F1 19212 0 47.64 077.C? 100 PPPP hC CCCL H HLL 30.20 s 051,46 r 29nut1 624
2135613394 11105/78 251 t2 16906 D 41.J-4 x. 67,66 20 EEEE NO CO- CL HHLL 31.61 S 072.01 1-r 29CG1+1 22
2136012191 11/16/78 237 82 18961 D 42.9A 069.03 it 2222 NO CCCL HHLL 31.62 S 051,92 w
2137 4 /2201 11/1f/7t 237 A 2 1 5212 D 47.24 075.78 100 PPPF NO CCCL H HLL 31.63 S 051,F8 Y 290.61 f75
2135423481 11/05/78 166 83 18884 D 4C.56 066.27 0 EEFE h0 CCCL LLLL 33.C4 S 135.50 E 29C0P1 13
2134 0 23192 11/16/78 101 Q3 1F814 0 38.98 064.7C NA MMMM NO !CCL LLLL 33.04 s 142.67 E 0 11
213677320E 11/1E/78 111 F3 1 9065 0 44.23 C7G.67 SO EEEE NC CCCL LLLL 33.C4 5 142.69 E 2yL•JF1 611
2136012195 11116/78 237 83 1t961 D 47.2( 061.07 9G FF?F NO CCCL HHLL 33.-4 S US2.35 b 29001.1 1[1
ARCHIVAL IMAGE REPORT	 -ARCHIN
STANDARD CATAIOG
12/30/78	 LANDSAT 2	 MSS SENSOR	 PACE 46
	(17t32	 FPO" 11/01/78 TO 11/30/78
OFSERVATIC♦ EATRT PATH ROY ') R @17 DAY/KITE SUM	 SU%	 % CLD QUALITY EC 14 CCM	 MODE GAIN PICTURE	 PI(TURF	 rICP (if It 0 • IC FLM
	It	 DATE	 !	 /SPCL	 ELEV AlIP COVER 4567	 017Y 4567 4567 CNTR LAT CNTR LOMI	 ROLL	 FRAME
2137912262 11/if/7a 23f 83 19226 D 46.80 074. 0 3 30 k E F F NO CCCL NNLL 33.05 S	 053.75 M	 290011 634
2137812203 11/1b/7b 237 b3 19212 0 46.61 074.55 30 PPPP NO CCCL NNLL 33.66 S	 052.31 w	 290051 626
2136412433 11/16/78 241 84 19617 D 42.56 06b. SO NA "PRO NO CCCL NNLL 34.47 S	 CSB.S3 w	 .3 v
213781221C 11/18/78 237 84 19212 D 45.95 073.38 10 PPPP No CCCL POLL 34.48 S	 052.7S w	 29UL:!1 627
2137912265 11/18/78 238 84 19226 0 46.15 073.75 20 F F F F NO CCCL HULL 34.4k 5	 054.19 w	 2906P1 635
2136012323 11/18/78 73i R4 19240 0 46.3S 074.12 10 FFFF NO CCCL HULL 34.48 S	 055.62 w	 290011 651
213G6231SC II/16/7b 1:0 85 19051 0 42.44 068.37 0 EEEE NO CCCL TILL 3S.F9 5	 143.23 E	 29C+v,1 171
2136412435 11/16/78 241 as 19017 D 41.76 P67.6f- NA 2222 NO CCCL NHLL 35.[19 S	 OS9.6C it	 0 V
2136523091 11/16/78 99 85 19037 D 42.16 068.05 30 EEEE NO CCCL LLLI 35.90 S	 144.67 f	 290091 151
2137912271 11/18/76 23P AS 19226 0 45.47 072.63 30 EEFE NO CCCI NNLL 35.91 S	 054.64 w	 2900f1 636
213bJ12330 11/16/78 239 85 19240 D 45.68 073.06 NA 2222 NO CCCL PHLI 35.91 S	 056.07 b	 0 G
2136412442 11/16/78 241 86 19017 D 46.94 066.75 70 FFEE NO CCCL NNLL 37.31 S	 059.46 w	 290081 77
2138012332 11118/78 230 R6 1924!► 0 44.97 071.91 40 FFff NO CCCL NNLL 37.33 S	 056.54 M	 290051 6S2
136412444 11/16/78 241 87 19017 D 4C.1C ^65.96 80 FFEE ►,0 CM FULL 3F.73 S	 059.94 w	 2900 1 7*
2 1 38212452 11/25/78 241 87 1926E D 44.67 071.57 30 EEFE NO CCCL NMIL 3P.74 S	 059.91 b	 29C0F1 7118
213OC12335 11118/78 239 87 1924: 0 44.24 67U.9C 80 FFFF NO CCCL POOL 38.75 S	 057.02 b	 29(JUA1 653
2136412451 11/16/78 241 88 19017 D 39.24 065.2S 90 FfFE NO CCCL HULL 4f .1S S	 TV .43 w	 2900rl 70
2134212455 11/2S/79 241 48 19268 D 43.93 C7C.6C y;. EEFE NO CCCI hHLL 40.16 S	 C60.40 w	 29COt1 7P9
2136713023 11118/78 244 88 19059 D 40	 13 066.07 100 E F F F NO CCCL NNLL 40.17 S	 1-64.70 w	 290081 608
2136713025 11118/78 244 89 19059 D 39.27 06S.37 100 EEEE NO CCCL NNLL 41.58 S	 065.21 b	 29C0R1 609
2136713032 11118/18 244 9C 19059 D 38.38 064.72 100 EEEE NO CCCL NNLL 42.99 S	 065.75 w	 2900111 610
2136421224 11/16/78 t0 91 19022 D 36.66 063.56 30 FEES NO CCCL LLLL 44.41 S	 16°.91 f	 2900$,1 S1
2134909365 11/16/78 208 92 18806 D 30.39 OS9.83 NA """" NO CCCL LLLL 45.81 S	 015.25 w	 0 0
2136809437 11/18/78 209 92 19071 D 36.84 063.82 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.92 S	 016.66 ► 	 29COF1 617
2136421231 11/16/78 80 92 19022 0 35.74 063.C2 40 EFEE NO CCCL LLLL 45.83 S	 118.34 E	 2 9 V 0 P 1 92
2136709373 11/18178 208 92 19057 D 36.53 063.59 100 EEFE NG CCCL LLLL 45.83 S	 015.21 w	 29001!1 6VS
2136609321 11/16/78 207 93 19043 0 35.29 062.92 9i1 EEEE 110 CCCL LLLL 47.22 S	 014.40 b	 2900-1 155
2134909372 11/16/7b 208 93 ibBC6 0 29.3b 059.St VA MAP* NO CCCL LLLL 47.22 S	 015.84 w	 0 0
2136709380 11/18/78 208 93 19057 0 35.60 063.13 90 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 S	 015.81 w	 290081 6V6
2136 . 09434 11 /1R/78 209 93 19C71 D 35.92 063.35 100 EEEE NO CCCL LLLL 47.23 S	 017.25 6	 290UF1 611,
2134909374 11/16/78 208 94 1bb66 D 28.37 059.39 NA 0411"11 NO CCCL LLLL 4r.63 S	 016.46 n 	 0 f
21367993
	 2 11/18178 208 94 19057 D 34.65 X62.75 90 EEEE NO CCCI LLLL 4£.64 S	 016.43 w	 2900,41 607
